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FORFIWORD 

Th.is report is part of a comprehensive review and 

evaluation of research on biological control systems, 

emphasizing the methods of investigation and state of 

models proposed for a variety of systems. The contri- 

bution of control theory to understanding complex 

biological feedback systems is stressed and the limita- 

tions of both mathematical tools and instrumentation 

are considered. 

This work has been carried out by Biosystems, Inc. 

since 1963 under contracts NAS Z-l372 and NAS 2-2122 

sponsered by NASA Ames Research Center. Mr. Richard 

Weick was the technical monitor. The review has been 

supervised by Dr. Laurence R. Young and Dr. Lawrence 

Stark, with contributions by Drs. A. Taub, R. Taub and 

P. Katona. A separate portion, subtitled "Developments 

in Manual Control" by L.R. Young and L. Stark, was pub- 

lished in March 1965 (NASA CR-190). Related material 

on the visual system was published in NASA ~~-238 

"Physiology of the Visual Control System", by L. Stark, 

C. Kupfer and L.R. Young, June 1965. 
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SECTIOI 1 

INTRODUCTION - DEFINING BIOLOGICAL FEEDBACK 
CONTROL SYSTEMS* 

How do biological control systems differ from conventlon- 

al control systems? At first glance a biological control 

system looks very much like Its electromechanical counterpart,- 

and the engineer Is likely to consider It as merely a "flesh 

and blood variation". Thus the analogy Is quickly seen between 

the pupil servomechanism and the photocell-controlled lens- 

opening control of an automatic movie camera, since both act 

to change the size of an opening, and thereby regulate the 

Intensity of light hitting a sensitive surface. The two control 

systems appear similar when viewed In block diagram form be- 

cause investlgatlons of biological control systems borrow 

heavily from.the highly developed techniques of feedback con- 

trol systems analysis. 

In the typical research involving a biological servomech- 

anism, the system.*s Input-output characteristics are studied, 

particularly with regard to Its frequency response and tran- 

sient responses to deterministic inputs. On the basis of this 

data, physiological Information, and a moderate amount of 

*This chapter was presented In part to New York Academy of. 
Sciences, June 1963 and published In the Annals of the NYAS 
Vol. 117, Artlclel, pp 426-442, 1964, under the title 
"Defining Biological Feedback Control Systems'. 
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guessing, a model is constructed to represent the system. 

This model may be analytical, a computer simulation, or a 

physical "working model". The assumption is that one may 

experiment with different inputs, systems parameters, and 

topographical connections of the model, and thereby learn 

about the true nature of the normal and pathological func- 

tioning of the original control system. This approach was 

used by Wiener in his construction of a phototropic mechani- 

cal- 'moth" to demonstrate and study parkinsonism and inten- 

tion tremor (1). 

Difficulties encountered by a control engineer when he 

first attempts to model a control system are many. Chief 

among them is the inherent existence of a number of character- 

istics of biological servomechanisms which are not generally 

present in mechanical counterparts, and therefore likely to 

be overlooked by the engineer on his first approach. 

The general representation of a feedback control system 

shown in Fig. 1 includes most of the components which the 

control engineer seeks to identify. The system output, coming 

from the controlled element (or fixed process), is the variable 

being controlled to follow an input reference command. The 

error between the input command and the output is the actu- 

ating signal driving the controller, which in turn actuates 

the controlled element so as to reduce the error. One of the 

functions of a ,feedback control system is to reduce the effect 
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of any unwanted disturbance on the output. 
- 

The proper Identification of input, output, error, and 

disturbance forms a necessary first step in analysis of a 

biological system. There remain, however, a number of other 

peculiar characteristics common to many biological control 

systems - characteristics for which the engineer should be 

alerted. In the block diagram of Fig. 2, some of these fea- 

tures are Illustrated. 

The input from other senses indicates the possibility of 

modification of the adaptive controller, as well as the pres- 

ence of additional inputs. Biological adaptation is the com- 

mon occurrence of accepting a new steady-state input level as 

a reference, and changing feedback gain accordingly. The 

precognitive Input predictor reflects the ability of many 

biological control systems to recognize predictable periodic 

Input signals and use the predictable nature of the signal to 

compensate for Inherent delays in the controller or the con- 

trolled element. The task adapter and the adaptive controller 

represent the ability of many biological control systems to 

change the nature of control according to the desired charac- 

teristics of the task, the type of controlled element, and the 

makeup of the Input signal. 

In this introduction the operation of slow biological 

adaptation, precognitive input prediction, and task adapta- 

tion will be demonstrated by three biological control systems - 
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the pupil reflex to light, the eye movement control system, 

and the manual,tracking servomechanism. 

The pupil reflex Is a biological control system which 

has been thoroughly analyzed by use of conventional servomech- 

anism techniques (2). Pupil area changes to regulate the 

light flux hitting the retina, and the retinal adaptation is 

included In the feedback path. This system illustrates no 

predictive behavior, and its frequency response may be deter- 

mined by straightforward tests with sinusoidal light intensity 

of different frequencies. Fig. 3 shows the periodic pupil 

response to such sinusoidal input and indicates a significant 

phase lag between input and output in an open loop experiment. 
Retinal light adaptation plays an important role as an 

example of biological adaptation in the pupillary servomech- 

anism. For example, when the light level is drastically 

changed, the pupil contracts or dilates to correct the distur- 

bance. Because of retinal adaptation, however, the pupil 

redilates or reconstricts slowly to assume almost the same 

steady area level as before, the very low frequency gain of 

the pupil reflex to light being quite low. As a consequence, 

a person may have almost the same pupillary area at two quite 

different light intensities. If the light intensity is now 

suddenly changed to some identical intermediate level, the 

pupil will constrict in the dark-adapted case and dilate in 

the light-adapted case. When the retina is exposed to dark- 

nessfor varying periods of time, the sensitivity increases 
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as a function of time-in-the-dark, and this increased sensl- 

tivity is measured as an increased response of the pupil to 

the same light stimulus (3). It is this process of adjustment 

of retinal sensitivity to prevailing light flux which acts as 

a disturbance adaptation in the pupil-reflex-to-light servo- 

mechanism. 

The eye movement control system enables us to direct our 

eye at many targets by means of rapid saccadic jumps and smooth 

pursuit movements. The input is a target angle, the output, 

the angle of gaze, with the error between the two observed at 

the retina. 

Fig. 4 shows what happens when we attempt to investigate 

the system by means of a simple sinusoidal test signal in the 

horizontal plane. After an initial delay and several saccadlc 

Jumps, the eye locks into synchronism with the periodic input 

in a clear example of precognitive tracking. To test this 

predictive apparatus quantitatively, we measure the system 

gain and phase as a function of frequency for predictable 

single sinusoids and also for unpredictable sums of noncoher- 

ent sinusoids. Fig. 5 shows that the eye moves in close syn- 

chronism with the target (0' phase lag and 0 db gain) for 

predictable sinusoids up to 1 cps. For random signals, how- 
ever, the eye movement control system shows increasing phase 

lag and lower gain for increasing frequency, as might be ex- 

pected of a "follow-up" servomechanism (4). 
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For its nonpredictive tracking mode there is considerable 

evidence to indicate that the eye movement control system is 

a noncontinuous system with independent pursuit and saccadic 

branches for tracking velocity and position respectively. A 

sampled data model has been shown to describe the observed 

frequency and transient responses (5). 

As a further test of any model, it is desirable to ob- 

serve the system response under other feedback conditions than 

its normal situation of unity feedback. For input-output 

measurements under normal tracking, the closed-loop nature of 

the system tend, 9 to obscure some of the characteristics of the 

forward-loop elements. Fortunately, the use of the photo- 

electric eye movement monitor permits the effective variable 

feedback to be varied at will. 

Discrete oscillations growing into a limit cycle are 

predicted by the high-gain instability of the model, and are 

observed experimentally. The eye movement system does not 

seem to adapt or change It s forward-loop characteristics when 

presented with these unusual conditions of feedback. Thus, 

while It exhibits precognitive adaptive behavior, it does not 

show any task adaptation to changes in the controlled element. 

Manual tracking refers to the actions of a human operator 

in manipulating some physical control in response to a visual 

input. This biological servomechanism has received intense 

study because of Its importance in so many man-machine 
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interfaces, i.e., driving an auto, aiming an anti-aircraft 

gun j or controlling the orientation of an airplane. 

Early attempts to fit a linear continuous model to the 

human operator, and more recent efforts employing sampled 

data models, recognize certain adaptive characteristics of 

the system, and only quasi-linear ones have been proposed 

K8,g). These models are sets of simple linear systems whose 

gain and lead or lag terms depend upon the task; specifically, 

bandwidth of the input spectrum and the nature of the controlled 

element in the closed-loop operation. 

Experiments conducted to investigate the adaptive behavi- 

or of the human operator reveal an extremely rapid adaptation 

under certain circumstances. For a simple compensatory-track- 

ing situation, in which the operator responds by moving a 

control stick to reduce the displayed error to zero, sudden 

changes were made in the controlled element following the 

control stick (10). For the first 0.5 sec. following a polar- 

ity reversal, the error diverged because of the positive feed- 

back closed loop. When the subject reverses his own control 

polarity, however, the error is sharply reduced, and fully 

adapted tracking under new control conditions Is achieved 

within two seconds of the controlled element reversal. 

The manual control system thus exhibits task adaptive 

control, in terms of changing its control law to achieve de- 

sired performance consistent with a variety of controlled 
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element dynamics. 

The three biological control systems discussed above 

Illustrate three adaptive characteristics not generally found 

In most physical feedback control systems. Although the math- 

ematical analysis techniques of control engineering and com- 

munication have proved exceedingly valuable in the investigation 

of biological servomechanisms, one must proceed cautiously when 

applying them to biological systems. Biological adaptation, 

precognitive feedback, and task adaptation are only three of 

the possible characteristics of biological control systems 

which must be considered when attempting servoanalysis. The 

possible influence of inputs from other senses, and the moti- 

vation of the subject under certain clrcumstances,can have a 

profound effect on the individual control system under study. 

Blind application of servomechanism theory to biological 

problems is likely to lead to confusion. The thoughtful appli- 

cation of servomechanism theory, considering the special char- 

acteristics of biological control systems, can lead to important 

insights into the functioning of the biological system. 

In the chapters which follow, the state of understanding 

of several biological control systems is examined. Of these 

systems the pupil, the lens and the vestibular system have 

received a moderate amount of attention from the control point 

of view. The cardiovascular system has received intensive 

study, but because of its exceedingly complex multiloop structure 
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has yielded disappointingly few new insights from these studies. 

The fluid volume control system and peripheral feedback from 

the skin are just being opened for research with control tech- 

niques. 

As companions to this report, attention Is called to 

references 11-13, in which the authors treat the biological 

control problems of manual control, eye movement control and 

regulation of intraocular pressure. 
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SECTION 2 

VESTIBULARbTNTROL SYSTEM 

Laurence"R. Young 

I. DEFINITION OF CONTROL VARIABLES 

The vestibular control system in man is one of 

several systems used to determine his orientation in 

space. As a single channel of a multi-input control system 

(other inputs Including visual, aural, tactile and klnes- 

thetic sensations), it is particularly difficult to 

specify its dynamic characteristics without careful 

consideration of the other inputs. It is possible, 

nevertheless, to define a set of Inputs and outputs for 

the vestibular system as if it acted alone. 

The vestibular system in man is the nonauditory 

labyrinth in each inner ear, consisting of sets of 

semicircular canals and otoliths. The three semicircular 

canals, oriented in roughly orthogonal planes, respond to 

angular acceleration about an axis normal to the plane 

of the canal. The otoliths are stimulated by linear 

acceleration as well as the gravity field, similar to 



three-axis accelerometers. They are actually specific 

force receivers. (Specific force is the gravity vector 

minus the linear acceleration vector.) 

Since the orientation of the Inner ear does not 

change with respect to the head, we may refer all accel- 

erations to motion of the head. Thus the inputs to the 

veatlbular system are two vector quantities --angular 

acceleration sensed by the canals and the specific force 

sensed by the otoliths. 

Identification of the output also requires careful 

consideration. An engineer familiar with inertial navl- 

gatlon systems Is tempted to draw the analogy, with the 

semicircular canals providing the attitude signals usually 

generated by gyroscopes, and the otoliths providing the 

linear acceleration signals to be twice integrated, 

yielding position. Attractive as this speculation may be, 

there is not evidence that man used these inertial senses 

for navigation (10). One of the vestlbular outputs is 

a "component" of the perceived orientation in space. 

Although It Is not usual to refer to a perceived quantity 

as an output of a control system, It is nevertheless true 

that In the case of the vestibular system, the subjective 

feeling man receives about his orientation and movement 
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with respect to an outside reference Is an important 

output. This perceived orientation may be drawn out as 

an explicit and measureable signal by any of several 

methods. Simple subjective reports, such as, "I am 

rotating to the left", or "I am tilted backwards", 

yield crude information about the direction and time 

duration of perceived orientation changes. A second class 

of measurement of changes in perceived orientation uses the 

well-known techniques of psychophysical quantitlzation of 

subjective feelings. These tests rely upon the ability 

of a subject to adjust some measureable physical parameter 

until it exactly matche s his subjective perception of his 

orientation. The third catagory of testing the perceived 

orientation involves tests of the ability of man to 

control his orientation in a closed loop control system, 

in which his vestlbular system serves as error sensor. 

The block diagram representation of the vestibular 

control system shown in Fig. 1 represents the labyrinthine 

system fr0m.a "black box" point of view as discussed above. 

The specific force vector ?', and the angular acceleration 

vector (&IA) ( ra t e of change of angular velocity of the 

head with respect to inertial space) are the two Inputs. 

The projection of these vector Inputs on the semicircular 

canals and the otoliths are determined by the orientation 
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of these elements In the head and the instantaneous 

orientation of the head with respect to inertial space. 

The matrix A represents the appropriate linear trans- 

formation from an inertially fixed frame of reference to 

the frame of reference fixed with respect to the subject's 

head. The output fb corresponds to the component of 

specific force along a hypothetical input axis of the 

otolith, and similarly (& ) represents the component 
IA b 

of angular acceleration along the input axis of each 

semicircular canal. These angular and linear acceleration 

components are then multiplied by the sensitivity of the 

otoliths and canals and acted upon by the dynamic response 

of these organs. Nonllnearities in the organs may be in- 

cluded in the block representation of their sensitivity. 

The central nervous system is shown to combine the outputs 

of the otoliths and canals, as well as possible visual, 

aural, tactile or kinesthetic.sensation, to compose a 

perceived orientation of the man in space. Any adaptation 

to a new reference orientation in space which cannot be 

assigned to the sensitivity of dynamic response of the 

otoliths and canals is arbitrarily assigned to the function 

of the central nervous system. 

An additional output of the vestibular system is the 

set of control signals sent to the extra-ocular muscles. 
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It is well-known that the vestibular system, when 

stimulated, drives the eye s conjugately in the direction 

opposite to perceived rotation, thereby tending to 

stabilize the eyes in space despite rotations of the 

head. The importance of optokinetlc nystagmus as an 

indicator of vestibular function will be discussed in 

detail later in this report. 

When the vestibular sense is used for closed loop 

control, as in riding a bicycle, flying an airplane, or 

walking a tightrope, it leads directly to manual control 

compensation by turning a control wheel or adjusting 

one's weight for better balance. The resulting motor 

control output can be measured as an additional indicator 

of the vestibular function. When the manual response is 

processed through the control dynamics of the controlled 

element, it results in a change In the orientation of the 

controlled element, i.e., the attitude of the airplane or 

the tilt of the bicycle. For closed loop representation 

of the functioning of the vestlbular control system, the 

output may be considered as the controlled reference orlen- 

tation. Feedback to the vestibular system occurs as 

the orientation of the head in space varies as a direct 

result of the change in controlled reference orientation. 



A great deal of the experimental and theoretical 

investigations of the vestlbular system have been 

concerned with the normal and abnormal functioning of 

the portion of the block diagram from input acceleration 

to the output as perceived orientation or vestibular ny- 

stagmus. In its normal operation in man's daily experience 

the vestlbular system serves as an Integral part of a 

closed loop control system through some external controlled 

element, which may be no more complex than his own 

postural control system or may Involve control of complex 

vehicles. 

In the following sections, we will review and evaluate 

various studies which bear on the makeup of the boxes 

shown in this general block diagram. In particular we 

will deal with the anatomy and physiology of the system, 

behavioral data relating to primarily psychological 

observations on its normal functioning, results of linear 

and nonlinear control system identification attempts to 

describe the vestlbular system, and discussion of the 

attempted control theory models for its operation. k'e 

will conclude with a suggestion of possible further 

experimental and analytical programs which might uncover 

some of the hidden aspects of this biological control 

system. 
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II. ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY 

The vestibular apparatus, comprising the nonaudltory 

portion of the labyrinth In the inner ear, consists of 

two major portions: the semicircular canals and the vestibule. 

Figure 2 shows the structural arrangement of the vestlbular 

apparatus and Fig. 3 presents a simplified drawing of the 

Important functional members. 

The semi-circular canals, three on each side of the 

head, lie in planes which$are nearly mutually orthogonal, 

and permit angular accelerations about any axis to be 

sensed. The horizontal canals lie in a plane tilted up in 

front by about 25-30' from the actual horizontal. The 

entire vestibular apparatus Is filled with endolymph 

fluid with density and viscosity close to that of water. 

Each canal starts from a common sac called the 

utricle, forms roughly a semicircle, and returns to the 

other end of the utricle. Near the utricle each canal has 

an enlarged region called the ampulla, in which the 

sensory elements are located. Figure 4, a cross-section 

of an ampulla, shows that it is nearly entirely sealed 

by the cupula and crista. The cupula, which Is a 

gelatinous substance of the same density as the endolymph, 
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Is displaced by movement of the fluid in the canal. The 

cupula lies above the crlsta, a rigid sensory cell forma- 

tion, and Is lmbedded with cilia-hair-like sensory cell 

endings from the crista which sense displacements of the 

cupula. The crista is supplied with approximately 

20,000 nerve fibers to transmit vestibular Information 

to the brain. 

The cupula hermetically seals the ampulla. When the 

angular acceleration of the head causes the endolymph 

fluid to lag behind the structure in a canal, (inertial 

reaction forces), the cupula I.6 displaced from its normal 

position. The displaced cupula has its position trans-' 

mltted through the crista, over which it can be moved, and 

also exerts an elastic restoring force on the fluid. 

Since the cupula is of the same density as the 

endolymph it is perfectly floated, and therefore does 

not bend under gravitational force or linear acceleration. 

The vestibule, forming the other major portion of the 

vestibular system, consists of two fluid filled sacs, 

the utricle and the saccule. Each of these sacs contains an 

otolith (literally ear stone), a heavy gelatinous mass 

containing calcium carbonate crystals and resting on the 

sensory macula (see Fig. 5). The utricle,otolith and 
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macula are roughly horizontal, and the saccule sensors 

perpendicular. 

Under the action of specific force (gravity or 

linear acceleration) the heavier otoliths tend to move 

through the less dense fluid In the direction of the 

force. The otolith slides across the macula, restrained 

by supporting strands which limit its movement to about 

O.lmm. Just as in the case of the crista and cupula, 

the macula containing sensory cells has cilia imbedded 

in the otolith. These cilia are pushed or pulled as the 

otolith moves In response to specific force, and transmit 

this information through the macula to the brain by means 

of the shear force they exert on the sensory cells. The 

otoliths are sensitive to changes in magnitude as well 

as direction of specific force. 

Coding of information from the vestibular sense 

organs is of an FM nature. In the normal position of the 

otolith or cupula the neural message is a resting discharge 

rate of actlon potentials. Shifting the otollth in one 

direction increases the discharge rate, and In the other 

direction decreases the frequency. Detailed studies of 

this mechanism have been conducted In the crayfish. 
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For small deflections around the normal position of 

the cupula the change in dlscharge frequency is roughly 

proportional to the displacement. Naturally the frequency 

cannot decrease below zero --leading to a saturation in one 

direction for each canal corresponding to a cupula deflection 

of the order of 30’. 

In addition to the nerve fibers which fire at a 

rate dependent on position, another type of receptor has 

been observed In the otolith sensory cells. These 

receptors are sensitive only to EhanKeS in otolith position, 

and decrease to zero activity when the otolith assumes a 

new steady-state position. These rate receptors are 

located near the borders of the macula, with the position 

receptors occupying the central regions. No such rate 

receptors have been discovered in the semicircular canals. 

The actions of the vestibular mechanisms on the two 

sides of the head are synergetic --with the activity levels 

from both sides compared before a single resultant signal 

-1s transmltted up the central nervous system, Thus the 

traumatic loss of one labyrinth causes disorientation which 

is partially compensated in a period of one year. 
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III. BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
'RELATING TO THE VESTIBULAR CONTROL SYSTEM 

The vestibular mechanism plays a varied role In 

controlling man's actions in his dally activities. The 

major behavioral implications of its role are reviewed 

in this section. 

Postural Control 

The otoliths, and particularly the utrlcle, are the 

chief source of non-visual Information to the postural 

control system. They sensethe direction of the apparent 

vertical and control muscular tone of the arms, legs, and 

neck, etc. to counter the gravitational force and avold 

falling over. (When available, visual and tactile cues 

also provide Inputs to the postural control system.) 

Experiments Indicate the inability of cats to right 

themselves when dropped from an inverted position In the 

absence of visual cues and after denervatlon of the 

utricula macula. 

Since the semicircular canals are not affected by 

linear acceleration, they can serve no role In postural 

control against the force of gravlty. The weight of ln- 

ternal organs apparently does,not provide Important cues 

for the regulation of muscle tone. 
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Comnensatory m Movements 

When the skull is rotated In space the vestlbular 

apparatus acts to stabilize the eyes with respect to 

the outside environment and thereby stabilize the image 

of a stationary point on the retina. It does this by 

moving the eyes slowly In the direction opposite to the 

movement, apparently without any initial delay. Since 

the eyes cannot continue to rotate, after reaching a 

certain deviation from their central position a fast 

return phase occurs. The combination of this slow sweep 

and fast return is known as vestibular nystagmus. Use 

of this nystagmus as an Indicator of vestibular sensation 

Is discussed at length In the next section. 

Illusions Attributed to the Vestibular &stem m- 

Since the veetibular system forms one of the important 

Inputs to the human perception of his orientation it may 

be expected that bizarre stimulation of the vestibular 

system should yield strange illusions of movement. When 

these illusions lead to spatial disorientation by a pilot 

they are of an exceedingly serious nature (32). Nuttall 

(133) refers to a study which attributes 14% of fatal 

aircraft accidents to spatial disorientation. Krauss (103) 

reports "when there Is a conflict between the instruments 
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and normal sensory mechanism, the flight student Is very 

likely to revert to the use of the sensory cues which 

he has been using all of his life". The most common 

illusions are reviewed briefly by Fogel (187). He 

includes description e of the visual-g Illusion, the 

autokinetlc illusion, the oculogyral illusion, the oculo- 

gravic illusion, the non-visual Illusion, and the 

audiogyral illusion. In those in which the vestlbular 

apparatus plays a part, the illusion may be explained In 

terms of misinterpretation of vestibular sensation, often 

because of a failure to realize what the orientation dr 

acceleration of the aircraft actually is. When such 

illusions result in the subjective loss or orientation 

with respect to the direction of vertical, pilots are 

said to have vertigo. 

Vestibular Stimulation and Motion Sickness 

There Is no question that motion sickness may be 

caused by certain patterns of acceleration sensed by the 

semicircular canals and otollths. (Destruction of the 

labyrinth eliminates susceptibility to motion sickness.) 

There is also general agreement that motion sickness is 

more likely during a conflict between visual and non- 

visual senses of orientation -(as in an airplane) than 

when the two agree. Other factors which are supposedly 
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contributory include odor, temperature, size of the 

enclosure, repeatability of the motion, disagreeable 

sights, distasteful food, suggestion of sickness by 

others, training and adaptability, warning of the motions 

to expect, and, perhaps most important, individual 

susceptlblllty to motion sickness. 

For Investigators Interested in the control 

characteristics of the vestibular system a study of the 

conditions leading to motion sickness might appear fruitful 

as Indications of the lnabilltv of the system to give 

suitable Information on body motion. Despite a great 

deal of careful research, Incidental observations and 

anecdotal Information, very little has been established 

about the etiology of motion sickness. There is no 

agreement, for example, on whether linear or angular 

acceleration (or both) contribute to motion sickness 

and vomiting. The state of knowledge about motion sickness 

Is revealed in the proceeding s of a symposium held In 

1960 to which ten experts contributed . (Symposium on 

Motion Sickness with Special Reference to Weightlessness 

6570th AMRL-TDR-63-25-June 1963.) In his summary 

statement the symposium moderator states, 'there Is a 

feeling that this 1s a very complex situation In which 
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there are a number of uncontrolled variables of 

undetermined importance." 

At the present time there seems to be very little to 

be learned about the control characteristics of the 

vestibular system from a study of motion sickness. 
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IV. CONTROL SYSTm DESCRIPTIONS AND EXPERIMENTS 
RELATING TO THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM 

This section deals with those experimental results 

and models which have direct relevance to a control system 

description of the vestibular mechanism. The results are 

divided Into two groups; those bearing primarily on the 

semicircular canal system and those pertaining primarily 

to the otollths. It will be seen that a wealth of care- 

fully compiled experimental material exists for evaluation 

of models of the semicircular canals. The lack of 

careful experimental data on otolith performance reflects 

the greatly increased difficulty of performing unambiguous 

experiments on the otollths. 

SEMICIRCULAR CANALS 

Historical 

The development of current theories of the operation 

of the semicircular canals dates from the work of 

Stelnhausen (160), who suggested that the operation of each 

semicircular canal may be viewed as the mechanical action 

of a torsion pendulum. The moment of Inertia of such a 

pendulum correspond s to the moment of inertia of the fluid 

ring In the semicircular canal, the damping term results 



from the viscous forces as the endolymph flows through 

the narrow canal, and the elastic restraining force Is 

attributed to the cupula, which Is displaced from its 

neutral position by any movement of the endolymph In 

the canal. By showing that the cupula seals the ampulla 

nearly entirely, not permitting free steady-state flow 

of the endolymph, Stelnhausen dismissed the concept of 

the canal as a Mach canal, and strengthened the 

plausibility of a torsion pendulum model. The measurement 

of suitable output variable s to test the validity of this 

model In man posed a great difficulty a first and 

Stelnhausen suggested that the times of occurrence and 

disappearance of subjective feelings of rotation should 

be correlated with a minimum threshold deviation of the 

cupula. 

The earliest experimental attempts to ascertain 

the parameters of the second order equation proposed 

by Stelnhausen were carried out by Van Egmond, Groen 

and Jongkees, at Utrecht (165). Their schematic diagram 

of the semicircular canal Is shown in Fig. 6. 

The differential equation for the angular deviation 

of the endolumph In relation to the skull, and therefore 



the presumed angular deviation of the cupula is given by: 

es + 776 + Of = ue 

where 

8 = moment of inertia of the endolymph, 

Tr= moment of friction at unit angular velocity 
of the endolymph with respect to the skull, 

9 = angular deviation of the endolymph with 
respect to the skull, 

. 
3 = angular velocity of the endolymph with 

respect to the skull, 
. . 

s = angular acceleration of the endolymph with 
respect to the skull, 

a = component of angular acceleration of the 
skull, with respect to inertial space, normal 
to the plane of the semicircular canal. 

The dynamic response of this model Is completely 

determined by two parameters, '"I/e and A/G. Most of the 

experimental result s to be reviewed in this section relate 

to determinations of these constants by Indirect methods. 

Theoretical Determination of a 

An approximate value for the ratio of the friction 

coefficient to the moment of Inertia may be calculated 
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from anatomical data on the semicircular canals (165). 

Assuming that the mass of endolymph which must be moved 

Includes an effective continuation of the semicircular 

canal through the whole circle In the utrlcle, Its moment 

of Inertia is given by 

0 = 2WTi 2r2R3 

where 

R = radius of the canal, 

W= density of the endolymph, 

r = circular cross section radius of the canal. 

In calculating the value of n, It Is assumed that 

significant frictional moments exist In the narrow portion 

of the canal but not in the utrlcle, and therefore only 

half the circumference of the clrcle,Tr Is considered. 

Application of Polseuille '8 Law to this situation yields 

where 

Y= the viscosity of the endolymph. 
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The ratio n/e Is therefore independent of R, and 

given by 

Use of the values 7 = 0.006 (grams/cm/set), 

r = 0.03 cm, and O-= 1.0 grams/cm3 yields the approximate 

value ratio of 

n/e = 27 set -1 

Theoretical determination of the value of A/e, 

would presuppose a knowledge of the elasticity or spring 

restraining force of the cupula when deflected by the 

endolymph. Since such information has never been obtained, 

no theoretical estimate of this parameter may be offered. 

Based on Indirect evidence, however, the value of A/TT 

appears consistently to yield a level of approximately 
-1 0.1 set . Considered with the estimate of r/0 given 

above, this would yield a value 

A/e = 2.7 sece2 
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Excerlmental Determination of Torsion Pendulum Parameters 

Duration of -- D ost-rotation sensation. The roots of 

the basic torsion pendulum equation are given by 

-n iI (n2 - 4A9) 
cd 0 

1,2 = 28 

Since the system is very highly damped (the quantity 

under the square root sign Is positive and much greater 

than one) the roots are widely separated, yielding one 

very short and one very long time constant. Assuming' 

A/rr CC l-r/e , the roots are 

In Laplace transform notation the relationship at 

cupula position to head acceleration 1s 

-+j = [(s + A/'& + rr/e)] 
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Consider what would happen to the cupula If the skull 

were suddenly brought to a stop after steady-state rotation 

at constant velocity xrad/sec. Solution of the equation 

with Initial conditions s -0 and 5 = b, yield 

\‘. 

F -Xf (e -it _ e-&) 

The resulting deviation Is plotted in Fig. 7 where the 

slow exponential decay appears as a straight line on a 

plot of log cupula deflection versus time. The physical 

interpretation of this movement is as follows: Following 

the sudden stopping of the skull, the angular momentum of 

the fluid carries It past the zero position with Initial 

velocity 'I(, and It Is slowed to a stop by the friction 

of the endolymph In the canal; the endolymph and cupula 

each reaching a maximum deflection. 4 maxrifd/TT ) time 

constant for this fast deflection of the cupula is 

approximately 9/V . Following this maximum deflection 

the weak elastic force of the cupula slowly forces the 

endolymph to return to Its initial position, opposed 

chiefly by the friction force. During this period the 

system resembles a simple first order system, and 

exhibits exponential decay 

s -- =r+( -e + ) 
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To make use of this hypothetical relationship for 

tests of the torsion pendulum parameter, van Egmond et al. 

assumed the threshold of subjective sensitivity to rotation 

is equivalent to a specific angular deviation of the cupula 

!!F mln' Whenever the cupula deflection exceeds this value 

the subject should report the sensation of rotation. The 

curve of Fig. 7 shows that the time duration from the 

stopping of the actual rotation until the cupula falls 

below Its threshold level !f mln Is dependent upon' the orlgl- 

nal angular velocity of the subject. 

This equation indicates that the duration of the sensation 

of rotation should be proportional to the logarithm of 

the initial angular velocity. Tests to determine this 

relationship are known as cupulograms, and a typical 

example Is shown by the line marked "sensation" In 

Fig. 8. The relationship between time duration and the 

Initial angular velocity (called the Impulse) Is Indeed 

approximately logarithmic. According to the above 

equation the slope of the cupulogram should yield the 

value of r/A. For the line given In Fig. 8, m/A = 8 set, 

which Is about the average found for all normal subjects 
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tested. The average minimum impulse that leads to any 

sensation of post-rotation Is Xmln = 2.5'/sec. 

Sten response & acceleration. The cupulogram 

discussed above Is based on the time necessary for the 

cupula to return to the threshold level and indicate a 

cessation of the sensation of rotation. If the subject 

Is started from rest and rotated at a constant acceleration 
2 a rad/sec , the angular deviation of the cupula should be 

25 
-Atfl 

af(l-e > 

This time course Is shown in Fig. 9. The subject will 

first sense rotation when his cupula deviation reaches 

e min' which occurs after a latency of rseconds. For 

small values of r compared with m/A, 

5 min = av er or 

ar = 9 mln we 

The prediction would be that the product ar, which 

van Egmond et al. call the "Mulder" product should remain 

constant. Their results show it approximately constant 

(1.5-2.0°/sec) over angular accelerations from 

l-5'/sec2. Moreover, this Mulder product which Indicates 
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the integrated acceleration necessary to force the 

cupula over to Its threshold level, should just be equal 

to 'Ifmln' the threshold level of initial impulse found 

from the cupulogram experiment. That value (rrnln - 2.5'/sec) 

Is in fairly good agreement. 

Sinusoidal stimulation. By rotating the subject about 

a vertical axis on a torsion swing the skull could be 

forced to undergo sinusoidal accelerations of instantaneous 

value aslnot. The second order system model for the 

semicircular canal predicts that f should be In phase 

with the acceleration at very low frequencies, lagging 

the acceleration Input by 90' at the undamped natural 

frequency (W. = AT) and finally lagging Input 

acceleration by close to 180’ at very high frequencies. 

By determining the subjective resonance or 90' phase lag 

point, one can estimate the value of Uo. At the 

resonance frequency the cupula acts as a pure velocity meter, 

and would indicate to the subject that he is at rest 

(zero velocity) only at the peaks of his swings on the 

torsion pendulum. van Egmond et al. find an average 

value of 1 rad/sec for the natural frequency, thus 

A/e - 1.0 set -2 
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They estimate the probable error In A/6 as about 205 

and that In m/e as about 25% l 

The torsion swlng experiments yield another method 

of check,lng the level of Smln, the threshold displacement 

of the cupula. As the torsion swing vibrations gradually 

decrease in amplitude the test subject will find his 

sensation decreasing until he senses only the maximum 

point on the swings (see Fig. 10). Assuming a value 

of acceleration a mln at a frequency C3.J to just reac% 

threshold,.the cupula equation gives a threshold ievel 

of cupula displacement as 

4 
a min 8 

t-- 
min cd 77 

Assuming that the threshold level of the cupula does 

not change from one type of experiment to another, this 

yields three ways of checking It. Thus 

The three estimates are generally in agreement with an 

error of less than 25% and fall in the region of 

l-2.5'/sec. 
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Subjective Velocltv. In the Impulsive stop experiments 

in which the subject I s brought to a sudden halt from a 

constant velocity rotation, the subjective feeling 

immediately following the halt Is one of continued rotation 

in the original direction, gradually slowing down and 

finally decreasing to zero at the threshold time. Assuming 

that a certain subjective angular velocity corresponds 

to each position of deviation of the cupula, one could 

use estimates of subjective angular velocity to Indicate 

the cupula position at any time. As mentioned previously, 

following an impulsive stop the cupula quickly rises to 

a level P max =I+ and then decreases exponentially 

toward zero with the time constant m/A. Estimates of 

subjective angular velocity determined from successive 

estimates of subjective angular position, were established. 

A typical plot shown in Fig. 11 shows extremely good 

agreement with predictions. Note first of all that the 

extrapolated subjective velocity at time zero Is almost 

exactly 40 degrees/set, which was the true initial angular 

velocity of the subject. This lends credence to the relatlon- 

ship $,,,x =kQ and, since e/m has been estimated 

to be 0.1, leads to the conclusion that s = 0.1x for 

human subjects. Secondly, note that the decrease of 

subjective angular velocity with time follows the expected 
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exponential decay,. and plots a s a straight line on the 

logarithmic plot of the above figure. The slope of this 

line ( r/L = 10 set ) is in good agreement with the 

estimates obtained from the cupulograms. 

Duration a nest-rotation nvstagmus. The rhythmic 

motion of the eyes resulting from angular motion of the 

skull (vestibular nystagmus) may also be taken as an 

Indication of cupula position. In general, the nystagmus 

consists of a slow phase in which the eyes move slowly 

in the direction opposite to the subjective rotation, and 

a quick phase In which the eyes jump rapidly back toward a 

central position before starting a new slow phase. The 

angular velocity of the slow phase of nystagmus is thought 

to be proportional to the deviation of the cupula. (Note 

that if the cupula position were always proportional to 

actual skull angular velocity as in the case of a true 

velocity meter, such an arrangement would permit nearly 

perfect stabilization of the eyes with respect to the 

non-rotating environment.) 

As an alternate method of determining cupulograms 

one may measure the duration of the post-rotation nystagmus. 

Two such cupulograms based on nystagmus are shown In 

Fig. 8. In general the threshold level of the nystagmus 
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cupulogram Is higher than the sensation level (5-15'/sec 

as compared to 2'/sec). This might be interpreted as 

indicating that the nystagmus threshold corresponds to 

a somewhat greater deviation of the cupula than does the 

sensation threshold. It is also to be noted that the 

nystagmus cupulogram is considerably steeper than the 

sensation cupulogram, and consequently Indicates a 

higher estimate of n/A. Since the cupula may be 

expected to return to Its steady state position In a 
& unique fashion, presumably following the decay e-n , 

one would expect Its position to be reflected by the same 

rate of decrease of sensation In both subjective and 

nystagmus cupulograms. The difference in the slope of 

these two kinds of cupulograms presents a source of 

possible error in the theory. 

Velocity a nvstanmus. The angular velocity of the 

eye during the slow phase of nystagmus may be measured 

following an impulsive stop to indicate the angular 

deviation of the cupula. Such a record Is shown in 

Fig. 12. Just as in the case of the subjective estimate 

of angular velocity mentioned earlier, this plot supports 

the torsion pendulum theory in two details. The extra- 

polated Initial angular velocity of nystagmus is very 

close to the true Initial angular velocity of the subject. 
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Furthermore, the decay of angular velocity of the eye 

is an exponential function of time, leading to an 

estimate of Tl;;/a = 16 sec. This estimate of T/A is 

consistent with the experimental evidence from the nystagmus 

cupulogram. 

Phase ann&of nvstaamus velocitv. Just as the 

subjective response to sinusoidal accelerations was 

used by van Egmond et al. to estimate the system natural 

frequency, the phase angle of the velocity of the slow 

phase of nystagmus may be compared to the input angular 

velocity sinusoid to estimate the phase lag of the cupula 

at each test frequency. Hixson and Niven (92) present 

some preliminary results showing the steady state 

horizontal nystagmus produced by sinusoidal angular 

accelerations. An approximate curve of nystagmus phase 

lag with respect to angular acceleration may be deduced 

from the new data of Fig. 13. By arbitrarily assigning 

the nystagmus direction reversal at a point midway between 

fast phases In opposite directions, we calculate the 

following table: 

Frequency (cps) I Phase Lag (degrees) 

0.015 
0.03 
0.075 
0.15 
0.30 



This data Is plotted on Fig. 14 against a family of 

curves for the phase lag of simple second order system 

with different damping coefficient. The nystagmus 

phase lag is forced to pass through 90 degrees at the 

resonance frequency by assuming, 

wO = 1.5 rad/sec 

lfO = 0.24 cps) 

Except for the data point at 0.075 cps the nystagmus 

phase lag versus frequency resembles that of a second 

order system with undamped natural frequency of 1.5 rad/sec 

and damping constant of 3-4. 

Assuming a damping constant of 4, the associated 

second order equation would be 

f + 12 $ + 2.25 = 0 

This compares to a reasonable degree with the equation 

parameter proposed by van Egmond et al., of 

,I . 
f + 10 ‘+l 5 =o 
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Detailed experiments of this type at a wide range 

of frequencies would be very helpful In detailed resolution 

of the amplitude and phase versus frequency characteristics 

of the cupula. 

Habituation. The experimental data used in construction 

of the cupulograms described above were generally derived 

from successive tests on a given subject. The duration 

of post-rotation sensation following a certain level of 

Impulse would be recorded, and the test then repeated for 

a higher impulse level until the entire range dictated 

by the cupulogram was covered. It has been pointed out that 

repeated determinations of this cupulogram do not all have 

the same slope, thereby indicating a decreasing value 

of r/A. The apparent time constant of the cupulo- 

endolymph system would appear to decrease for repeated 

tests. In discussing this phenomenon, van Egmond et al. 

(165) were Inclined to attribute It to a deformation of the 

cupula during the high Impulse tests at the high end of 

the cupulogram. Such deformations, they reasoned, would 

increase the "leak" around the cupula in the ampulla, 

thereby leading to a system which would have a different 

time constant. 

Cawthorne, Dlx, Hallpike and Hood (19) attribute 

the change in slope of the cupulogram with repeated 
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testing to's habituation phenomenon, probably occurring 

centrally. That Is, although the cupula goes through the 

same physical deflection following each impulse, the 

central nervous system increases the effective threshold 

upon repeated stimulation. Fig. 15 shows how the successive 

determination of points on a single cupulogram could 

yield a curve of much lower slope than that which reflects 

the true time constant of the cupula, simply by habituation 

to successive stimuli. They argue that estimates of r/A 

taken from cupulograms must all be lower than the true 

value. (It will be recalled that the cupulogram parameters 

were generally 8 to 10 seconds whereas the value expected 

from theoretical considerations was approximately 27 seconds.) 

Oculoavral illusion. In an effort to overcome the 

habituation problem in determining T/A, Cawthorne et al. 

made use of the oculogyral illusion as an indicator of 

cupula position. The oculogyral illusion, as described 

by Graybiel and Hupp (69), Is an Illusion In which a visual 

re,erence point, rotating with the subject, will appear 

to move relative to the subject in the direction of 

rotation. It was attributed by Grayblel to movement of 

the image of the target across the retina during the slow 

phase of nys'cagmus. Thus toward the beginning of a slow 

rotation to the left, the semicircular canals indicate 
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a velocity to the left and cause the eyes to move in nystag- 

mu8 with the compensatory slow phase to the right, resulting 

in a relative movement of the target to the left with 

respect to the eyes during the slow phase. At present it 

is not clear whether the oculogyral illusion is, indeed, 

completely explained by the slow phase of nystagmus. 

Nevertheless, the velocity of the illusory movement 

may be taken as an indication of subjective velocity, and 

therefore an indication of cupula position. Cawthorne 

et al. used a psychophysical method to track the time 

course of oculogyral Illusion following sudden cessation 

of rotation. The subject caused the target to assume 

a velocity which made it appear stationary to him. The 

magnitude of this cancelling velocity at all times could 

be taken as equal to the velocity of the oculogyral 

Illusion. 

A typical time course of the oculogyral.illusion 

following a sudden halt Is shown in Fig. 16. Note that it 

does show the rapid ri.se and slow exponential decay 

associated with the hypothetical cupula movement following 

such a stimulus. The rapid oscillations probably reflect 

the tracking technique of the psychophysical method, 

rather thanany oscillatory cupula movement. Using 

curves of this type the decay constant of the cupula (n/A) 
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could be determined on a single test, without introducing 

the habituation difficulties of the normal cupulogram. 

A series of four such tests are shown in Fig. 17. The 

slope of these curves Indicates a parameter value of 

71-/a = 24. 

This value is more than twice that obtained from 

sensation cupulograms, and quite close to the theoretical 

estimate. The effect of habituation Is clearly seen 

as the magnitude of the oculogyral illusion is shown to 

decrease with successive stimuli. 

Caloric stimulation. An entirely different means of 

stimulating semicircular canals involves the use of 

caloric stimulation. By pouring warm water into one 

ear, the temperature of the endolymph at a point closest 

to the water is raised, and convection currents are set 

up In the canal. These currents presumably act as a 

torque on the cupula and cause it to deflect just as 

would be the case following rotation. The direction of 

vestibular nystagmus observed following caloric 

stimulation agrees with such an Interpretation. Tests 

using warm and cold water in the two ears show that the 

action of the semicircular canals Is synergetic, and that 
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the resultant vestlbular rotation signal, as reflected by 

the direction of nystagmus, is the difference in cupula 

deflection of the two semicircular canals. The caloric 

tests are quite convenient and useful for clinical 

Investigations of possible vestibular damage, but are not 

easiiy Interpreted In terms of control theory descriptions 

of the system. 

Threshold of semicircular canals to rotation. It has 

been assumed that the threshold of sensation or nystagmus 

corresponds to a minimum deviation of the cupula ($ min). 

As discussed earlier, van Egmond et al., using impulse 

stimulations of sudden stopping of the subject from an 

Initial angular velocity, found an average threshold level 

Of 'min = 2.5 degrees. Their torsion pendulum model 

indicates that this threshold Impulse should be related to 

the threshold deviation of the cupula by the ratio of 

damping constant to moment of inertia. 

They show further that the Mulder product (ar) necessary 

to reach sensation of rotation during constant acceleration, 

is approximately equal to bmin as expected. 
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A slightly different test involves the minimum 

angular acceleration which can be sensed regardless of 

duration of that acceleration. The torsion pendulum model 

for a step of acceleration yields 

In the case of constant acceleration notice that the 

spring constant of the cupula enters the equation, but 

the friction coefficient does not. Assuming that f min 

is the same for both types of tests, we should find 

Using the values G/A approximately equal to 1, as 

given by van Egmond, the newer values 5 =$ = 24 found 

by Cawthorne et al., and ‘dmin = 2.5'/sec, one would 

expect to find a threshold level of angular acceleration 

of a min approximately equal to 0.1 deg/sec2. 

In the most sensitive tests reported to date, using 

the oculogyral illusion as an indicator, Graybiel, Kerr 

and Bartley (71) report a threshold for acceleration 

changes in both positive and negative directions of 

0.12 deg/sec2. This is in very good agreement with the 



expected value from the torsion pendulum model and the 

impulse threshold data. 

OTOLITHS 

General 

The function of the otollths In the vestibular 

system has long been recognized as providing sensitivity 

to gravity and linear acceleration. The mass of the otolith, 

which is considerably more dense than that of the surround- 

ing fluid, is acted upon by inertial forces and displaced 

In the direction of the specific force acting on the 

body, thereby shifting its position over the macula and 

Indicating the direction of the specific force. This 

function has repeatedly been shown on birds and sea 

animals. It is not clear, however, whether the magnitude 

of the net specific force Is also signaled by the otollths. 

The otollths may be able to Indicate the direction of the 

vertical, for example, but not to measure the force 

of gravity. If this were the case they would not be 

true vector sensors, but could be considered to be 

transducers which yield a unit vector directed along the 

true specific force vector. 
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By the very nature of the otollth-macula-endolymph 

configuration, its dynamic behavior should resemble that 

of a second order system. The inertial mass corresponds 

to that of the otollth, the spring constant to the support- 

ing hairs from the macula, and the damping to the viscous 

force between the otolith and endolymph. One would 

expect considerably higher natural frequency and lower 

damping constant than for the larger semicircular canals. 

Almost no fundamental research has been undertaken, 

however, to describe the function of the otolith or 

experimentally determine the values of the parameters 

which affect Its operation. Probably the major reason 

for this situation stems from the difficulty of performing 

experiments in which the otollths are stimulated and the 

semicircular canals are not. 

Static Behavior -Perceotlon a && Vertical 

One of the principal tasks of the otolith portion 

of the vestlbular system Is the indication of the 

direction of vertical for postural control. In a long 

series of experiments Asch and Witkin (5,6,177,178) 

Investigated the factors which bear on human perception 

of the upright. Of particular Interest to this study 

was their series of experiments on the ability of 
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subjects to perceive the direction of vertical without 

any visual cues, while they were tilted to various 

orientations (177). They found that judgments of the 

vertical were very accurate when the head and body are 

upright, with mean errors of the order of 2 degrees. 

When the head or body was tilted from the erect position, 

however, the ability to judge the vertical on the basis 

of non-visual cues was found to be severely hampered. The 

errors increase with the amount of body tilt, reaching 

a maximum when the body is In a horizontal position. 

(Other investigations show that errors are still greater 

for inverted subjects.) The mean range for judgments 

of the vertical when the subject was tilted 28 degrees 

from the true vertical was approximately 10 degrees. 

Adantatlon Effects in Percention of - Vertical 

Do we 'forget" the true vertical when we have been 

exposed to a new orientation in space? Adaptation effects 

in perception of the vertical in the absence of visual 

cues were investigated by Passey and Guedry (136). Their 

subjects were placed in a Link trainer and at various 

Initial attitudes, and asked to return themselves to 

"straight and level". They found that the final 

orientations were consistently skewed toward the direction 

of the initial attitude. The amount of adaptation is of 
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the order of 60% of the Initial angular displacement. 

Passey and Guedry state, "Following exposure to tilt for 

a period of sixty seconds, readjustments to the gravita- 

tional vertical are significantly less accurate than 

under immediate readjustment, and the number of errors In 

the direction of initial Inclination is significantly 

greater under a condition of exposure to Inclination, 

giving evidence of adaptation." 

It was mentioned, in the discussion of the anatomy 

and physiology of the otolith, that nerve endings were 

discovered which respond only to mnnes in otolith 

position on the macula. They might function in a manner 

to permit the central nervous system a degree of adapta- 

tion to any steady state direction of specific force. 

If this were the case control theory description of the 

otolith would Include a term of the form 

1 
TS + 1 

where T represents the characteristic time of the 

adaptation. 
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Jracklnq && Direction gf the Annarent Vertical Jn the 

Absence of Visual Cues 

The direction of the apparent vertical, or vector 

sum of gravity and linear acceleration, may be changed 

by rotating the subject in a 1 'g" field, or by keeping 

the subject upright and subjecting him to linear accelera- 

tion. Clark and Graybiel (30) used an approximation to 

the latter method to determine the subjective perception 

of vertical In the absence of visual cues when the 

direction of the apparent vertical is varied. They placed 

a subject on a rotating centrifuge. The slowly varying 

radial acceleration from the centrifuge, added to the 

normal 1 "g" field, produced a change in the direction 

of apparent vertical up to 36 degrees from the true 

vertical. The subjects attempted to maintain a line 

at the subjective horizontal during the experiments. A 

typical tracking result Is shown in Fig. 18. The data 

shows the subjective estimate of orientation to be quite 

accurate for angles of less than 10 degrees between body 

and the apparent vertical, whereas for angles of greater 

than 30 degrees the subjects tended to overestimate the 

angle of tilt. When the same tests were repeated with a 

long period of constant radial acceleration, no 

significant differences were found In the ability of the 
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subject to estimate the horizontal after the rotation had 

been decreased to zero. These results are In agreement 

with those of Witkin and Asch, showing greater errors 

In perception of the vertical for larger angles of tilt, 

but do not bear out the findings of Passey and Guedry 

showing significant adaptation when exposed to a non- 

vertical orientation. The explanation for this 

difference probably lies In the time taken to vary the 

tilt of the subject. Clark and Grayblel conjecture that 

the adaptation effect In perception of orientation only 

comes Into play If the orientation is changed rapidly but 

not if the direction of the resultant force with respect 

to the body is changed slowly. 

"Steo Resnonse" Stimulation of the Otoliths 

Using the same test procedure as mentioned above, 

Graybiel and Brown (65) Investigated the delay In 

reorientation of the perceived vertical when the direction 

of the apparent vertical was changing rapidly. This was 

accomplished as before, placing the subject on a centrifuge 

and quickly accelerating It up to constant velocity, 

thereby suddenly changing the direction of specific force. 

The result of the subject's estimation of the horizontal 

without visual cues are shown In Fig. lg. This experiment 
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might be Interpreted as a possible step response to 

stimulation of the otoliths, in which the direction of 

specific force Is changed quickly. Interpreted in this 

light, we would find an extraordinarily long time 

constant (of the order of 25 seconds) following the 

Increase In a. A puzzling result is the lack of 

symmetry In returning toward a = 0 as the centrifuge 

stops and the apparent horizontal comes into agreement 

with the true horizontal. Rather than attribute these 

assymmetric step responses to some nonlinearity in the 

otolith, and attribute characteristic time of 25 to 30 sets 

to the otoliths, we prefer to interprete this experiment 

as indicating the effect of.subject "set" and cross 

coupling from stimulation of the semicircular canals. 

Since the subjects knew the experimental conditions and 

were aware of their rotation in the centrifuge by 

stimulation of the semicircular canals, they could not 

be expected to immediately assume that the neti direction 

of apparent vertical was the "true vertical". The long 

time constant must therefore be interpreted as a combination 

of vestibular and tactile input information as well as the 

complex "reorientation" process going on In the central 

nervous system. 



Flotation Exoerlments 

In all of the experiments described above, the 

subjects received tactile information through the 

pressure on their skin. Experiments In well-padded seats 

show greater variability in estimation of the direction 

of vertical than when nonambiguous tactile cues were 

present, thereby Indicating that the tactile cues were 

by no means insignificant. Tactile cues can be eliminated 

by flotation of the subject In a pool of water, where 

the pressure over the entire body is approximately constant. 

Since the internal organs are not floated they will con- 

tinue to respond to the specific force, but it may be 

assumed that the primary internal specific force sensor 

is the vestibular system. Under conditions of flotation 

in the absence of visual cues, subjects are as likely to 

swim down toward the bottom of the pool as not, when 

directed to swim toward the surface. The inability to 

correctly judge the vertical when in any orientation ex- 

cept those quite close to the erect position is clearly 

shown by such experiments. 

Sinusoidal Stimulation and Threshold of Perception 

Using a simple swing apparatus to produce sinusoidal 

linear accelerations, Walsh (170) investigated the 
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threshold level of subjective sensation of linear motion. 

By .using several stimulus frequencies he could determine 

whether such thresholds were dependent upon linear 

displacement, velocity, acceleration or jerk. As 

expected,threshold Is acceleration dependent and is of 

the approximate value 10 cm/sec2 or about 0.01 "g". 

These thresholds were all determined for the subject 

lying down on a stretcher, and do not Indicate what the 

threshold level would be In the erect position. Of 

further Interest in this test are the phase relationships 

between subjective perception of movement and the actual 

movement as a function of frequency. Subjects reported 

the direction in which they thought they were moving. 

At 1 cps oscillations, the subjective estimate was 

generally correct and in phase with the actual movement. 

At l/3 and l/g cps, however, the subjective estimate 

was approximately 90 degrees ahead of the actual movement 

and the subjectwould indicate that he was moving in a 

certain direction when the swing had just come to the end 

point prior to moving In that direction. 

If the assumption is made that the subject interprets 

the output of the otollth as Indicating the acceleration 

of his motion, this bit of data may be used in estimating 

the.frequency response of the system. His subjective 
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response Is in phase with the maximum acceleration at 

l/3 and l/g cps. At lcps, however, he is in phase with 

the maximum velocit:r and thereby Indicates a 90 degree 

phase lag of the system. If only first order characteris- 

tics are considered, the break frequency of the system 

would fall between l/3 and 1 cps. Assuming a break 

frequency of 0.5 cps (LJ o = 3.1 rad/sec) a time 

constant of approximately 0.3 seconds could be assigned 

to the otollth system. Such a time constant would be 

much more in keeping with the expected behavior of the 

system from a mechanical point of view. 
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V. CONTROL MODELS FOR THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM 

On the basis of the experimental data discussed in 

the previous section control models for the functioning 

of the semicircular canals and otoliths may be constructed. 

The block diagrams of Fig. 20 reflect those characteris- 

tics which are known to be present in the vestibular mecha- 

nism. Considering first the block diagram representation 

of the semicircular canals, the input is assumed to 

be angular acceleration of the skull with respect to 

Inertial space ('IA)- The matrix transformation A [:I 
projects the inertial angular acceleration vector along 

the input axes of the three semicircular canals. The 

semicircular canal dynamics relate the output ($) of 

the cupula to the input angular acceleration in terms of 

a highly damped second order model. Approximate values 

for the break frequencies are 

Ah- = 0.04 - 0.1 rad/sec 

-rr/e = 10 - 25 rad/sec 

The threshold level of cupula displacement for sensation 

is about 

= 0.1 - min 0.2 degrees 
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under conditions of no adaptation to rotation. 

The conversion from cupula displacement to pulse 

frequency introduces a saturation for large negative 

accelerations or negative cupula displacements for 

each semicircular canal; however, the value of s neg 
has not been determined. The block marked "central 

habituation" represents the long time adaptation to 

successive stimulation of the semicircular canals, as 

shown by cupulogram tests. T H is a long time constant, 

probably on the order of hours or days. 

The threshold adaptation block is assumed to 

increase the minimum threshold for sensitivity to 

sensation of rotation and occurrence of nystagmus following 

a history of angular acceleration. The output of the 

system Is assumed to be subjective sensation of angular 

velocity. 

Over most of the spectrum of head movements 

encountered in normal activity the semicircular canal 

system does indeed act to give indications which represent 

velocity rather than acceleration. Using slightly 

different values of the parameters in the second order 

model for the semicircular canals, Mayne (120) calculated 

the frequency response shown In Fig. 21. (Note that over 
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the region 10 to 400 cycles/minute the output of the 

system in terms of cupula displacement Is indeed proportion- 

al to the input velocity.) The difference of opinion 

often voiced on this matter stems from a misunderstanding 

of the functioning of a second order system. A mass- 

spring-dashpot system is not an accelerometer or a 

velocity meter or a vlbrometer per se, but only acts 

as a sensor of one of these elements In a certain frequency 

range. For a heavily damped. second order system such 

as the semicircular canals, the large middle range over 

which Its phase lag is approximately 90 degrees makes It 

particularly useful as a velocity meter for these 

frequencies. 

The principal remaining control tasks In the investi- 

gation of the semicircular canal involve the magnitude of 

the threshold, the time course of central and threshold 

habituation, and the effectiveness of the semicircular 

canal system incorporated as an active error sensor in 

a closed loop system. 

The otollth block diagram shown in Fig. 20b reflects 

what little is known about the otoliths to date. The 

specific force input of gravity minus acceleration Is 

resolved by the orientation of the otolith with respect 
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to the skull and the skull with respect to inertial 

space to yield a set of specific force outputs f b 
acting on the otoliths. The dynamic characteristics of 

the otollth-macula system In the utrlcle are represented 

by the mass M, spring constant K, and damping C of 

the mechanical arrangement. No data Is available on 

the magnitude of these parameters, however. The presence 

of cells whose output is proportional to the change in 

position of the otolith rather than in its position is 

represented by the box "position & rate sensitivity". Once 

again, no detailed investigation of TL , the lead time 

constant, has been conducted. 

It is known that the otoliths are primarily 

sensitive to changes in orientation away from the erect 

position, and are not particularly sensitive to changes 

in orientation when the subject is tilted at a large 

angle. This phenomenon is represented by the saturation 

curve in the block labeled "directional sensitivity". The 

otollths also have a threshold to linear acceleration of 

about 0.01 "g". 

Quite obviously the interpretation of otollth outputs 

In the central nervous system Is effected by the presence 

of other outputs from the semicircular canals, and 
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the subjective linear velocity and orientation with 

respect to the vertical must be considered as resulting 

from both systems. Experiments have yet to be carried 

out In which the otolith control characteristics are 

carefully investigated in the absence of semicircular 

canal stimulation. 
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Direction 

. vest.-cochl. (Oort) 

N. foe. 

7 R. cochl.- sacc. / 7 
Gangl. spir. cochl. 

Figure 2. The vestlbular apparatus, cochlea, 
and structural relations of innervation 
of human labyrinth. 087) 

Figure 3. Ventro-lateral view of the left human 
labyrinth. A., A.C.H., A.C.P., ampullae of 
anterior, horizontal and posterior canal. 
D.C., cochlear duct. S. and S.O., saccule 
and its otolith. U. and U.O., utricule and 
Its otolith. (73) 
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Figure 4. Schematic drawing of a cross section through 
an ampulla, with cupula and crista. A.R., ampulla 
roof. C.R., crista, consisting of S.C. (sensory 
cells), supporting cells and N. (nerve fibres). 
Between cupula and crista there is the I.S.P. (Inter 
cupular space). U., utricule. (73) 

Figure 5. Schematic drawing of a cross section of an 
otolith and its macula. 0. Is the otollth, sus- 
pended by strands which run from the margins to 
the macula, consisting of supporting cells (Sp.c.) 
and sensory cells S.C. Between the otollth and 
the macula there is a thin layer (L.) to allow the 
otolith to slide over the macula. N. Is the nerve. 
(73) 
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the semicircular 
canal. When the endolymph moves over an angle 
of [ the cupula is forced over an angle of 4 ; 
t and $ are of the same order of magnitude. 
(165) 
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I 
\ 

Time (sec.) ’ 

Figure 7. Deviation 5 of the cupula produced by sudden 
arrest of an angular velocity y /sec. Maximum 
deviation at t=0*5sec.; minimum deviation passed 
at t=14sec., giving rise to sensation. Ordinate 
logarithmic. Slope of curve gives II/A. (165) 

mpulsc in Yscc. 

Figure 8. Normal cupulograms of sensation and nystag- 
mus. Depending on the observer's skill, the 
nystagmus threshold will be localized between 5 
and 15O/sec; the steepness of the nystagmus cupulo- 
grams should stay the same. 

0 clockwise rotation 
X counter clockwise sensation (73) 
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J 
0 5 10 15 

Time (sec.) 

Flgure 9. Deviation 5: of the cupula under inf uence of 5 a constant angular acceleration (l'/sec.) . The 
latent period T seconds lies between start and the 
moment when the cupula passes Emin. After infinite 
time (about 30 sec. in practice) the cupula attains 
equilibrium. 065) 

Figure 10. Deviation of the cupula on the torsion swing 
in the neighborhood of the minimum. Only the tops 
of the declining sine wave are associated with sen- 
sation. 0.65) 
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A 
IO 100 

Abscissae: impulse (deg. sec.-l) 
Ordinates: duration (sec.) 

AB: probable true form of cupulogram, without distortion by 
habituation 

AC:cupulogram derived from responses to successive stimuli of 
increasing intensity 

Figure 15. Distorting effect of habituation upon 
slope of cupulogram. (19) 

0 IO 20 30 40 50 60 
Abscissae: time (sec.) 
Ordinates: light velocity (deg. sec.-‘) 

Figure 16. 
to an Impulsive stimulus of 40°sec-l. 

Typical record of subjective respi);;e 
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IO 
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2 

I 
0 IO 20 30 40 50 60 

Abscissae: time (sec.) 
Ordinates: light velocity (deg. sec.-l) 

Figure 17. Responses to four impulsive stimuli of 
40Osec'l applied In succession. (19) 
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Maximum RPM--------IO.3 
Maaimum 4 -.------~O 
Time to Maximum @- -391 WC. 
Computrd e.- 
Sitting by fj. .--.---. 

Figure 18. The computed value of $8 and the setting of 
the line by subject S during a single trial in 
Part I. (30) 
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SECTION 3 

PUPIL AND LENS CONTROL SYSTEMS 
by Lawrence Stark 

Summary 

In the last decade the experimental approach to 

biocontrol systems has justified the hopeful observations 

of early cyberneticians. The development of systems 

approaches to control and communication in the engineering 

world has provided the analytical biologist with concepts, 

analogs, analysis methods, and necessary instrumentation. 

Initially, linear mathematical concepts and analysis methods 

were used as transfer function descriptions to shed light 

on such characteristic properties of neurological feedback 

control systems as stability, oscillations and noise. 

Further studies penetrated essential nonlinear, discontinuous 

and adaptive properties of neurological servomechanisms and 

revealed two broad classes of these biological feedback 

control systems with quite different properties. 

The first class, including eye and hand target tracking 

has intermittent, input adaptive characteristics which 

dominate their behavior. The input-synchronized intermittency 

operator shows up as refractoriness when two sequential 

responses are required, or as sampled data peaks in Bode 

plots. These systems appear fairly linear, that is twice the 

input yields twice the output. On closer examination, 

however, certain of their trajectories can be approximated by 
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nonlinear optimal control analogs. The ability to predict 

repetitive characteristics of the input signal make them 

highly input-adaptive. It is necessary to control the effect 

of this powerful prediction operator by using stochastic 

inputs in experiments designed to elucidate underlying 

properties. Sampled data models for hand and eye movements 

have had considerable success in consolidating many phenomena 

associated with these neurological servomechanisms and in 

predicting behavior under new circumstances. 

The second class, including the pupil and temperature 

control, is highly nonlinear and generally show biological 

adaptation. Sy this we mean that the reference input ad- 

justs to accept new environmental conditions. For example, 

retinal adaptation permits the pupil to accept the recent- 

past illumination level as the reference, and thus regulation 

occurs with respect to this shifting or adapting reference. 

Multiple scale compression nonlinearities provide for 

operating over many log units of input range. Separate 

mechanisms are used in different time and frequency ranges. 

These may have different gains so that asymmetrical responses 

are prominent. Limit cycles appear and can be studied us!ng 

Wiener's G-functional analysis to cannonically describe 

input-output characteristics of these systems, but simpler 

more classical methods such as describing-function teckniquei 

are often revealing. 
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Cybernetics as a sound scientific approach rests heavily 

upon mathematics as a language. Superficial verbal aspects 

do not demonstrate the beauty and power of this type of 

research. We have, therefore, decided to select two systems, 

the lens and the pupil for further discussion In this section. 

With so narrow a field we may review experimental and ana- 

lytical results which exemplify the essential nature of these 

bioengineering studies. 

Now that biochemistry and biophysics have split off from 

physiolwy, that subject centers upon system organizations 

and systems function. The chemical and physical componentry 

may be quite different from the engineering components In 

space craft and computers but the analogies between englneer- 

ing and biology at the systems level is close Indeed. It Is 

hoped that this review will demonstrate the effectiveness of 

cybernetics, in particular the apPlication of feedback con- 

trol theory, in theoretical and experimental analysis of 

neurophysiological servomechanisms. 

In our contract for a review of the field of biological 

control systems, previous reports have dealt with lntroduc- 

tory material on control theory, the vestibular system, the 

manual control system, biochemical and hormonal control 

systems, body fluid control system, and control of sensation 

from the skin. 
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As part of the overall study, this report concentrates 

on two Important aspects of the visual motor control system. 

These aspects pertain to the formation of sharp Images of 

appropriate light Intensity on the retina rather than the 

positioning of these Images. The servomechanisms which 

control the pupil diameter and lens accommodation are evalu- 

ated and the current state of knowledge reviewed. The visual 

motor control systems pertaining to positioning of the image, 

namely, control of eye movements, will be considered In a 

future report. 

I. PUPIL 

A. Input-output ldentlflcatlon. 

The Iris muscles, surrounding the pupil or aperture of 

the eye, act to regulate light Impinging upon the retina. 

In addition to this primary light regulating function changes 

of puplllary area occur In synklnesis with lens accommodation 

and with vergence movements of the eyeballs as Indicated in 

Fig. 1. 

When puplllary aperture Is small less light flux enters 

the eye, only the central part of the lens Is utilized, and 

the depth of focus of the eye Is greater. The variation of 

pupil area, or rms noise Increases also. When the pupil area 

Is large more light flux can enter the eye, the periphery of 

the lens with greater aberrations Is used, depth of focus 
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diminishes, and pupil noise becomes lessened. 

B. Element anatomy and physiology from an engineering point 

of view. 

The pupil Is so widely observed an organ that most 

persons are already acquainted with certain basic facts of 

Its anatomy and physiology. The pupil Is the hole In the 

center of the Iris muscle which enables light to enter the 

eye and impinge upon the retina, the sensitive layer of the 

back of the eye. The retina Is comprised of primary sensory 

cells containing photosensitive pigments which trap photons 

and subsequently stimulate retinal nerve cells. The retina 

is part of the central nervous system and possesses a complex 

multineural Integrative (I.e. Information transforming) 

apparatus. The optic nerve leads mainly to the visual cortex 

of the cerebral hemispheres via a relaying station, the 

lateral geniculate body. However, some fibers called the 

puplllomotor fibers, go directly to the brain stem and relay 

In the pretectal area and thence to the Edlnger-Westphal 

nucleus. This nucleus contains the nerve cells, part of the 

parasympathetic system, whose fibers (after an external relay 

In the clllary ganglion) control the powerful sphincter muscle 

of the Iris. Fiber tracts also go to the sympathetic system 

In the spinal cord. Here, nerve cells send fibers back to 

the orbit, after relaying In the superior cervical ganglion. 

The dilator of the pupil Is controlled by these sympathetic 
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fibers and Is, for example, responsible for the wide dilata- 

tion of the pupils after local administration of adrenalin 

(30). 

Excitation of the Edlnger-Westphal nucleus produces 

constriction of the pupil and it is also probable that 

inhlbltlon, i.e., decrease in the operating level, of this 

nucleus is also the most important mechanism for dilating 

the pupil (30). 

Figure 2 (23) shows a mechanical diagram representation 

of the sphincter and dilator muscles of the iris. This 

complex structure still requires much further study. For 

example Apter (3) denies the ability of the dilator to active- 

ly contract while Simpson (25) has experimentally demonstrated 

apparent dilator contraction in man. This neuromuscular 

mechanism Is sensitive to many drugs, a result of its complex 

double autonomous nervous system innervation and a partial 

list of such effective pharmacological agents Is also pre- 

sented In Figure 2. 

The neuroanatomy of the puplllary system is also not 

completely understood. It Is believed that accommodation 

synkinetlc signals join the light signals at the final common 

pathway, the Edlnger-Westphal nucleus, of the parasympathetic 

outflow. The retina with Its many layers of neurons relays 

to the even more complex visual cortex and essentially no 

knowledge of the exact functions of these most important 
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neural suborgans exists. By analogy to the work of Lettvln 

and McCulloch (19) on the frog retina and to work on mammalian 

visual cortex (17) it would appear that complex operators are 

acting on the information originally contained In the Image. 

The mean light flux Is among the least Important of Image 

parameters and It may be that only the bralnstem directly 

relays this via the pretectal nucleus to the Edinger-Westphal 

nucleus as suggested In the neuroanatomlcal review by Magoun 

and Ranson, 1935 (22). However, complex changes In visual 

sensitivity secondary to saccadlc eye movement also control 

pupil sensitivity and this suggests more lndlrect pathways. 

Both rods and cones play a role In puplllary reactions as 

Indicated by the finding of Abelsdorff (1) that the Purklnje 

shift of visual spectral sensitivity with dark adaptation 

also occurred In pupil sensitivity. 

The origin of the accommodation and vergence synklnetlc 

pathways Is conjectured to be In the visual cortex and Jampel 

has demonstrated areas In monkey brain which when stimulated 

produce these reactions. (18) 

c. Older physiological behavioral studies. 

A review giving the flavor of older physiological 

behavioral studies Is "The Pupil", Chapter 9 In Volume 3 

of The me, edited by Hugh Davson (21). This work concerns 

Itself especially with the diagnostic posslbllltles of 

puplllometry. It Is clear that as many and various elements 
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Interact in producing the complex behavior of the puplllary 

system It Is no easy task to uniquely define defective opera- 

tion of a particular element from black-box observations of 

puplllary reaction shapes. 

Figure 3 (29) shows typical behavior of the pupil with 

temporary constrictions of pupil area occurring In response 

to light flashes. Of Interest also Is the long lasting 

puplllary constriction occurring synklnetlcally with volun- 

tary, accommodation. As will be shown later In the discussion 

of control systems experiments and models the dependence of 

amplitude of response upon mean area Is a strong nonlinearity. 

Also visible in Figure 3 Is the increase of area variability 

or noise as area itself decreases. 

Lowenstein and Glvner (20) showed that short periods of 

decreased light Intensity or of darkness also produces 

pupillary constriction, a result of asymmetry of rates of 

constrjctlon and dilation apparent In part In such large- 

signal studies of the pupil as those of Young and Blersdorf 

(40) and In small-signal studies by Clynes (10) and others 

Of special interest has been a large number of attempts 

to obtain puplllary conditional reflex responses. This would 

seem to be possible via the multiple Involvement of pupillary 

dilatation In alerting or ortho-sympathetic responses or via 

the semi-voluntary accommodative synklnetic puplllary response. 
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However, although many early studies attempted and reported 

positive results In classical conditioning paradigms with the 

pupil reflex response to light as the unconditioned stlmulus- 

response pair, Young (39) clearly showed the Inadequacy of 

non-objective measurementa In his 1954 paper, and no subse- 

quent demonstrations have appeared. 

D. Control systems experiments. 

The classical paper In 1957 (31) experimentally measuring 

the open-loop transfer function of the pupil light reflex 

Initiated a series of studies on this and other systems (34). 

Figure 4 (30) Illustrates the Bode diagram of the pupil 

system which Is approximated by the transfer function: 

0.16e -0.28 

G(s) = 
(1 +*O.ll3)3 

(1) 

The pupil reflex to light has been considered as a 

servomechanism, a self-regulated error actuated control 

device. This cybernetic approach, requiring the experimenter 

to make quantitative measurements In animals with a fully 

Intact central nervous system, was made possible using a 

puplllometer designed for awake, cooperative human subjects. 
This instrument provided an electronically controlled light 

stimulus as well as continuous records of both pupil area 

and light Intensity. Sinusoidal changes In light Intensity, 
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small enough for linearization assumptions, were Injected in 

an open loop fashion to determine the transferfunction for 

pupil system behavior. The pupil servo is quite stable and 

has a low gain with an attenuation slope of 18 db per octave 

beyond 1.5 cps. One line of investigation using pharmaco- 

logical agents has suggested the triple lag to be contributed 

by the physical law representing the viscosity of the iris 

neuromuscular system. Another experiment used artificially 

increased gain to produce instability oscillations, whose 

frequency was predictable from the low gain transfer function. 

Still another investigation has shown the pupil system to 

contain much noise. This noise is not a result of instability, 

nor.generated by the smooth muscle of the iris, but isprobably 

produced as wide band flicker noise (?due to asynchrony in 

nerve impulse firings) in the Edinger-Westphal nucleus, and 

frequency shaped by output elements. Further studies in 

progress are defining nonlinearities in the pupil and retinal 

system in order to set up an accurate hybrid analog digital 

computer model of the pupil system. The general manner in 

which pupil behavior is shaped for various operating ranges 

and frequencies throws light on the power of an adaptive 

servomechanism to maximize its utility to the organism. The 

value of the cybernetic approach is demonstrated by both the 

clarification which these concepts, derived from control and 

communications engineering, have introduced into the under- 

. standing of pupil behavior as well as by the precision of the 
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experlmental data obtained using measurement techniques 

adapted for physiological purposes. (30) 

Since these early nonlinear studies a good deal of 

further work has ensued. Describing function techniques have 

not proven as useful as heuristic experimentation in conjunc- 

tion with the analog-digital compute,r modelllng system. 

Other possible more powerful approaches will be discussed in 

section F. 

E. Models 

A model provides for a concise summary of the system of 

complexly Interacting nonlinear functional relations that 

have been discovered, analyzed, and studied in a variety of 

experiments. As such, models from the early transfer 

function of 1957 to the Wiener nonlinear kernels of 

1965 have played an important role in the cybernetic analysis 

of the pupillary system. 

One such model (26) Is shown in Fig. 5. Light enters 

as L and is operated upon by a lead-lag retinal adaptation 

element with parameters as given. The signal, V, then goes 

into a saturating nonlinearity whose functional form may be 

given by a table lookup or computed as 

v= log (1 + u) 

I 
t 

1.07 I 



The V signal now traverses two paths; an upper 1-G 

path which is in operation at all times, and a lower path 

which Is open only for positive changes of V. This lower 

path has an additional lag element and Is further multiplied 

by a white Gaussian noise source. This provides for noise 

as both a stochastic function of (1 - xi) and as a lagged 

function of (1 - A) when the noise is determined as an 

Instantaneous function of A by ensemble averaging. 

The two paths join as signal, P, at the summer. The 

upper path Is open only for positive changes of P and the 

lower path Is then closed. With negative changes of P 

a long time constant governing dilatation operates and Is 

noise free. After the second summer the signal Q Is operated 

on by the transport delay and the triple lag. Then an Inversion 

with respect to A,, occurs to produce the output, A. The 

retina, central nervous system and pupil muscle dynamics 

portion of the system have been determined by multi Input - 

multi output black-box experiments, by pharmacological and 

surgical dissection experiments, and by use of older anatomi- 

cal and physiological experimental results. Other models 

have been develop.ed In more detail for various specific por- 

tions of the entire system but less completely for the 

system as a whole. 
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F. Crltlcal Summary 

Before flnally summarizing the state of knowledge of 

the puplllary system a brief discussion of some newer methods 

is relevant. Firstly the attractiveness of applying a 

canonical approach to nonlinear systems has led to the 

graphs of Fig. 6 (28). This shows hi(T) the first order 

kernel and h2(TI,T2) the second order kernel as two and 

three dimensional functions respectively. The higher order 

G-functional analysis of Weiner (38) provides a statistical 

bound (much like thermodynamics) to the behavior of systems. 

The curve above the 45’ diagonal represents no-memory 

nonllnearlties of second-order while the remainder of the 

curve (that Is statistically significant) represents 

memory-dependent nonlinearltles to second-order. 

In addition to this mathematical approach a good deal 

more work Is required In terms of Input-output analysis 

of the pupil In conjunction with heuristic hybrid analog- 

digital computer models and further exploitation of the 

multi-input (two eyes, accommodation, memory, fatigue) 

and multi-output (two eyes, noise) analytical approach. 

The use of conditioned animals and patients with various 

neurological syndromes should also provide more quantitative 

data and new Ideas about locations of nonlinear and linear 

operators. 
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Noise studies suggest asynchronous neural firing as 

the shot or flicker noise source that would be equivalent 

to the multiplicative noise In the system model. Further 

experiments with implanted electrodes and with Isolated 

neuromuscular preparations will be helpful. In short we 

require more experlmentatlon on the elements and the whole 

systems and more analysl s both statistical and heuristic. 

However, a good start on this complex system has 

already been made and our models are excellent predictors 

of most of the obvious experimental results, and suggestive 

of further crucial experiments. They are especially 

accurate In the crucial control areas relating to 

stability and the generation of unstable oscillatory 

behavior. 
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II. LENS 

A. Input-Output Identification 

A target moving closer and farther from an eye with 

a fixed accommodative state would produce a retinal Image 

that develops more or less "blur" as the target went 

further or closer to the particular "clear vision position" 

at which accommodation Is fixed. The accommodative 

mechanism of the normal human eye has a variable power lens 

which by changing can alter the clear vision position 

and so attempt to keep sharp the retinal Image of the 

target. 

Thus target distance Input and clear vision position 

as output are defined physical quantities. The difference 

between these two, or distance error, represents a classical 

eervoanalytlcal error signal which may serve to drive the 

accommodative mechanism. The optical apparatus of the eye, 

however, transforms the distance error to an amount of blur 

or sharpness error which I s again a well defined physical 

quantity, a distribution of light on the retinal surface 

which might, for example, be photographed (alas, through 

the dloprlc apparatus of the eye). These variables are 

Indicated In the block diagrams of Fig. 7a and 7b (33). 

Several synklnetlc or associated movements of related 

systems also appear as outputs in Fig. 7a. These are the 

pupillary and the accommodative-vergence responses. If 
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the target moves on the optical axle of the seeing eye under 

monocular viewing conditions, the nonseelng eye (viewing 

only an unstructured field, for example) will change Its 

vergence posture and Incidentally Indicate the state of 

accommodation. Similarly the pupil constricts with near 

targets and dilates for distant targets, changing both light 

Intensity and depth of focus. 

B. Element Anatomy and Physiology from an Engineering 
Point of View 

As can be seen in Fig. 7b there are four blocks of 

elements in the lens system. 

1. Lens optics was intensively studied by 

Thomas Young, who In 1801 showed that changes in shape of 

the lens must be responsible for changes in accommodation 

and not, for example, changes In cornea1 curvature or changes 

in length of the eyeball (See Fig. 8)(11). Fincham (1937) 

has produced quantitative evidence concerning the variable 

bulging of the central portion of the anterior surface of 

the lens where the lens capsule is thlnnest and the radius 

of curvature least (13). 

2. The target image is sensed by the photoreceptors of 

the retina and the light distribution represents a greater 

or lesser amount of blur according as the distance error is 

greater or lesser. While distance error Is a classical 

odd-error signal having both magnitude and sign or directional 
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Information, blur Is an unusual even-error signal having 

only magnitude and not sign or directional Information. 

The Importance of this In the behavior of the lens system 

will be discussed later. 

3. The organized neurological networks In the retina 

and visual cortex then process the photoreceptor lnforma- 

tlon so as to develop proper control signals to drive the 

final common path neurons In the Edlnger-Westphal nucleus (37). 

Jampel (1.8) has shown increased refraction of primate 

eyes with occipital cortical stimulation. The clllary 

ganglion relays the main parasympathetic fibers (35) 

although there is considerable debate regarding the presence 

or absence of orthosympathetic fibers and the presence 

or absence of adrenerglc Inhibitory synapses on the 

clllary muscle. Further knowledge of the neurology of the 

lens system Is In a primitive state. 

4. The clllary muscle was shown by Helmholtz (15) to 

contract during accommodation. This relaxes the tension applied 

via the suspensory ligament to the lens capsule. The capsule 

then elastically deforms and bulges the central anterior 

surface of the lens and this decreased radius of curvature 

Increases the dloptrlc power of the eye. Clear vision position 
moves nearer. Conversely, when the clllary muscle relaxes 

the suspensory ligament tenses and flattens the capsule, the 

lens decreases its power and the clear vision position moves 
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farther out toward infinity. Flncham (13) showed the 

equatorial diameter to be smaller In accommodation and 

Hess (16) showed that the loose suspensory ligament during 

accommodation permits gravity to affect lens position. 

C. Older Physiological Behavioral Studies 

1. The basic dynamics of the accommodative system Is 

shown In Fig. 9 (33) which shows responses of the human 

lens to (a) repetitive step changes in target distance, 

(b) sinusoidal changes in target distance. Also shown 

Is (c) the noise or random flucturatLcxl in refractive power 

with a constant target distance. This noise flucturation 

can also be noted In Fig. ga. 

"The Initial reaction time to a 1 dlopter step signal 

either positive or negative Is approximately 425 milliseconds 

but the corresponding value for repetitive data was 240 

milliseconds for positive accommodation and 200 milliseconds 

for negative accommodations' (8). See also Campbell and 

Westhelmer 1960 (6). Further discussion of dynamical 

factors will be postponed to the next section on control 

systems studies. 

2. Many studies have indlcatedthat presbyopia, or the 

farsightedness of the aged, results from a reduction In 

elasticity of the len s and capsule or to a weakness or 

change in the clliary muscle. This subject requires further 
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study but an excellent review exists by Alpern 1962, 

especially pages 206-217 (2). Of Interest Is the use of 

a bright light by presbyopes. This constricts the pupil, 

Increasing depth of focus, and thus reducing blur of target 

Image on the retina. A common complaint Is "My eyes are all 

right, It Is just that my arms are not long enough." 

3. The perceptual aspect of the accommodative system 

Is most Intriguing. Ordinarily the convergence mechanism 

driven by binocular disparity Is synklnetlc with the lens 

system; also of Importance In the natural situation Is 

monocular parallax. Changes of size and Intensity of 

targets ordinarily correlate with distance and are useful 

perceptual clues. 

Usually targets In nature follow long courses during 

which time their heading and velocity can be estimated and 

used to predict changes in target distance. In the laboratory 

slight lateral movements due to misalignment of target 

motion with respect to the optical axis are commonly picked 

up by trained subjects. Any predictability In sequencing 

of target motions Is quickly and unconsciously learned by 

subjects. However, all of the above can be controlled to 

produce the laboratory condition of restricted monocular 

viewing conditions. How does the lens system then behave? 

What does this tell us about the signal Information handling 

mechanisms? 
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First of all, using two different experimental methods 

It was observed that 50% of Initial movements In tracking 

step changes of target were erroneous, requiring secondary 

corrections to finally lock onto target distance with correct 

clear-vision-position and thus with zero steady distance 

error (32)(36). 

These experiments make unlikely suggestlons (7,l2) 

that complex perceptual clues such as astigmatism, spherical 

aberration, and chromatic aberration can easily or are 

usually employed even in the restricted laboratory conditions 

by trained observers. In any case the crucial experiment 

of producing 50% Initial errors with zero final DC errors 

shows the system to lack a basic odd-error signal mechanism. 

D. Control Systems Experiments 

In 1962 two Independent but similar research studies 

were published: "A servoanalysls of the human. accommodative 

mechanism" by John H. Carter (9) and "The dynamics of the 

human lens system" by L. Stark, Y. Takahashl and ‘G. Zames 

(33). Both used direct recording Infrared optometers. 

Carter's study showed some very Interesting phenomena. 

The open loop response to small steps had a gain dependent 

upon Instructions to the subject. Predictive ability was 

demonstrated In that Initial responses had longer latencles 

than responses to later repetitive target steps. 
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Unfortunately he was unable to derive an adequate and 

realistic transfer function because the empirical data 

defined a regenerative system. Robson with less complete 

data also displayed a frequency response diagram (4). 

Stark, Takahashl and Zames were limited by the small 

amount of semladequate data available to them. These had 

been obtained In experiments during July of 1959 while 

Stark was a guest at the laboratory of Dr. Fergus Campbell. 

However, these experiment s had been designed to reveal 

the basic nonlinear characteristics of the system. Earlier 

in Fig. ga the step responses show stable large amplitude 

responses and a fluctuation suggestively like an Instability 

osclllatlon. In fact, Campbell, Robson and Westhelmer in 

1959 (5) had shown that the low amplitude fluctuations had 

a high frequency peak at 2 cp s defined by power spectral 

studies. Further this peak disappeared with approximations 

to open loop operating conditions. 

The experiments showed Important gain changes with in- 

put amplitude and a describing function analysis proved to 

be quite successful. Figure 10a shows that first the 

system was divided Into a no-memory nonlinear element followed 

by a linear frequency dependent part. The closed loop data 
were transformed analytically and the describing function 

i (E). obtained Is shown In Fig. lob (33). This then enabled 

them to obtain the linear element frequency response -$ (f) 
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plotted as the solid lines in Figure 11 of the next section. 

These data led to the construction of the model discussed 

in the next section. 

E. Models 

The transfer function of the linear part of the lens 

system was determined to be 

4 . (1 + 0.15s)e'"*1s 
F(s) = s 

1 + 2 [0.3(0.08~)] + (0.08~) 
(1) 

where the complex pole pair with a natural frequency of 

12.5 radians per second may be considered related to the 

mechanical system composed of the elastic capsule of the 

lens, suspensory ligaments and scleral restoring force 

and the elastic and viscous properties of the ciliary muscle. 

The gain curve of the transfer function (dashed heavy line) 

in Fig. 11 shows good agreement with experimental results 

(solid heavy line). 

The nonlinear part represented by the describing function 

shown In Fig. lob can be also represented by the lnput- 

output curve of Fig. 10~. This Is unusual in that the 

output actual decreases as Input increases over part of its 

domain. However, on consideration of the fact that the error 

signal is blur and that a more smeared image may well be 

a weaker error signal, one may find reasons for this 
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peculiarly shaped nonlinearity. Further there is an 

experimental function (14) showing human static 

accommodative responses for various EC Inputs which resemble 

the curve of Fig. 10~. 

The combined model accounts for large and small signal 

responses, stability characteristics and predicts certain 

noise spectral features of the open and closed loop lens 

system. 

F. Critical Summary 

Certain important discrepancies remain to be resolved 

by future experiments. The phase agreement of the model 

(light dashed lines) and experiment, (light solid line) 

in Fig. 11 Is poor at low frequencies. This together 

with the phase lead element in the transfer function, the 

Input adaptive prediction resulting In shorter time delays, 

and the lack of evidence of even-error signal behavior all 

suggest that prediction played a role unsuspected at the time 

in our 1959 experiments. 

Much interesting development lies immediately ahead 

in the study of the accommodative mechanism. Better 

Instrumentation, in particular a reliable optometer, Is 

greatly needed. The interaction between accommodation and 

vergence movements will certainly throw a revealing light 

on the nature of strabismus, a most common visual ailment. 
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Even w5th our present limited knowledge, we might suggest 

an explanation for night or space myopia. It Is known 

that Instead of focussing at Infinity, subjects have a. 

certain amount, circa 0.4 dlopters, of accommodation. 

This may be responsible for severe defect when jet pilots 

scan for enemy planes, for example. The noise In the 

accommodation system may produce this effect by subtracting 

Its mean level value from infinity. These and other problems 

will be resolved as the conceptual methods of cybernetics 

are effectively applied with adequate Instrumentation and 

with appropriate attention to physiological complexity. 

The neurophysiological basis of the retinal and visual 

cortical operations are completely or almost completely 

unknown. Figure 12 from Polyak (24) shows the kind of 

highly structured and connected neural elements In the 

human retina. It is mod Important that decisive theoretical 

and experimental Investigators In this "neural operator" 

area of research be stimulated by the unsolved questions 

above. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram. Input-output identification 
for the pupillary system. 

SPHINCTOR FIBERS 
0) TRIGGERED BY 

PARASYMPATHE 
NERVOUS SYSTEM 

DRUGS THAT PMALYZE THE 
PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTE 
I. CYCLOPENTOLATE (CYCLOGY 
2. TROPICAMIDE (MYDRIACYL) 
3, HOMATROPINE 

ILATOR FIBERS 
o) TRIGGERED BY THE 

SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 

DRUGS THAT STIMULATE THE SPHINCTOR 
I. PILOCARPINE 

MUGS THAT STIMULATE THE 
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 
I. PHENYLEPHRINE (NEOSYNEPHRINE) 
2. HYDROXYAMPHETWINE (PAREDRINE) 

Fig. 2. A mechanical diagram representation of the 
sphincter ana ailator muscles of the iris. (23) 

Fig. 3. Constriction and redilatation of the 
pupil during accoPanodation. (29) 
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0.25 05 1.0 2D 4.0 
WE&EM%, CYCLES/SEC. 

Fig. 4. Open loop frequency respoxe. (30) 

ANALOG PUPIL MODEL 

RETINA AND LIGHT INPUT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM PVPIL MUSCLE DYNAMICS 

Fig. 5. halog pupil model. (26) 
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DELAY TIME (SECONDS) 

(b) 

Fig. 6a & b. First and second order kernels of open loop 
pupil light servomechanism. (28) 
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TMGET DISTANCE 

SKii - 
a LENS 

CUM VISION POSITION 

b) 

CUM 
VISION 
POSITION 

Fig. 7. (a) Block diagram input-output identification 
for the lens system. (b) Block diagram of the human 
accommodat ion system. (33) 

VITREOUS HUMOR \ 

AOIJEOUS HUMOR 

CILARY BOOY 

Fig. 8. Cross section of the human eye. (11) 
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(b) 

REFRACTIVE POWER OF LENS 

Fig. 9. Responses of the human lens to (a) repetitive step 
changes in target distance, (b) sinusoidal changes in 
target distance. (c) The noise or random fluctuation in 
refractive power with a constant target distance. (33) 
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I I r I 
E , NO MEMORY M  LINEAR C 

NONLINEARITY ’ SYSTEM - 

FM 

(a) 

-20 I I 1 1 I ’ 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

A- 
A 0.70 

E- 

(b) 

DIOPTERS 

(0 

Fig. 10. (a) Lens control system divided into no-memory 
nonlinear and frequency-dependent linear elements. c  is 
controlled quantity, clear vision position; R is reference 
input, target position; E is error or actuating signal, 
position error; M  is signal representing output from non- 
linear element and input to linear frequency-dependent element. 
(b) Describing function: IM//El as a function of E-k, obtained 
by separation of no-memory non-linearity from frequency- 
dependent linear function. (c) Model nonlinear relationship 
between input, e, and output, m; small-signal proportional 
region, moderate signal saturation region, and even larger- 
signal: region shows reduction of output. (33) 
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SECTION 4 

CONTROL SYSTEMS AND BODY FLUID REGULATION 
SUMMARY 

The state of our knowledge regarding the biological 

control systems which operate to regulate the volume and 

composition of physiological fluids, has been heretofore 

largely empirical and intuitive. 

A large body of empirical data has been generated by 

experiments designed to illuminate different single aspects 

of this regulation; the visualization of an overall design 

philosophy has, however, not been possible because of the 

large amount of experimental monitoring and computation 

involved. 

It ia possible, by applying certain concepts from 

control systems theory as used in engineering, to alleviate 

this situation. We have attempted to indicate in this 

report that much of the empirical data in fluid and 

electrolyte physiology can be conceptualized in a theoreti- 

cal control systems framework. 

Such a conceptualization of the system indicates the 

desirability of the reinterpretation of certain data, and 

perhaps even the revision of many basic concepts underlying 

previous formulations of fluid and electrolyte dynamics. 

These considerations also suggest that simulation of 

the system, using mathematical programming techniques, Is a 

realizable goal. . 
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CONTROL SYSTEMS AND BODY FLUID REGULATION 

Robert Taub, M.D. 
and 

Arthur Taub, M.D., Ph.D. 

1. A REVIEW QJf CERTAIN BASIC ASPECTS OF THE 
REGULATION OF BODY FLUIDS 

BODY FLUIDS: COMPOSITION AND PARTITIONS 

Introduction 

A great deal of Information regarding the structure 

and composition of the body fluids has been accumulated 

throughout the past 25 years. Most of this information 

has heretofore dealt with the cellular mechanisms and 

physico-chemical reactions responsible for the transpdrt 

of one or another component of body fluids. In order, 

however, to visualize even a portlon of the factors whlc1 

regulate body fluid dynamics as a whole, it Is necessary 

to develop a unified conception of body fluids, their 

Individual Interrelationships with one another then 

assuming a secondary importance. 

The body fluids may be thought of as consisting of a 

solution of a number of solutes in a solvent, water. The 
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solution phase of the constituents of the organism Is con- 

cerned with the transport of materials related to cellular 

metabolic activities. Transport occurs not only between cells, 

tissues and the Internal environment, but Is also performed 

within cells and between organelles. Thus, many of the 

solutes dissolved In water, as Initial or end products of 

metabolism, are continually In motion between the Internal 

environment and the organism, between the body fluids 

surrounding the cells and the Interiors of the cells, and 

wi'thln the cells themselves. 
It Is sometimes helpful to think of the body fluids as 

providing the environment In which the transport function 

can take place. Although all of the components of body 

fluids are subject to turnover, some of the components have 

a slower turnover rate and are therefore considered to be 

relatively stable (e.g. the serum globulin, total protein, 

and others, under certain restricted conditions). (But It 

must be borne In mind that the concept of the body fluids 

as a relatively static structure or truly constant envlron- 

ment Is not, In fact, valid.) Occasionally, It may be 

convenient to treat a portion of the solvent, water, as If 

It Itself were a solute In solution, the same statement 

holding for water as for other constituents. 

The turnover of all the constituents of body fluids 

provldes,under appropriate circumstances, the opportunity 

for rapid change In both volume and composition and 
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concentration of these fluids, and also the ability to 

respond to physiological and pathological stimuli. In addition, 

a portion of the body fluid s Is In constant circulation (the 

Intravascular portion); one of the characteristics of this 

system, Is that a given portion of the body fluids, reclr- 

culated Is Iteratively manipulated . Thus an operation 

with little effect (such as the filtering of sodium through 

a glomerulus) may be amplified many fold. Although it is 

usually easy to detect experimentally the relatively large 

net effect thus produced, It Is generally difficult to 

define the actual operation performed. 

The malntalnence of a constant composition and volume 

of the body fluids In the face of turnover of all components 

and the addition of metabolic and environmental loads, depends 

upon the constant addition of energy to the open system. 

Although a portion of the energy to drive this system Is 

derived from the pumping action of the heart, energy is 

generally derived from the biochemical breakdown of energy- 

rich phosphate and the subsequent release of high energy 

bonds from compounds such as adenoslne trlphosphate. The 

sequence of mechanisms which the organism utilizes to supply 

this energy are complex In detail and are the proper province 

of biochemical energetics. 



Body Fluid Phasea and ComDartments 

The fluid phase of the body can be divided Into two 

principal phases, the extracellular and Intracellular. The 

extracellular phase Is defined as that portion of the body 

fluids which lies outside cell membranes. The Intracellular 

phase la that portion which lies within cells. 

Extracellular fluid. Although by definition the 

portion of the body fluids that lies outside cell boundaries 

Is considered to be extracellular fluid, the "functional" 

cell boundary may differ from the anatomical cell boundary. 

The volume of extracellular space Is usually estimated by 

InstIllIng Into the Intravascular space a substance which 

will assume a uniform distribution within all extracellular 

compartments and Is assumed not to penetrate Into other 

compartments. The volume of the extracellular compartment 

can then be calculated from the equation 

A-E V=- C 

where 

A P the amount of material Instilled Into the 
volume, 

E = amount lost during the time necessary for 
complete mixing, 

C = concentration of the substance after complete 
mixing has occurred. 
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Many substances have been used In this manner to measure the 

volume of the extracellular space, Including inulln, sucrose, 

mannltol, sulfate and chloride Ion. Different values are 

yielded by these agents because a large proportion of dense 

connective tissue and bone Is not readily penetrated by 

some of the larger molecules. Estimates for the total volume 

of the extracellular phase of the body vary from 16 to 25% 

of the total body weight. As a precise term, therefore, the 

"extracellular space' has little meaning except when used 

together with the solute used to measure Its volume, and the 

technique involved. 

Subdivisions of the extracellular soace. The extra- -m 

cellular phase can be further subdivided into three principal 

compartments: the plasma, the interstitial fluid, and the 

connective tissue. The plasma Is that portion of the 

extracellular fluid (the formed blood elements neglected) 

which is contained within blood vessels. The Interstitial 

fluid Is that portion of the extracellular fluid which Is 

In contact both with the plasma and with the boundaries of 

cells. The connective tissue fluid constitutes that very 

minor fraction of the Interstitial fluid which Is In close 

contact with dense connective tissue and bone. Its composl- 

tlon varies little from that of Interstitial fluid, except 

that Its components probably have a lower turnover rate. 

The plasma and the interstitial fluid are separated by the 

walls of blood vessels, which constitute a semipermeable 



membrane through which small molecular species can diffuse 

almost freely. For this reason plasma and Interstitial 

fluid do not differ greatly In their electrolyte composition, 
: 

nor In their osmolarlty. Plasma, however, contains approx- 

lmately 6 to 8 grams percent of protein of large molecular 

size which Is not freely diffusible across the vascular 

wall. The protein content of plasma Is therefore much higher 

than that of Interstitial fluid. Because of the presence of 

a nondiffusible solute within the vascular wall the Ionic 

concentration will differ slightly In plasma and Interstitial 

fluid (as a result of the Glbb s-Donnan electrical neutrality 

conEtralnt). Thus, anions other than multlcharged protein 

molecules will be In lesser concentration In the plasma than 

; In the Interstitial fluid. 

Intracellular fluid. Because of the high degree of 
I 
I physiological reactance associated with the Investigation 

of the lnterlor of Individual cells, the composition of 

1 Intracellular fluids cannot be studied directly and Is 
1 therefore poorly understood. Certainly that proportion , / 
1 of water which is bound to the cytoplasm and that which Is 
1 
i found within the nuclear sac bound to electrolytes, has 

i not been determined. Furthermore, the water and electrolyte 

composition of cells belonging to different tissues will 
P certainly differ, as a result of their functional difference. 
1 The Intracellular water and electrolyte composition of tissues 
, 

may differ from time to time because of the deposition and 
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mobilization of glycogen, fat and other metabolltes in and 

from the cell. Since skeletal muscle represents the bulk 

of soft tissue in the body, various methods have been applied 

to determine a prototype composition of intracellular fluid. 

These methods, all of which are cumbersome, Include that of 

performing determinations of mineral on fat free, dry solid 

tissues, and the use of Indicators which freely permeate the 

membrane in their undissociated form but not in their ionized 

form (e.g. 5-5-dimethyl-2-4-oxazolidinedione). Using these 

techniques it ha s been Inferred that the average composition 

of muscle cell fluid might be; 

sodium - 10 meq/l 
potassium - 150 meq 
magnesium - 40 meq / 

1 
1 

bicarbonate - 10 meq/l 
phosphate & sulfate - 150 meq/l 
protei-ns - 40 meq/l. 

Obviously an analysis of this type does not tell us the 

size, complexity, and number of molecular species In which 

phosphate, sulfate and proteins are Incorporated, and yet 

these features are crucial with respect to information 

concerning the chemical reactions and equilibria in which 

they participate. 

Practically, the principal facts to be kept in mind 

about intracellular fluid include the high potassium 

content, the relatively low sodium content, and the high 

content of protein, phosphate and sulphate. It is recognized 

that much of the potassium within the cell can be made to 
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leave the Intracellular fluid under circumstances of severe 

potassium depletion; also hydrogen ions and sodium can and 

do penetrate cell membranes although their usual concentrations 

in intracellular fluids are quite low. The maintenance of 

the high concentration gradient for potassium and sodium 

depends upon an expenditure of energy ("the sodium pump") 

and therefore any stress on the system which disturbs this 

provision of energy can be expected to alter the relationship 

between the ionic content of intra- and extracellular fluids. 

Water, on the other hand, is felt to be freely permeable 

through all cell membranes, and for this reason one would 

expect that water would distribute Itself in such a manner 

that the total solute concentrations in each compartment of 

the body would be approximately equal, I.e., that there Is 

'osmotic uniformity" between compartments. 

Trans-cellular fluid. The trans.cellular fluid is that 

portion of the body fluids which is contained within cavities 

lined by eplthellum and is thus not classified as either 

intra- or extracellular. These include the secretions of I 

the digestive glands (pancreas and Intestinal glands); the 

cerebra-spinal fluid, intraocular fluid and synovial fluid. 

The last three fluids are considered to be a transudate or 

an "ultrafiltrate" of plasma, which implies that the concen- 

trations of Small molecular species are virtually identical 

with that of plasma, but that protein is excluded. 



The measurement of actual vs. theoretical volumes. As 

was Indicated earlier, the volume of any particular compart- 

ment can be determined by allowing It to equilibrate with 

an indicator. In practice, this method is applicable only 

to plasma volume determinations with Indicators such as 

~-1824 and radio-lodlnated albumin (which are bound to proteins) 

and to the extracellular fluid volume measurements noted 

previously. It Is not applicable to measurement of connective 

tissue water since this water has a slow turnover rate and 

mixing Is therefore not complete until long after admlnlstra- 

tion of the Indicator. It is not applicable to measurement 

of Intracellular fluid volume for obvious reasons. The 

volumes of Interstitial fluid and intracellular fluid can 

be obtained by subtraction, however. Thus, the interstitial 

fluid volume would equal the total extracellular volume 

minus the plasma volume; whereas the Intracellular fluid 

would equal the total body water (a e measured by deuterlum 

or tritium labeled water) minus the volume of extracellular 

fluid. 

Constituents &nJ Composition of the Various Phases of s- 

Body Fluids 

As has been indicated, the composition of the fluid 

within the Individual compartments reveals distinctive 

characteristics. The differences between plasma and lnter- 

stltlal fluid are for the most part due to passive forces, 
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I.e., energy which Is not expended at the surface of the 

vascular membrane which separates the plasma water and the 

Interstitial water. The electrolyte composition Is similar 

except for the Glbb, c-Donnan effect because of the decreased 
Ir 
T permeability of protein. The greatest difference In 
.' ; .-, electrolyte composition Is between Interstitial and 

Intracellular fluid. The predominant cation In Interstitial 

fluid Is sodium and In Intracellular fluid Is potassium. The 

predominant anions of the Interstitial fluid are chloride 

and bicarbonate; of the Intracellular fluid, phosphate and 

protein. 

Prlnclnal cations. POTASSIUM. The functional Integrity 

of the cell Is dependent on an adequate potassium intake; no 

other Ion can functionally replace potassium in the cell. 

Potassium Is readily absorbed from the Intestinal tract and 

absorption Is nearly complete. Certain fluids such as 

gastric and Intestinal secretions contain a higher concentra- 

tion of potassium than does the extracellular fluid. Normally 

around 100 meq. of potassium are Ingested in the daily diet; 

most of It Is excreted In the urine. In response to the rise 

of concentration of body potassium renal excretion of this 

Ion Is Increased. During this process, the concentration 

of potassium In the extracellular space falls slightly, and 

potassium shifts from an intracellular to an extracellular 

site. Although It Is probably true that the amount of 

potassium which enters cells Is due to an active transport 
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mechanism which serves to transport potassium against a 

concentration gradient, nevertheless the amount which does 

enter the cell depends to a certain extent on the concentra- 

tion of potassium In the extracellular fluid; this concentra- 

tion must be kept within strict limits (2-5 meq/l) to obviate 

effects on cardiac electrochemistry which may be deleterious. 

SODIUM. Sodium is the chief cation of the extracellular 

fluid. The average intake of sodium chloride Is approx- 

imately 10 grams/day; approximately this amount 1s excreted 

in the urine. Osmolarity Is thus maintained. There are 

other minor pathways of excretion which Include the skin and 

the gastrointestinal tract. The total amount of sodium 

which Is contained in the extracellular fluids Is the 

principal determinant, under normal conditions, of the total 

volume of extracellular fluid. If large amounts of Isotonic 

sodium are absorbed and cannot be excreted, the plasma and 

Interstitial fluid volume expand accordingly to lsosmotlcally 

accommodate the sodium. The conservation of sodium salt is 

a function which is performed primarily by the kidney. This 

mechanism Involves the active transport of sodium and Its 

reabsorption from tubular urine Into the plasma after filtration. 

CALCIUM. Calcium Is present in the extracellular fluid 

to a concentration of between 9 and 11 mllllgrams/llter. Its 

presence in body fluids Is necessary because It subserves a 

variety of functions relating to tile ii1tiedrltf of bone and 
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of the cell membranes . @alcium is absorbed 
i. 1 :: by active transport In the upper part of the small intestine; 

this active transport being under the partial control of 

vitamin D and vitamin D analogues. Parathyrold hormone also 

will Increase Intestinal absorption of calcium. Calcium clrcu- 

lates In the plasma In three forms: (1) bound to protein, 

(2) complexed with certain anions such as citrate, and 

(3) freely Ionized. Ionized claclum Is freely diffusible 

and comprises about 65% of the total blood calcium. The 

dynamics of renal excretion of calcium, and the factors 

controlling this excretion are not known at this time. An 

Increased load of calcium to the kidney will result in 

increased renal excretion of calcium. 

MAGNESIUM. Magneslum,ilke calclum,ls an Ion of 

considerable physiological Importance. It Is also essential 

for the functional Integrity of the neuromuscular system. 

Magnesium Is absorbed with difficulty from the gastrointee- I 
tlnal tract and circulates In the serum about 80% Ionized. 

Magneslum I s excreted mainly In the urlne although a small 
I amount may be eliminated Into the Intestinal tract. The 1, 

kidney excretes magnesium so rapidly that the oral Ingestion 

1 of magnesium salts results In only a slight rise In plasma 
ii magnesium. Magnesium concentrations are subject to factors 
r 
i which probably are not Involved with the maintenance of the 

volume or composition of other constituents of the body fluids. 
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Princlnal anions. BICARBONATE. The bicarbonate Ion is 

derived In the body from a reaction which involves the 

combination of carbon dioxide and water to form carbonic 

acid, which then dissociates to the bicarbonate Ion and 

hydrogen ion. 

PHOSPHATE. The phosphate Ion 

in the body. These are concerned 

the acid base equilibrium of body 

calcium metabolism, and a variety 

serves a variety of functions 

with the structure of bone, 

fluids, the regulation of 

of Intracellular functions 

relating to the production of energy. Phosphate is slowly 

absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract, circulates In 

the blood as dibaslc and monobasic ions, (their relative 

proportions being determined by the pH of the blood) and Is 

excreted by the kidney. At the normal pH approximately 80% of 

plasma phosphate exists as dlbasic phosphate. The dlbaslc 

and monobasic phosphate Ions serve as a very efficient buffer 

pair, but in the plasma the concentration of phosphate Is 

not sufficiently high for this to be a buffer of great 

physiological Importance. It is of some Importance as a 

buffer in the urine. (This will be discussed In the section 

on renal physiology.) The renal excretion of phosphate Is 

under the lnfiuence of both vitamin D and parathyroid 

hormone. 

CHLORIDE. Chloride Is the chief anion of the extra- 

cellular fluid. One of Its major functions Is to preserve 

osmotic and electrical equilibrium. There Is evidence, 
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however, that the level of serum chloride 1s related 

Inversely to the level of serum bicarbonate under pathological 

conditions. Chloride Ion is rapidly absorbed by the gastro- 

intestinal tract and is excreted primarily by the kidneys but 

also into the sweat and into the gastrointestinal tract 

as well. 
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EXCHANGE OF WATER AND ELECTROLYTES 

BETWEEN VARIOUS COMPARTMENTS OF THE BODY 

Tvnea of Movements of Fluid Components of the Body 

The component E of the body fluids, both solvent and 

solutes, move along energy gradients that arise from the 

specific activities or chemical potentials of the components. 

There are four basic kinds of movement or transfers of water 

and electrolytes In the organism. These are: diffusion, 

osmosis, "active" transport, and mass movement due to 

hydrostatic pressure. 

Diffusion. Diffusion along concentration gradients Is 

the simplest type of fluid movement and Is usually produced 

by a change In concentration as a result of the addition or 

subtraction of solute or solvent. The net result of shifts 

of solute and solvent due to these processes will depend 

upon the magnitude of diffusion of the solutes and solvents 

Involved. The equilibrium that Is finally reached, however, 

cannot always be predicted by simply considering the 

concentration gradient, without considering the diffusion 

rates of the solute and the solvent. For example, If one 

Introduces a hypertonic solution of glucose Into the lnter- 
stltlal fluid the end result of such an Infusion will be the 

complete absorption of both the water and the glucose. 

Although the Capt2lary membrane Is permeable 
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to bothr there will nevertheless first be a large outward 
5 ‘. shift of water from the blood vessels. This Is due to the 5 '(r- 
! fact that the glucose will traverse the capillary membrane 
L 
I’, I 
I l’d \,?I at a slower rate than the water; thus for a certain time 
1; $1 
kj period the solution outside the vessels will be hypertonic to 
$1 I f/ plasma and a concentration gradient for water will be set up 

i which will be nullified only when the glucose has been 

sufficiently absorbed. The energy operating this system is 
\ 
ii, derived from the process lnltlally producing the concentration 
( difference. 

ii , Osmosis. Osmosis Is the term used to Indicate a conc- 

entratlon gradient created by the restraint of a solute 

f: present In solution to one of two fluid phases, usually 
, 

separated by a semipermeable membrane. When these phases 

are differentiated not only by Inequalities In concentrations 

of solutes and solvents, but also by the restraint of 

non-transferability, or low permeability of one solute in 

one of the phases, then the solvent will transfer between 

the two phases until their respective concentrations are 
I 

equalized. The force exerted by this transfer of solvents 

Is termed the effective osmotic pressure and may be ex- 

pressed In equivalent units of hydrostatic pressure which 

are required to oppose it In a state of equilibrium. The 

energy which produces the osmotic pressure is derived from 

the process that led to the change In concentration of the 

restrained solutes. In this context, It must be mentioned 

that a change In overall permeability of one solute may not 
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only be due to the dlfflculty of diffusion across a membrane, 

but may also be due to active processes at the membrane site 

which require energy expenditure at that site and which will 

effectively actively transport the Ion from one side of 

the membrane to another. Such a system probably exists at 

cell boundarles where sodlum Is actively transported out 

of the cell and In such clrcumstancesa hlgh concentration 

gradient exists for sodium across the cell membrane. 

"Active" transnort. Active transport Is the movement of 

a solute against a concentration gradlent. Such a 

transfer Is called "active" because It requires expenditure 

of a further Increment of energy at the site of transport. 

The energy In this system Is usually derived from the break- 

down of high energy phosphate bonds, as was mentioned earlier. 

The results of active transport of one solute upon the other 

solutes and solventsln the fluid phases separated by the 

actively transporting membrane will depend upon their dlffusl- 

blllty. If other solutes are freely diffusible they will 

simply diffuse In a direction opposite to that of the actively 

transported solute; If they are not, an osmotic gradient Is 

then established with the resultant shift of solvents. 

Hvdrostatlc mass movement of fluid. Mass movements of 

fluids due to hydrostatic pressure may occur even when there 

are no differences In concentration or transferability of 

solute or solvent, If the hydrostatic pressure on one slde of 
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a semipermeable membrane Is higher than on the other and 

therefore the specific activity or the chemical potential of 

all the constituents on that side of the membrane will 

facilitate transfer to the other phase along the pressure 

gradient, until the pressures are equalized. The energy In 

this Instance Is derived from the process that sets up the 

hydrostatic pressure gradient. 

It must be borne In mind that any freely diffusible 

solvent or solute In the biological organism Is In constant 

and rapid turnover. The flux or rate of movement In one 

direction of an Individual Ion or molecule between two 

phases Is usually occurring simultaneously with Its movement 

In the opposite direction. Any accumulation of a molecular 

or Ionic species on one side of the membrane as the free 

energy of the system approaches a minimum Is due to the 

amount by which the flux in one direction exceeds the flux In 

the opposing direction. The turnover of the Ion is usually 

considered to be the absolute sum of the fluxes while the net 

flux Is considered to be the difference between the fluxes 

In both directions. At equlllbrlum, although the rate of 

turnover may be high, the net transfer fluid or other 

components may still be zero. 
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Accesg9f Water from the -External Environment Into the 

ptracellular Fluid 

Water usually enter s the organism via the gastrointestinal 

tract. Ingested water, being hypotonlc to plasma, Is rapidly 

absorbed across the lining of the gastrointestinal tract 

(a semipermeable membrane) by virtue of the concentration 

gradient of the hypotonlc water. If hypertonic solutions 

such as sea water are Ingested no absorption occurs and in fact 

there Is a net flux of water from the extracellular fluid into 

the lumen of the bowel causing a net loss of water from the 

organism. 

Water may also be given In the form of Isotonic solutions 

by the intravenous route. This route of administration of 

fluids Is important experimentally since It provides, in 

contrast to orally Ingested water, the addition ofa known 

amount of solute and solvent to a given compartment, the 

plasma. 

Another highly unusual portal of entry of water into 

the organism Is via the lungs, as in cases of drowning. 

These same osmotic considerations apply to fluid which Is 

instilled into the tracheal and bronchial tree; where a hypo- 

tonic solution Is Instilled, absorption of water Is extremely 

rapid and may be sufficient to cause a rapid death of the 

animal. Conversely, hypertonic solutions cause a rapid loss 

of water from the organism. 
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Thirst. Although Ingestion of water may be cursorily 

regarded as an lndlscrlmlnate process,the quantity of water 

which 1s taken In by an organism Is quite precisely regulated. 

Although the sensation of thirst Is subjective, and therefore 

difficult to quantltate precisely, It Is definitely related 

to certain other parameter s which are essential for the 

regulation of body fluids. The relationship Of thirst to 

body fluid regulation can be summarized as follows: Thirst 

may be regarded as a servomechanism having as Its output 

the elaboration of a desire to drink water. The Input to 

this system Is contraction of the Intracellular volume of 

certain cells (sensors) which are located In the hypothalamus. 

The contraction of the intracellular volume of these cells 

follows an Increase In the concentration of nondiffusible 

solutes In the extracellular fluid. When the effective 

osmolarlty of the extracellular fluid Is thus Increased 

(either because of an Increase In effective solute concentra- 

tion or water loss in the body) the sensation of thirst appears 

and the organism will drink water, thus lowering the effective 

osmolarlty of the extracellular fluid, thus also compIetlng 

the feedback loop. 

Although cellular dehydration appears to be the primary 

stimulus to thirst there are otF,er stlmu1I to thirst as 

well; these are thought to be related to contraction of the 

total extracellular fluid volume. This, however, Is a 

second order effect. 
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auld Transfer between Extracellular Comnartments 

Since water and other solutes are freely diffusible 

across the vascular membrane (except for large molecules such 

as protein) in order for these materials to be transported 

from one compartment to another the addition of free energy 

Is required. This energy Is supplied as hydrostatic pressure, 

derived from the pumping action of the heart and from 

muscular actlvltes in muscles surrounding smaller veins and 

lyinphatlce. Most of the exchange of small molecules between 

the plasma and Interstitial fluids occurs through the 

capillary wall which is the thinnest part of the vascular 

system and presents the least barrier to diffusion. The 

region where rapid diffusion occurs extends from the arterial 

to the venous end of the capillary. In every area along this 

region some water molecules are continually roving from the 

Inside to the outside of the capillary and vice versa. Since 

the capillary presents a definite resistance to the passage 

of water through It, It follows that there must be a pressure 

gradient, established by the pumpin@: force of the heart from 

the arterial to the venous end of the capillary. Under normal 

condltlons th,e pressure at the mldpolnt of the ordinary I 
capillary Is most tissues (except the lungs) Is about 25mm of j 

mercury. It Is somewhat higher than this In the arterial end ; 

and somewhat lower In the venous end of the capillary. The 

hydrostatic pressure of the tissue fluid just outslde the I 

capillary varies considerably, but Is normally only a few 
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mllllmeters of mercury. The net hydrostatic pressure would 

thus tend to produce a net flux of water out of the capillaries 

into the interstitial fluid compartment. At normal equlllbrlum 

this does not usually occur because of the osmotic pressure of 

the large protein molecules which are present within the 

vascular system. The net result of these three separate 

forces (hydrostatic pressure In the vessels, tissue pressure 

exerted upon the Interstitial fluid, and collold osmotic 

pressure) would tend to create the following situation: 

At the arterial end of the capillary the hydrostatic pressure 

exceeds the colloid osmotic pressure plus the hydrostatic 

pressure of the tissue fluid and transudation of fluid from 

the capillary Into the Interstitial fluid occurs. At the 

venous end of the capillary the hydrostatic pressure has been 

Eufficlently reduced so that fluid Is now reabsorbed from the 

Interstitial space. This arrangement produces a circulation 

of fluid In the interstitial space surrounding each capillary. 

The "colloid osmotic pressure" which results In an 

unequal chemical potential of water between the plasma and 

the Interstitial fluid Is the result of the presence of 

large molecular weight protein (at least 70,000 or more) 

within the blood vessels. Protein molecules of this size are 

so large that they are generally unable to pass through the 
pores of the capillary wall; at the same time the particle 

size Is small enough so that a significant colligatlve effect 

Is present. A small amount of protein actually does leak 
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through the capillary wall but the bulk of the plasma proteins 

are held back. The albumin molecule, which contributes 

slightly over half of the total weight of plasma protein 

provides many more collold osmotic particles than any other 

class of plasma protein. This collold osmotic pressure due 

to the presence of albumin and other proteins amounts to about 

25mm of mercury. 

There is usually a low concentration of protein molecules 

in the extravascular interstitial fluid which is due to 

leakage. These protein molecules in the Interstitial fluid 

are continually absorbed by the lymphatics and are thus 

eventually returned to the blood via the thoraclc duct. 

Protein molecules are able to pass more easily through the 

membranes of the lymphatics, and once they are present in these 

vessels are transferred through the lymphatic channels by 

very slight hydrostatic pressure gradients set up by contraction 

of the body's musculature adjacent to the lymphatic vessels. 

That movement of fluid proceeds In one direction is Insured by 

the presence of numerous valves in the lymphatic channels 

which prevent backward movement. 

Because of the ready access of water and proteins Into 

the lymphatics it is to be expected that lymph differs very 

little in its composition from that of interstitial fluid. 

A number of studies have demonstrated that the total extra- 

cellular fluid may practically be considered as a single entity, 
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as far as water, small lipid-Insoluble Ions, and other 

molecules are concerned. 

Although the average capillary pressure In most tissues 

of the body is about 25mm of mercury, this situation does not 

always obtain. In the lung capillaries the hydrostatic 

pressure Is only about gmm of mercury. Hence In the pulmonary 

capillaries the collold osmotic pressure Is much greater than 

capillary hydrostatic pressure. From these considerations 

It would appear that the mlnutest film of water surrounding 

these capillaries would be sufficient to maintain equlllbrlum 

with the plasma. This would also explain the great rapidity 

with which water poured down the trachea Is rapidly absorbed 

such as In drowning. In the capillaries of the kidney, 

particularly the capillaries In the kidney glomerulus, the 

hydrostatic pressure is about 75mm of mercury and greatly 

exceeds the colloid osmotic pressure. Thus there takes place 

a continuous transutiatiotl of .?!.uS.d .:Yrom the ;;iowerular 

capillary Into the urinary tubules and this Is the mechanism by 

which filtration of the blood Is accomplished. 

Fluid Exchange between Intra- - and Extracellular Comoartments 

Because of the specialized nature of some tissues, 

particularly the kidney, the mechanisms effecting transfer 

of fluid between Intracellular and extracellular compartments 

can be expected to differ for different tissues. In general, 
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the exchange of electrolytes across the membranes separating 

Intracellular and extracellular fluid Is poorly understood. 

It Is known that water Is freely diffusible across the lining 

membranes of cells. Probably there Is no concentration gradient 

for water between the lntra- and extracellular fluid. Sodium 

and potassium are also quite permeable to the cell membrane, 

however, the movement of sodium and potassium Ions between 

extra- and intracellular fluids is usually against a 

concentration gradient. The process by which these cells 

accumulate these solutes by energv requiring reactions Is 

called active transport. There are several ways in which an 

Ion may move from one side of the cell membrane to the other; 

diffusion may be along chemical or electrical gradients. hlnce 

an Ion may move passively down an electrical gradient although 

the movement Is against the chemical gradient; It is clear 

that a decision as to whether the net change Is passive or 

active cannot be made without considering all the forces 

Involved. The electrochemical potentials of two ions 

distributed passively on two sides of a membrane must be equal, 

and for a given Ion this should approximately reduce to the 

Nernst equation 

where Em Is the elec.tric potential difference across the 

membrane, R, T, and F are constants, Z Is the valence of 

the Ion, and Cl and Co refer to the concentrations of 
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the Ion Inside and outside the membrane. One usually 

therefore Infers that active transport Is taking place when 

the membrane potential does not agree with the concentrations 

of this Ion that one would expect on both sides of the membrane. 

Since the cell membrane is completely permeable to water 

and the cell contains large Ions such as proteins which 

cannot leave the cell, the volume of the cell Is critically 

dependent on the mechanism responsible for this steady state 

distribution of Ions by active transport. Thus the active 

transport of these solutes regulates the life of the cell, 

and In this sense may be said to regulate the water exchange 

both Inside and outside of the cell. 

Bone 

It might be helpful to Include some remarks about the 

relationship of sodium and potassium which are deposited 

in bone to the maintenance of the ionic composition of body 

fluid. The composition of bone differs strikingly from that 

of other tissues In that only about one-fifth of bone Is water 

and In that only about one-third of bone solids Is protein. 

Two-thirds of the solid components of bone are composed of 

Inorganic salts which are organized in a crystal lattice 

structure. Approximately one-third to a little less than 

one-half of the total body sodium Is present In bone; of thls- 
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only about 15% can be ascribed to the extracellular fluid 

and less than 1% to the intracellular phase of bone. The 

major faction Is believed to be part of the crystal structure 

of the bone cells, and approximately 30 to 40% of this is 

exchangeable with an injected circulating isotope of sodium 

within 24 hours of Its administration. There is considerably 

less potassium than sodium in the mineral phase of bone. It 

has been demonstrated that sodium and perhaps potassium deficits 

are shared by the bones, and that these cations appear to 

exchange for hydrogen ion s in opposing distortions in acid 

base relationships. This area Is still not well studied; it 

may be that in future studies of electrolyte composition the 

presence of a large reservoir of sodium which is slowly 

exchangeable with the remainder of the total body sodium 

may have to be taken into account. 

The Extrarenal Excretion of Water and Electrolytes 

There are several pathways b;J which water and electrolytes 

may be lost from the organism into the external environment. 

These include "Insensible" perspiration, "sensible" perspiration, 

and gastrointestinal tract secretions. 

Insensible perspiration. This term refers to the 

evaporative loss of water without loss of solute, from the 

expired air in the lungs and from the surface of the skin. 

Inspired air Is exposed to a large surface in the pulmonary 

alveoli where its temperature is raised to that of blood and 
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it becomes almost saturated with y:ater vapor. This rate of 

water loss in the lung s is relatively constant and is under no 

known modifying or controlling Influences. The rate of 

water loss from the skin is conditioned by the surface area 

of the skin, the difference in temperature between the 

evaporating surface of the skin and the environmental air, 

and the vapor pressure of the environmental air. There is 

some evidence also that the rate of Insensible water loss 

from the skin is Inversely correlated with the concentration 

of sodium In the extracellular fluid. Since water is lost 

from the skin in this fashion as vapor, it would follow 

that the loss would be regulated in part by the chemical 

potential of the water of the body's fluids. 

The total insensible loss per day is between 600 and 

1000 millllitres in an average adult. This amount of dater 

loss also accounts for the loss of about 25% of the heat 

produced in the body each day. The interrelationships 

between insensible loss of water and heat are further em- 

phasized when one notes that the rate of insensible water loss 

is accelerated by an increase In the metabolic rate, as in 

exercise or fever. 

Sensible bersnlration. This differs from Insensible 

perspiration in that solutes are excreted as well as water. 

S>jeat is always hypotonic in healthy individuals. The average 
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composltlon of sweat Is as follows: 

sodium 48 mllllmoles/l. 
potassium 5.9 mllllmoles/l. 
chloride 40.0 mllllmolesjl. 
ammonia 

iI 
.5 mllllmoles/l. 

urea .6 mllllmolesjl. 

Several factors modify the production of sweat. The 

primary stimulus appears to be heat. Heat receptors are 

not located In the skin but rather Internally, most likely 

In the anterolateral portion of the hypothalamus which 

regulates the motor activltie s necessary to eliminate body 

heat. Other factors which will modify the volume and 

composition of sweat Include the effective osmolarlty of 

the body fluids and the secretions of the adrenal cortex. 

Salt depletion induces a diminished concentration of sodium 

and chloride in sweat, the effect probably being mediated 

by means of adrenal cortical hormones. 

Gastrointestinal tract. All of the gastrointestinal 

secretions are approximately isotonic with plasma, except 

for saliva which Is hypotonic. Aside from the high hydrogen 

ion concentration in gastric secretions, the major cation 

of the intestinal secretions Is sodium. The concentration 

of sodium, however, diminishes and reciprocates with 

potassium as the caudal end of the bowel is approached. 

Chloride Is the major anion of the fluids In most of the 

upper tract secretions and bicarbonate Is the secondary ion. 
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The total fluid volume secreted into the gastrointestinal 

tract Is estimated to average 8 lltres per day; however, 

since there is a more or less continuous process of secretion 

and reabsorption there Is very little net exchange. The 

d gastrointestinal tract contain s 1.5% of the total body water, 

1.6% of total exchangeable sodium, 1% of total exchangeable 

potassium and almost 2$ of total exchangeable chloride. Be- 

cause of the relatively large volume of secretion, however, 

accidental loss of these fluids may result in severe losses 

to the body, beacuse of their constant rapid turnover. 

The net exchange of water between the intestinal tract 

and the extracellular fluid Is conditioned by the difference 

in chemical potential of the water In these two fluids; most 

probably the movement of water across the lining membrane 

of the Intestinal tract Is entirely passive. Specific ions, 

however, can be absorbed and excreted against concentration 

gradients so that it Is likely that active transport or ion 

exchange mechanisms are involved in these processes. The 

transport of Ion s in the small and large Intestine appears to 

be modified by hormonal influences, specifically the secretions. 

of the adrenal cortex. The secretion of hydrochloric acid by 

the stomach depends both on hormones and on nervous secretions 

and requires in addition an enzyme (carbonic anhydrase), a 

source of energy, and certain metabolic substrates. Certainly 

there Is a good deal of active chloride transport by the 

gastric mucosa. 
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MAINTENANCE OF ACID BASE EQUILIBRIUM 

Introduction 

The dynamic steady state of the body fluids is maintained 

with considerable precision with respect to Its total 

concentration of solute, the volumes of each compartment, 

and the concentrations of individual molecular species, for 

a given individual. The constancy of this environment must 

be maintained to allow metabolic processes to operate In an 

optimum environment. This Is certainly true with respect to 

the hydrogen Ion concentration of pH of the extracellular 

fluid. 

Paradoxically, an understanding of the factors which 

regulate the pH of body fluids is perhaps easier to achieve 

for those who are not clinicians since much of the clinical 

literature has been confused until recently by many different 

non-chemical approaches which served only to complicate the 

issue. 

Buffer Svstems 

Physiological solutions are characterized, in part, by 

the presence of a number of poorly dissociated acids together 

with their more dissociated salts. The dissociation of these 

acids into their more soluble forms follows the Henderson- 
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Haeselbalch equation 

pH = pKA + log(BA/'HA) 

where 

BA = the concentration of the salt, 

HA= concentration of the acid, 

pK = the logarith of the dissociation constant 
of the acid. 

Biologic fluids contain several such buffer systems; these 

Include poorly dissociable proteins, a buffer pair of the 

monobasic and dibasic phosphate Ions, and the carbonic 

acid bicarbonate buffer pair. The ratio of the components 

of each of these buffer pairs is determined by the pH, and 

in turn the several relationships of this salt to its re- 

spective acid will determine pH. If the ratio of any one 

of several buffer pairs is altered, all of the ratios of 

the other buffer pairs must change ('isohydric principle"). 

The fluid which is most accessible for analysis is the 

plasma, and determinations of pH on the plasma approximate 

the pH of the extracellular fluid. pH may be estimated 

directly or may be computed from a knowledge of the relation- 

ship between, for example, the bicarbonate concentration and 

the sum of the dissolved CO2 and carbonic acid in the plasma. 

This relationship is then fitted into the Henderson-Hasselbalch 
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equation as follows: 

HC03- 
pH = PK{bicarbonate) + log (H$03 + Dissolved C02) 

The denominator of this buffer ratio is written as such 

because the ratio of dissolved carbon dioxide to carbonic 

acid is approximately 800:1, and the quantity of dissolved 

carbon dioxide is proportional to the tension or partial 

pressure of carbon dioxide in the plasma. Since dissolved 

co2 Is, in turn, in equilibrium with carbonic acid, the 

sum of the dissolved carbon dioxide and carbonic acid is 

proportional to the pC02, and depending upon the pH, will 

be proportional as well to the concentration of bicarbonate. 

The pK' for the bicarbonate-CO2 system has been 

empirically determined to be 6.10 at body temperature. By 

neglecting the quantity of carbonic acid as compared with 

dlssolved carbon dloxlde, and by considering the quantity of 

dissolved carbon dioxide at body temperature to be equal to 

0.0301 times the partial pressure of carbon dioxide (in mllli- 

moles per lltre per millimeter of mercury) we then arrive at 

the equation 

pH = 6.10 + log ( bicarbonate concentration ) 
0.0301 (partial pressure ' 

of co,) 

The bicarbonate concentration is not measured directly but is 

estimated as the difference between the total CO, content of 
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the plasma and the quantity of dissolved C02, so that the 

final form of the equation as it is used to measure pH (or 

alternatively the concentrations of any of the other components) 

would be 

pH = 6.10 + log Total Co2 - 0.0301 PC"'] 
0.0301 pco2 

At first glance it might be assumed that the bicarbonate 

carbonic acid buffer pair i s highly inefficient at the pH 

of extracellular fluid since the ratio of the numerator and 

denominator is not close to one. However, this is not 

the case; the buffer is highly efficient, primarily because 

the fl0, and therefore the amount of carbon dioxide which Is 

dissolved In the plasma can be altered drastically. The 

gas is ubiquitous since It Is constantly being formed as a 

product of metabolism, and because It Is a gas, Its rate of 

elimination can be substantially altered by changes In the 

depth and rate of respiration. 

It must be emphasized that the bicarbonate CO2 buffer 

system is the easiest in the body to study but this does 

not imply that it Is the only principal buffer in the body. 

The hemoglobin of the erythrocytes, the proteins of the plasma, 

and the phosphates, bicarbonates, and proteins of the lntra- 
cellular fluids each make significant contributions to 

overall buffering activity. The sum of these buffers has 



been referred to as "buffer bases" and its range of normal 

values is 46 to 52 millimoles per litre. For purposes of 

computation some information about the activity of these 

bases may be obtained by examining the interrelationships 

between concentrations of sodium and the sums of the 

concentrations of total CO2 and chloride. Under ordinary 

circumstances the difference between the concentrations of 

sodium and the sum of the concentrations of the two major 

anions Is between 5 and 10 millimoles per lltre. Since 

the retention, or excessive elimination of carbon dioxide 

will be accompanied by a reciprocal change in the concentra- 

tion of chloride, the difference continues to be approximately 

5 to 10 millimoles per litre. In contrast, ?Jhen there is a 

metabolic disturbance of acid base equilibrium and bicarbonate 

Is displaced by some undetermined anion, the difference will 

be increased. The exact concentration of other anions which 

go to replace bicarbonate may include phosphates, lactates, 

and other ions which are not routinely measured clinically. 

Thus, when the pH Is made to deviate significantly from 

normal, such as In acidosis or alkylosis, the actions of 

the buffers will tend to minimize this deviation. In certain 

compensated states then, there may be marked changes in 

patterns of renal excretion of electrolyte and pulmonary 

excretion of carbon dioxide at times where the pH differs but 

slightly from normal. 
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Correlates of Extracellular Buffer Activity - 

It is to be expected that changes in pH may also be 

reflected by some form of buffer action In the Intracellular 

fluids. Because of the difficulty In diffusion of some of 

the large molecule e which are present within the cell, and 

which may be part of the buffer system, it is occasionally 

necessary that there occur migrations of anions and cations 

between the Intracellular and extracellular fluids coincident 

with buffering action. It Is known,for example, that an in- 

crease of tension of carbon dioxide in the venous blood follow 

ed by the drIffuslon of carbon dioxide Into the red blood cell 

would promote a diffusion of bicarbonate ions from the red 

cell to plasma water. In order to maintain electrical 

neutrality this movement is coupled with a shift of chloride 

from plasma to red cell water. It is also known that exchange 

of cations such as potassium, sodium and perhaps calcium for 

hydrogen lone across cell membranes, and between the extra- 

cellular fluid and bone, also plays a significant role among 

those factors which operate to maintain pH within narrow 

limits. The exact extent to which this occurs is not known 

but in certain experiments it has been estimated that about 

505 of an acid load administered to dogs experimentally was 

neutralized by an exchange of hydrogen Ions for sodium and 

potassium Ions. 
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As was mentioned previously the bicarbonate CO2 buffer 

system is highly efficient because of the capacity to remove 

CO2 v2a the lungs. The mechanism which governs the amount 

of CO2 lost by the lungs can also be construedas a feedback 

mechanism. The input to the system is the pC02 and pH of 

extracellular fluids, which are probably monitored by 

receptors located in the medullary respiratory centers of 

the central nervous system. These react In such a way that 

an ingrease in the retention of CO2 or in the hydrogen ion 

concentration promotes an increase In pulmonary ventilation, 

and a decrease In these two variables inhibits ventilation. 

There are secondary receptors which monitor pH and pC02 

as well. The respiratory activity Is therefore modified In 

such a manner as to restore the initial deviation In pC02 

or pH to normal, and thus complete the negative feedback 

loop. A period of respiration durlng,whlch the pC02 Is 

kept elevated appears to diminish the sensitivity of the 

respiratory center s to a specific level of pC02, and, 

in contrast, a period of hypocapnea seems to enhance the 

sensitivity of the respiratory center to a given level of 

carbon dioxide tension thus changing open loop gain. It 

cannot be excluded of course, that prolonged elevations,of 

CO2 tension will be accompanied by an increase in the 

bicarbonate concentration In the plasma and thus change the 

pH of the body fluids, perhaps also effecting a change in 

the apparent sensitivity of the cells to CO . As far as 
2 
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acid base equlllbrlum Is concerned, it should be mentioned 

that a number of nomograms which will correctly predict 

the ratio between the concentrations of various anions and 

cations in the plasma In relation to the pH and the carbon 

dioxide tension are available in the clinical literature. 
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PHYSIOLOGY OF THE KIDNEY 

Introduction 

An understanding of the principles underlying renal phys- 

iology is crucial to a com prehension of the regulation of body 

fluids, since the kidney is the principal regulator of both 

volum e and com position of the extracellular fluid, and, indir- 

ectly, the intracellular fluid. W ithin this very com plex 

structure, a num ber of specific exchanges between intra- and 

extracellular fluids and between various com ponents of the 

extracellular fluids and the urine are perform ed, m any of which 

have no clear parallel to the regulation of the physiologic 

fluids in other tissues. 

In this necessarily brief review, we will attem pt to cover 

som e of the basic areas of renal function, and som e of the fact- 

ors which are related to these functions. 

The form ation a urine. Each kidney is com posed of a m ll- 

lion or m ore sim ilar units called nephrons, which function in 

parallel. Each nephron consists of a long tube with certain 

anatom ical peculiarities at various points along its course. The : 

afferent end of the tube is connected to a specialized structure 

called a glom erulus, the efferent end of which leads into collect- 

ing ducts which ultim ately allow urine to course into the bladder: 

The nephron is diagram ed below. 
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From the diagram one can visualize a sequence of events leading 

to the formation of urine somewhat as follows: The glomerulus 

consists of a number of capillaries carrying arterial blood, which 

are encased by the double walled structure of Bowman's capsule. 

Since the pressure In the glomerular capillaries is relatively 

high (75 mm of mercury) this hydrostatic pressure creates an 

outward gradient for all substances present In the plasma. Since 

this gradient is virtually unopposed in Bowman's capsule, trans- 

udatlon of all substances which are capable of passing through 

the double layer of semi-permeable membrane are filtered from the 

capillary into Bowman's capsule and thence Into the tubule of the 

nephron. A detailed consideration of the nature of this membrane 

Is beyond the scope of this discussion. It is only necessary to 

remember that this semi-permeable ,membrane does not allow the 

diffusion of larger molecules such as proteins, but almost all 

the other constituents of plasma, that is, most small non-ionized 

molecules such as glucose and urea, all anions and cations which 

are present In the plasma and a certain amount of plasma water 

all pass through the glomerular capillaries into Bowman's capsule. 

This process is termed glomerular filtration. The fluid which 

collects In Bowman's capsule, termed the glomerular filtrate, 

then begins its 'long journey through the proximal tubule, down 

Into the medulla of the kidney, through the thin segment and 

through the thick segments of Henle's loop where in the medulla 

of the kidney it makes a sharp hairpin turn and returns to the 

vicinity of its own glomerulus In the cortex, passes through a 
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number of convolutions once more, (the"dlsta1 convoluted tubule"), 

and then passes into the collecting tubules which ultimately co- 

alesce to form larger and larger ducts, finally ending In a structure 

called the renal papilla through which urine flows Into the renal 

pelvis, thence Into the ureter, thence Into the bladder, and ul- 

timately to the exterior. Since the glomerular filtrate Is essen- 

tially an ultraflltrate of plasma, concentrations of the various 

ionic species and other small non-ionized molecules are essentially 

Identical to those concentrations In the plasma. In order for any 

significant alteration in the concentration of any Ionic species or 

In the total osmolarlty of the urine to occur, energy must be 

expended. In fact, all further manipulations which are performed 

upon the tubular field after filtration Involve the expenditure 

of energy either at the tubular membrane, within the tubule cells 

themselves, or in the immediate vicinity of the tubule. 

The blood supply to the renal tubules is principally derived 

for each nephron from the artery to Its glomerulus, which after 

breaking up Into a network of glomerular capillaries, coalesces 

again Into an efferent arteriole, breaks up once more Into capll- 

larles which surround all of the tubular segments, subsequently 

combining again to form venules. So that In addition to operations 

performed upon the urine, the tubule cells probably perform 

additional functions upon the blood which clrculates.ln their 

vicinity. 
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Methods of studylnp: renal function. There are three principal 

ways In which renal function has been studied. The first Is to 

simply regard the entire kidney as a"black box" which has as Its 

Input certain parameters relating to rates of flow and composition 

of plasma, and has as Its output similar parameters relating to 

the volume and composition of urine. The second method Involves 

the use of the "stop-flow" technique which by closing off one 

ureter allows urine to accumulate for long periods of time In all 

the glomerull of that kidney. dhen the pressure In the tubules 

has built up to the point where glomerular filtration can no long- 

er occur, the column remains static and whatever Individual op- 

erations are performed by the various tubule cells are therefore 

Intensified since they are continually performed upon the same 

given volume of fluid. These changes that have been produced by 

Individual segments of the tubules can then be examined by re- 

leasing the column of fluid and examining different allquots whose 

origin Is presumably from different sites In the nephron. The 

third method Involves the use of direct micro-puncture of various 

sites along the glomerulus followed by micro-chemical analysis of 

the fluid obtained. 
These.latter two methods have helped to clarify the nature of 

the processes which are sequentially performed upon tubular fluid 

In order to convert It to bladder urine. 
If we consider the kidney as a black box which performs cer- 

tain operations upon plasma which result in the formatlon of tu- 

bular urine, we may then form certain conceptions about how cer- 

tain molecular species are handled by the kidney. 
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Let us assume that we have a substance which Is easily fllter- 
able through the glomerulus and then passes without any alteration 
through the entire course of the tubule of the nephron and Into the 
bladder urine. Also let us assume that during passage of this sub- 
stance down the tubule none of It Is removed by the tubule cells 

and no more of It Is added by the tubule cells. (Such a substance 

the hexose sugar lnulln.) It would then follow, that If one were 

able to maintain a measurably constant plasma concentration of 

Is 

lnulln by a continuous Intravenous Infusion of this substance, and 

then, If one were able to monitor the volume of the output of urine 

during a specified time interval during which plasma lnulln Is 

constant, and if one were able to determine the concentration of 

lnulin in the excreted urine, It would then be feasible to determine 

the volume of plasma which had been filtered through the glomerulus 

during this specified time. By knowing the volume of urine excreted 

and the concentration of lnullnln the urlne,one then knowsthe total 

amount of inulln excreted. Since plasma inulln was held constant 

during this period It follows that 

C X Y 
where 

C - number of millllltres of plasma "cleared" 
per unit time, 

U = urine concentration of lnulln, 
v= volume of urine excreted during the unit time, 
P = plasma concentration of lnulln. 

C 1s also referred to as the "clearance" of lnulln, that Is the 

number of mlllllltres of plasma from which lnulln was removed or 

"cleared" In a given time. Because lnulln Is a substance which 

IsonlY filtered but Is not secreted or reabsorbed by the kidney 

tLl5*1 I?% R.; iel* ij l.tr;gtj Cri tk.e clearnr!ce or j-r:Ib.lin par beeli taken 
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to be equal to the glomerular filtration rate. This value, when 

determined In adults, Is found to lie normally between 110 and 

130 ml/mln. This would imply that some 180 liters of plasma are 

filtered through the two million glomerull of both kidneys per 

day. 

From the above considerations, It would follow that If the 

clearance of a substance other than lnulln would be determined 

to be greater than the glomerull filtration nate, one must then 

conclude that additional amounts of this material were added 

from the plasma after filtration was accomplished, presumably 

by active transport from the perltubular capillaries Into the 

lumen of the tubules. Conversely If the clearance of a sub- 

stance were found to be le.ss than the glomerular filtration rate, 

the conclusion must be that there was a net transfer of this 

substance from the tubular urine back Into the plasma. 

Some substances such as Dlodrast and para-amlnohlppurlc acid 

are extracted almost completely from the plasma both by glom- 

erular filtration and by the tubule cells from the perl-tubular 

blood In one passage through the kldney. The clearance of 

either of these substances Is used as an estimate of the total 

renal plasma flow. 

The processes of removal or tubular reabsorption and tub- 

ular secretion (extraction of material from perl-tubular blood 

and transport Into the tubular urine) are active rather than 

passive, that Is they require expenditure of energy by the tubular 
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cells. Since most physiological energy transport systems have 

a limit to the rate at which they can function, It Is to be 

expected that at certain ycrry high concentrations of actively 

transported solutes (either In plasma or tubular fluid) the cap- 

acity of the tubular cell to transport these solutes will be 

exceeded. For example, under normal circumstances the concen- 

tration of plasma glucose ls.usually held constant between 100 

and 120 milligrams per cent, and there Is usually no detectable 

glucose In the urine since at this level It Is usually completely 

removed by the tubular cells. However, If the concentration of 

glucose In the plasma Is raised above 200 milligrams per cent, 

the amount of glucose which will be present in the glomerular 

filtrate will be greater and consequently the amount of glucose 

delivered to the renal tubules per unit of time will be greater 

than that which can be removed from the tubular urine by active 

transport, and thus some glucose will then pass Into the bladder 

urine. The higher the plasma concentration of the glucose, the 

closer the clearance of glucose will approach the glomerular 

filtration rate since the fraction which is reabsorbed becomes 

progressively less In comparison with that which passes down 

the tubulee 

Similarly, there Is also a "tubular maximum" or Tm for sub- 

stances which are secreted such as PAH, and when Its concentra- 

tion Is raised sufficiently high a certain portion of the PAH 

will escape the process of tubular secretion. The clearance of 

PAH which lnltlally was considerably higher than that of lnulln 
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(or the GFR) will now approach this value asymptotically. W ith 

these foregoing considerations in mind, we can now turn to a 

consideration of the handling of some specific substances by the 

kidney. 

Renal Excretion of Water - 

Water is generally considered to be freely permeable through 

all capillary and cell membranes. Along the renal tubules how- 

ever, the situation is somewhat different; in order to regulate 

water excretion the permeability of the tubular epithelium to 

water Is altered at several points. There is also evidence to 

suggest that permeability of the tubular epithelium to water Is 

under the controlling influence of a hormone secreted by the 

posterior pituary gland, antiduretlc hormone (ADH). 

The capacity for water reabsorption from the renal tubules 

is enormous, since approximately 178 to 179 liters per day are 

usually reabsorbed, of the 180 liters that filter through the 

glomerulus. The entire sequence of mechanisms which operate on 

the glomerular filtrate to reduce its volume and alter its toni- 

city have not yet been completely elucidated, but enough data has 

been accumulated to conceive of the general sequence of operations 

as follows: 

Water is generally thought to leave the tubular fluid by 

passive diffusion along concentration gradients which are est- 

ablished by the active transport of solutes. These concentration 
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gradients are maximized in the region of the loop of Henle 

because of the anatomic arrangement of the loop and the creation 

of a counter-current exchange process. (Vide lnfra). 

The first phase of water reabsorption is responsible for 

about 85% of this reabsorption, and It transplres within the 

proximal convoluted tubule. Measurements of this region by micro- 

puncture studies have Indicated that the proximal tubular fluidie 

isosmotic with plasma, suggesting that the passive diffusion 

of water along concentration gradients is so rapid that It can 

be considered to be directly absorbed along with solutes. The 

fluid, after passing out of the proximal convolutions then 

passes into the loop of Henle, down into the medulla and again 

Into the cortex where It enters the distal tubule. The fluid 

In the proximal portion of the distal tubule is hypotonlc with 

respect to plasma. It is thought that the loop of Henle is 

relatively Impermeable to the passage of water (at least the 

ascending limb), and that active transport of solutes occurs 

In the loop of Henle into the interstitlum surrounding this 

portion of the tubule. 

The second phase In the reabsorption of water occurs in 

the distal convoluted tubule. Solutes are also reabsorbed to 

SOme extent inthis portion of the tubule . The permeability of 

the distal tubule to water is thought to be regulated by the 

level of circulating antidiuretic hormone. In the absence of 

ADH, the fluid in this segment comes Into osmotic equilibrium 
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with its environment and Is isosmotic with plasma when it 

passes into.the first portion of the collecting duct. Nith 

Intermediate quantities of ADH, more and more water is reabsorbed 

up to the point at which the fluid becomes isosmotic. The epi- 

thelium of the collecting duct is also controlled with regard 

to Its permeability to water by the presence of antidiuretic 

hormone. It should be recalled that the collecting duct travels 

through the medulla of the kidney in order to reach the renal pa- 

pilla. It is known that as one approaches the renal papilla from 

the renal cortex, the interstitial fluid surrounding the collect- 

ing duct beoomes progressively hyperosmotic with respect to plasma. 

Micropuncture studies of the fluid in the collecting duct when 

maximal activity of antidiuretic hormone Is present have sub- 

stantiated the fact that at all levels along the collecting ducts 

the fluid within it Is isosmotic with respect to the surrounding 

interstitial fluid. Thus, as the urine approaches the renal pa- 

pilla it is exposed to a hyperosmotlc environment which allows 

further maximal water reabsorption. 

The origins of this osmotic gradient which is present between 

the cortex and the renal papilla Is thought to reside In the pe- 

culiar anatomical arrangement of the loop of Benle. It Is thought 

that solutes are actively transported from the lumen of the ascendin% 

limb of the loop of Henle Into the interstitial fluid; however, water 

does not diffuse freely across the ascending limb epithellum. The 

fluid in the upper portion of the ascending limb is thus made 

hypotonic with respect to plasma. On the other hand, the epithelium 
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of the descending limb of Henle's loop Is permeable to solutes 

(and perhaps to water although this is not definitely known ) . 

Therefore, If isosmotic fluid is introduced into the descending 

loop of Henle' s loop a counter-current exchange will be set up 

to operate so that as the fluid courses along the descending 

limb of Henle toward the medulla the fluid will become progress- 

ively more hyperosmotic with respect to plasma. After the lower 

portion of the loop is traversed and the fluid crosses along the 

ascending limb, it will become again progressively hypotonic, 

until the point where it enters the distal convoluted tubule, 

when it is hypotonic with respect to plasma. This sequence of 

events will cause the lnterstitium surrounding the loop of Henle 

to also assume an osmotic gradient which increases as one pro- 

gresses from cortex to medulla. It is this environment which the 

collecting ducts must also traverse; and this environment provides 

the strong osmotic gradient necessary for maximal reabsorption of 

water. 

It must be appreciated that the energy which is required to 

drive all phases of the process of water reabsorption is derived 

primarily from active transport of ionic solutes such as sodium 

ions. Antidiuretic hormone, although a major factor in the reg- 

ulation of water excretion, acts merely as a valve to control the 

rate of passive diffusion of water along concentration gradients 

which had been previously established by the active transport 

processes. 
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The mechanism by which antidiuretic hormone alters the 

permeability of the membrane of the distal convoluted tubules 

and collecting tubule membranes Is at present not clear. 

Excretion a Sodium & the Kidney 

The reabsorption of sodium by the kidney is a complex and 

poorly understood process. The kidney is extremely efficient 

in absorbing sodium since the equivalent of approximately 1.5 

to 2 kilograms of sodium chloride are filtered through the 

glomerulus daily whereas under normal circumstances the amount 

of sodium In the urine Is less than l/1000 of this filtered load. 

Since the quantity excreted represents such a small fraction 

of this load, it is apparent that a small change in the rate of 

filtration of sodium (i.e. the glomerular filtration rate) could 

easily account for a two to threefold change In the daily ex- 

cretion of sodium. Such changes in the glomerular filtration 

rate would be, in fact, too small to be significantly detectable 

by the usual means employed to measure the glomerular filtration 

rate. Thus, in studying the problem of renal disposition of 

sodium, one Is faced with the difficulty of separating reabsorp- 

tion of sodium from changes in filtration rate of sodium. 

As far as can be determined, the tubular operations performed 

upon glomerular filtrate to reabsorb sodium are complex and are 

Interrelated to some extent with the reabsorption and excretion 

of other ions, such as bicarbonate, chloride, hydrogen, and 
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potassium. The reabsorption of sodium Is further conditioned 

by many other factors, including the volume and composition of 

body fluids, acid base equilibrium, the rate of excretion of 

potassium, the rate of excretion of osmotically active solutes 

and activity of certain hormones such as aldosterone and, per- 

haps, antidiuretic hormone. ' 

The specific mechanisms Involved in the reabsorption of 

sodium are unclear but a general scheme can be outline as fol- 

lows: 
The largest fraction of sodium reabsorption occurs in the 

proximal convoluted tubule and almost certainly involves active 

transport. It Is known that sodium can be transported across 

the lumen of the proximal tubule both against electrical gradients 

and also against concentration gradients. It is possible that 

the transport may be partly passive and facilitated by the collold 

osmotic pressure of the peri-tubular capillaries, since there is 

no significant hydrostatic pressure gradient across the tubule 

under normal conditions. The reabsorption of sodium in the 

proximal convoluted tubule is limited by a concentration gradient 

such that the lumenal concentration usually does not fall below 

about 60% of that of the plasma. In order to maintain electrical 

neutrality across this portion of the tubule, sodium must either 

be exchanged with another cation which flows into the tubular 

urine or else reabsorbed together with the chloride ion. 'rhe latter 

process is thought to be predominant in the proximal convoluted 

tubule. The reabsorption of chloride at this site is very likely 
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passive and probably due to the electrical gradient established by 

the active transport of sodium. Active transport of chloride, how- 

ever, cannot be excluded as occurring in this segment of the nephron 

The second and more important phase of sodium transport occurs 

in the distal convoluted tubule. There are several differences be- 

tween this reabsorption and that which occurs within the proximal 

tubule. First, a greater fraction of reabsorbed sodium is trans- 

ported In exchange with hydrogen and potassium Ions rather than 

with an accompanying reabsorption of chloride. Sodium, under 

certain circumstances, is also exchanged with ammonium ion. Second, 

there is no limiting concentration gradient in this portion of 

the nephron and the concentration of sodium In urine in the dls- 

tal convoluted tubule may fall very near zero. 

Under certain circumstances where a large amount of water is 

not allowed to be reabsorbed in the proximal tubule, a considerable 

amount of sodium may escape reabsorption at this site. (It is pos- 

sible to obtain such a situation by infusing large amounts of 

inulin Intravenously. Since this substance cannot diffuse freely 

across the tubular membranes much of the water which carries this 

solute is not reabsorbed since proximal tubular fluid cannot be 

hyperosmotlc with respect to plasma. In such a case the flow 

rate of tubular urine remains high and other solutes such as 

sodium then escape absorption at this proximal site.) As a con- 

sequence a larger volume of fluid courses through the remaining 

segments of the nephron. Although the distal tubular mechanisms 
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for the reabsorption of sodium may accelerate, they are still 

usually inadequate to cope with the large quantities of this 

cation that gain access to this portion of the nephron, and 

hence a variable amount escapes reabsorption even at the distal 

site and is allowed to enter the bladder urine. 

The volume recentor and sodium excretion. The Ingestion 

and excretion of water under normal circumstances are the final 

regulators of the volume of all body fluids. It is important 

to recognize, however, that the principal stimulus to water ex- 

cretion and intake is the concentration of osmotically active 

solutes, and that a relative deficit of water ( such as provoked 

by an increase in solute concentration) will provoke the same 

mechanisms for water regulation as will an absolute deficit 

of water (in the presence of the same amount of solute). It is 

then possible, for example, to ingest a very large volume of 

isotonic solution and if no elements were available for absolute 

volume regulation, this would not be accompanied by any stimulation 

to excretion of water. One mechanism for the regulation of the 

volume of circulating plasma has been previously alluded to in 

connection with antidiuretic hormone. There is, however, one 

other feedback mechanism which Is concerned with regulation of 

the volume of extracellular and intracellular fluid by regulation 

of the excretion rate of sodium. Since sodium is the principal 

cation of the extracellular fluid and is the most osmotically 

active molecule, it follows that regulation of.the concentration 

of this ion In extracellular fluid will be followed by appropriate 
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changes in total volume of the extracellular fluids, if toniclty 

is to be held constant. 

The manner in which changes in total volume of the extra- 

cellular fluids can be detected is not known at the present time. 

Among other speculations, it is felt that an increase in extra- 

cellular fluid volume somehow influences renal hemodynamics. 

It is possible that the transducer which is sensitive to changes 

in blood volume is located in a small collection of specialized 

cells located along the afferent arteriole to the glomerulus, 

(the "juxtaglomerular apparatus"). A number 

lmental evidence have emerged to support the 

of lines of exper- 

following scheme: 

An increase In total fluid volume of the body is detected in 

some manner by the juxtaglomerular cell. These cells then elaborate 

an enzyme ("renln") which acts to catalyze the formation of 

a polypeptide from constituents present in the plasma. This 

polypeptide or group of polypeptldes known as anglotensin then 

acts upon the outermost zone of the adrenal cortex (the 'zona 

glomerulosa") to stimulate the elaboration of a substance called 

aldosterone. Aldosterone then acts upon the distal tubule of 

the nephron to enhance the reabsorption of sodium at the same time 

increasing the excretion of potassium. These effects on sodium 

reabsorption and potassium excretion are closely related, and if , 
for example, the distal tubular mechanism Is already acting to 

absorb all of the sodium in the tubular fluid, administration of 

aldosterone will not enhance potassium excretion. 
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We thus have a feedback mechanism in which contraction of 

the total fluid volume is sensed in some manner by transducers 

in the kidney, mthatthe serial formation of a number of substances 

is then Initiated, culminating in the increased secretion of 

circulating aldosterone, which then exerts its effects upon the 

distal tubular mechanism to enhance sodium reabsorption, thus 

ultimately increasing the total volume of body fluids and com- 

pleting the feedback loop. 

The Renal Excretion of Potassium - 

On the basis of a number of clearance studies which have been 

performed using potassium, it is now known that the renal handling 

of potassium Involves glomerular filtration, almost complete re- 

absorption, and finally, secretion of this ion into the distal 

tubular fluid. The secretion of potassium is now thought to 

Involve an Ion exchange mechanism whereby one sodium ion is re- 

absorbed for every potassium ion that is excreted. Furthermore, 

potassium is not the only ion,which is thought to exchange with 

sodium,that is reabsorbed at the site of the distal tubule; hy- 

drogen ions are also secreted into the tubular lumen in exchange 

for sodium. Whether potassium or hydrogen Ion is predominantly 

excreted in exchange for reabsorbed sodium depends to some extent 

upon the relative aVailabllitles of each of these ions. Thus, 

for example, if for some reason the delivery of sodium Ions from 

the proximal tube is diminished, or if distal reabsorption of 

sodium is reduced because of a low level of circulating 
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aldosterone or other adrenal cortical hormones, the secretion 

of potassium will be compromised. Furthermore, if the concentration 

of hydrogen Ions within the renal tubular-cells is slgnlflcanfly 

Increased, these Ions will then be in a more favorable position 

to compete with potassium for exchange with sodium Ions that are 

being reabsorbed and thus again the tubular secretion of potassium 

will be somewhat inhibited. This renal mechanism for excretion 

of potassium would Imply that under normal circumstances, the 

urine Is not free of potassium; the concentration of potassium In 

the urine does not usually fall below that of the plasma. 

Bcretlon of Hydrogen Ions Kidney 

As has been alluded to earlier, the bicarbonate buffer system, 

operating together with carbon dioxide elimination by the lungs 

acts very efficiently to maintain the pH of the plasma within 

certain specified limits. However, efficient operation of this 

buffer depends to a large extent upon stable concentrations of other 

anion and cations within the plasma, whose rates of excretion are 

regulated in the kidney. The kidney also significantly affects the 

pH of the body fluids by altering the net rate of excretion of 

hydrogen Ion. Some.of the poorly dissociated acids may be excreted 

Intact, but their excretion is limited since the lowest pH of the 

urine that has been observed is about 4.5, and at that level only 

minor concentrations of even weak acids can exist as such. In 

order then for large amounts of hydrogen ion to be excreted it Is 

necessary that the urine be adequately buffered or that the 
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hydrogen Ion be coupled in a poorly dissociated form to a base. 

The present concept regarding handling of hydrogen Ions by 

the kidney Is that hydrogen ions are actively secreted Into the 

tubular fluid in exchange for sodium Ion reabsorption. The 

source of hydrogen ion is thought to be carbonic acid which Is - 
present within the tubular cell, which in turn is derived from 

the prior combination of carbon dioxide and water. The carbon 

dioxide may have been present due to diffusion from the plasma, 

or It may be the end result of the metabolic activity of the 

tubular cell. The rate of production of hydrogen Ions would 

be slow if it depended upon the uncatalyzed hydration of carbon 

dioxide; but the cortex of the kidney is rich in an enzyme, 

carbonic anhydrase, which permits rapid hydration of carbon dio- 

xide to carbonic acid, which may then dissociate Into hydrogen 

and bicarbonate Ions. The sequence of events then for the se- 

cretion of hydrogen into the tubular fluid would be as follows: 

Carbon dioxide is present in the cell. It combines with 

water and Is catalyzed by the enzyme carbonic anhydrase to form 

carbonic acid. This in turn dissociates Into hydrogen Ion and 

bicarbonate ion. The hydrogen Ion is actively transported into 

the tubular fluid and is. exchanged for a sodium Ion. The re- 

absorbed sodium Ion together with the bicarbonate ion then di?- 

fuses Into the interstitial fluid and ultimately to plasma. 

The hydrogen Ion which is secreted into the tubular fluid may 

be handled In one of several ways. First, in addition to the 
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bicarbonate ion which is formed In the tubular cell by the 

mechanism outlined above, there is also bicarbonate ion 

present in the plasma which is filtered through the glomerulus 

and Is present in the tubular fluid. The secreted hydrogen. 

ion will then combine with this bicarbonate Ion to again 

form carbonic acid which will ultimately dissociate to form 

carbon dioxide (which is reabsorbed) and water (which continues 

down the tubule until it reaches the bladder). Alternatively, 

the secreted hydrogen ion may combine with other buffers 

such as sodium diphosphate to form the monophosphate ion 

which is excreted as such. These two substances act as 

buffers to keep the pH of the urine above the level of 4.5. 

Another mechanism for the protection of the pH of 

the lumenal fluid is the secretion of ammonia. Ammonia 

is formed in the tubular cell by deaminatlon of certain 

amino acids, among them glutamine. The rate of production 

of ammonia is accelerated by a decreased availability of 

buffers in the tubular fluid and a lowering of the pH of 

this tubular fluid. The mechanisms responsible for initiating 

the increase in the production of ammonia are not known; 

however it is thought that free ammonia is formed In these 

cells and that the ammonia then diffuses across the tubular 

eplthelium into the lumen where it combines with hydrogen 

ion to form ammonium ion and thus raises the pH of the tubular 

fluid. 
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It will be noted that the net effect of the reactions 

Involving the excretion o'f hydrogen ion include the 

reabsorption of sodium, and the reabsorption of bicarbonate; 

thus, for each hydrogen Ion which is exchanged for sodium, 

one molecule of sodium bicarbonate is returned to the 

interstitial fluid. 

As was mentioned earlier the reabsorption of sodium 

can be accompanied by either an ion exchange with hydrogen 

or potassium ions, or by an equivalent reabsorption of a 

negative ion, the chloride ion, to preserve electrical 

neutrality. If an ion such as sulfate, which is poorly 

permeable across the membrane, is infused with sodium, more 

hydrogen ion will be exchanged for sodium because of the 

diminished availability of the anion for transport along 

with the sodium. 

Certain other factors also operate to control the 

rate of excretion of hydrogen ions. Decreased pH within 

the tubular cell or Increased CO2 tension In the plasma, 

both of which could readily make more hydrogen Ions 

available for secretion, in fact accelerate the rate of 

secretion of hydrogen ions. A diminished concentration of 

potassium in renal tubular cells by favoring exchange of 

sodium with hydrogen ions also promotes acidification of 

the urine. Finally, there appears to be a limiting 

concentration gradient against which hydrogen ion cannot be 
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secreted into the tubular fluid, and this gradient is 

approximately 800:1, which would explain 'why the pH of the 

urine usually does not fall below 4.5. If the concentration 

of buffer substances in the tubular urine is high, again 

the rate of hydrogen ion excretion will be favored. 
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2 A CONSIDERATIONS OF SOME ASPECTS OF CONTROL SYSTEMS 
OPEHATINQ m REGULATE THE VOLUME AND COMPOSITION 
OF BODY FLUIDS 

Introduction 

At the present time there Is substantially no science 

of control systems exlstant In the field of renal physiology. 

In recent years, physiologist s have come to appreciate that 

in order for homeostasls with regard to body fluid volume 

and composition to exist, a number of feedback and eelf- 

regulatory mechanisms must be In continuous operation. 

Beyond this glimmering of light, however, there exists no 

theoretical or experimental body of data whose purpose Is 

to better define the control systems which educated 

intuition says must exist. 

This is, in essence, what we must approach. Without 

a consideration of the control systems involved in fluid 

balance it is impossible to arrive at even an approximate 

philosophy of design, such that one would be able to predict 

the behavior of the system. Nor can one, from first 

principles, derive a design philosophy for the kidney or 

other body fluid regulators. It is necessary not only to 

be thoroughly familiar with the large mass of data which has 

been accumulated in the field of regulation of body fluids, 

but also to be thoroughly cognizant of the many difficulties 

Involved in applying scientific techniques to the consideration 
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and experimental Investigation of any complex biological 

system. 

Biological Control Ssstems: Definitions &nJ Restrictions 

A straightforward application of servomechanism theory 

to body fluid regulation encounters formidable problems. A 

biological control system (let us say for example, the 

mechanism of thirst) consists generally of an input to a 

sensing device, whose Information Is then processed by an 

amplifier which produces a function of the input signal 

which in some fashion acts to alter the Input. The sensing 

device or sensitive cells may be located adjacent to the 

amplifier or may be located at a distance from It. The 

input to the sensor Is generally contaminated by noise. 

The output of the amplifier Is usually a non-linear function 

of the input signal. Furthermore, the output signal of 

the amplifier may be acted upon by another control system 

before it actually exerts its effect upon the original 

input. In the control system which regulates thirst, the 

input signal is a contraction of the extracellular fluid 

volume or a change In oemolarity gf the 
extracellular fluid. The sensing devices are sensitive to 

changes in osmolarity and an increase in osmolarlty is 

processed by the amplifier (this is a hypothetical structure 

probably located in the diencephalon) which yields the 

sensation of thirst as an output function of the change in 
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osmolarity. This sensation of thirst ultimately causes the 

ingestion of large amount s of water which tend to expand the 

extracellular volume and return the osmolarity to its previous 

level, so that the sensor and amplifier system can again 

stimulate the thirst sensation. A similar analogy--can be 

made for other systems which act to regulate volume and 

composition of the body fluids; these will be considered 

below in some detail. Several comments should be made 

about each of the components in a biological amplifier, in 

order to understand how they may differ from conventional 

control systems. 

The amnllfier. This is defined as that portion of 

the system which lies between the sensor and the output of 

the system. Amplifiers which are concerned with the regula- 

tion of body fluids have one peculiar and significant 

characteristic: the proper functioning of the amplifier 

is itself dependent on maintainence of its own homeostatic 

environment, since the amplifier is contained within the 

environment which it regulates; It thus receives a signal 

from this environment and produces an output which acts 

in some fashion upon the environment in general, but also 

on Its own environment in particular. It may do this by 

generating a function which will act upon some component 

outside its own Immediate environment which will then act 

upon its environment, or it may regulate the environment 
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without resorting to outside systems (see r'ig. 1). Such 

a system has a tendency towards instability in that certain 

Inputs may change the environment sufficiently so that the 

mode of operation of the amplifier Is changed. Although 

within normal or tolerable ranges of values for the environ- 

ment, an amplifier usually functions In a time invariant mode, 

this is not always the case, as we shall see. 

Linearity of biological amnllfiers. - It Is necessary 

to consider linearity of biological amplifiers as compared 

to conventional amplifiers, with certain reservations. The 

first reservation is the one mentioned above, that most 

biological amplifiers, being tied into their environments can 

become markedly non-linear when this environment is changed 

sufficiently. However, even within the normal ranges all 

of the amplifiers that we are going to discuss are non-linear 

for two reasons: First, whereas the input signal to these 

amplifiers is usually an absolute value (such as sodium 

or potassium concentrations, osmolarity, pH, CO2 tension) 

the output of the amplifier usually acts to change rates of 

flow or transfer of various materials from one compartment 

to another. The.rate and concentrations are non-linearly 

related. In first order chemical processes the rate is 

related to the logarithm of the concentration; a linear 

dynamic characteristic is present only for small signals. 

A much more difficult problem revolves about the fact 

that most biological amplifiers operate in close relationship 
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to another control system, which monitors either the same 

or another variable; thus the closed loop characteristics 

of the system as a whole become exceedingly complex and 

the dynamic characteristics of each of the Individual 

amplifiers may have little If any physiological significance. 

It must also be mentioned that the actual process of 

accumulating data regarding these systems is not a simple 

matter. Since the mode of operation of a number of systems 

may change with time (as we shall see) it becomes very 

difficult to introduce to any one system a reproducible 

signal that has physiological significance. The actual 

measurements may disturb the system to such a degree that 

one is not observing the physiological operation of the 

system. For example, If one were to directly operate upon 

the animal In order to Introduce catheters for measuring 

arterial and venous sodium concentration, one would have 

to exclude the possibility that surgical Intervention, by 

changing the secretion of adrenal cortical hormone has 

changed the pattern of sodium excretion. Similar problems 

exist for almost every biological measurement. 
Signal: Although what constitutes a biological signal, 

that is the input to the biological amplifier, is usually 

a matter of definition, certain systems have somewhat complex 

signals In that the input presented to the sensor may be a 

complex function of the actual variable which Is to be 

monitored by the system. For example, in the thirst control 
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system referred to above, the output of the amplifier (thirst) 

regulates the amount of water ingestion and thus, Influences 

the total volume of body fluids. The variable monitored is 

extracellular fluid osmolarity which is closely related to 

the concentration of sodium in the extracellular fluid. 

Although in most situations a contraction of extracellular 

volume usually occurs as a loss of water without a loss 

of salt, this is not invariably the case; and it is quite 

possible for a large (isomotic) decrease In volume to occur 

with no stimulus presented to the osmo-receptor. In addition, 

the osmo-receptor is also to a degree dependent upon the 

constant functioning of the variousmechanisms which are in 

operation to control the concentration of sodium in the 

extracellular fluid; these too are largely dependent upon 

the total volume of extracellular fluids. Thus, although 

the osmo-receptor acts to control extracellular volume, it 

does this only in an extremely indirect fashion, and depends 

for its stability upon an intact mechanism for controlling 

the rate of excretion and ingestion of sodium. How one defines 

a biological signal In this system is not of much importance, 

but it should be recognized that any definition thus applied 

is valid only within the context of a properly functioning 

multiplicity of regulatory systems. 

Noise: The definition of noise again depends largely 

upon the definition of what constitutes the signal. If, in 

the example above, one would consider that the osmo-receptor 
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Is actually monitoring total fluid volume, then one would 

have to say that a large component of noise is Introduced by 

various other systems which regulate the concentrations of 

sodium and of water. Such a definition, however, contributes 

little insight into the actual mechanism of the thirst control 

system. 

If one rather considers that osmolarity is, in fact, 

the variable being monitored and that this variable reflects 

only partially the total fluid volume, then noise can be 

defined as those components of the signal which would tend 

to generate an error in the accurate determination of the 

osmolarity of the extracellular fluid. 

In general, there is both an extrinsic and intrinsic 

noise component to biological systems. Intrinsic noise can 

be generated within the sensor itself as.a result of the 

alteration of its own immediate environment. It may arise 

as the result of external stresses placed upon the sensor and 

amplifier such as hypothyroidism or fever where the sensitivity 

of the sensor may change, or the mode of the system may 

change. Noise may also be generated within the system itself; 

cascading of one system upon another will multiply the noise. 

Within the system, noise may be generated by the central nervous 

system and may be manifested as a time lag (e.g. delay from 

the time of experiencing the thirst sensation to the time of 

drinking water),a non-recognition of the sensation of thirst 
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(due to other pre-occupations) and other influences. 

Extrinsic noise may arise from several sources. For 

example, a high concentration of urea In the blood stream 

and thus an increase in total blood osmolarlty will not alter 

the osmolarity sensor since urea Is generally freely 

permeable across the cell membranes, thus osmolar control 

may be deranged In pathologic conditions such as uremia. 

In biological systems in general, a rough estimate of 

the magnitude of the noise level may be made by holding a 

given signal constant for a long period of time, assigning 

a measure to the "random" fluctuations in output occurring 

over a period of time, and then comparing these fluctuations 

with those that would be produced by appropriate variations of 

the signal. In practice this is an extremely tedious procedure 

except for the simplest of control systems, and has almost 

never been done, studies having been confined to "spot" 

measurements alone. 

Sensors: Biological sensors Involved in the control 

and regulation of body fluids monitor concentration levels 

rather than rates of flow or other variables. By what means 

the sensor Is able to maintain a standard or reference value 

for the Input from which deviations may be measured, Is not 

clear. The assumption has almost always been that the sensor 

output signal Is related to the magnitude of the error, but 

It has not been excluded that the output may be some function 
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of the derivative of the error. In most systems, 

integration of the error at the level of the sensor usually 

does not occur. Smoothing of an ,osmolarity signal Is pro- 

duced not in the sensor, but as a result of the fact that 

changes in the osmolarlty of the extracellular fluid are 

transferred to the intracellular compartment, a large reserve 

of body fluids in osmotic equilibrium with the extracellular 

fluid. Thus, an abrupt change in osmolarity of the extra- 

cellular fluid would tend to be smoothed because of the large 

volume of fluid with which It equilibrates. 

Lan: In the various control systems which regulate 

body fluids, although the individual lag of each sensor 

amplifier system may be brief, the total lag of any one 

control system Is usually great enough so that an unstable, 

oscillatory mode may conceivably occur. 

In addition, phase lags may often be created in a system 

because of the presence of two parallel biological control 

systems with different time constants. In such a case it 

can be seen that If a positive error Input will pass through 

both systems, the output from the system with the longer 

time constant may arrive at a time when the system with the 

shorter constant has already returned the positive error back 

to zero, and thus an overshoot will be caused. Although a 

system such as this might be expected to produce oscillatory 

instability, no biological data exists for the systems which 
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regulate body fluids to show that such situations do, In 

fact, occur. Usually the systemwillgoto its extreme value- 

Sampling: In general, the data that has already been 

gathered concerning the regulation of body fluids would 

suggest that the sensors of the various systems involved 

are operating continuously. The frequency response of the 

biological sensors involved In this system cannot be easily 

evaluated because of the heavy damping effect of the various 

compartments which are closely linked to the extracellular 

fluid compartment. It is unlikely, however, even in 

pathologic situations that the sensor would be altered to sue 

a degree that a change In Its frequency response would cause 

instability in the system. Under such circumstances the 

sensor will actually cease to function (perhaps this can 

be construed as a reduction In frequency response). 

For these reasons then, determining the dynamic character 

istics of the sensor becomes essentially an experimental 

problem where one must be able to drastically and rapidly 

alter the vicinity of the environment surrounding the sensor. '. i 
' The physiologic reactance that is involved in this procedure 

is enormous and with our present techniques meaningful data 

on this point cannot be evaluated. For this reason also, 

although one would assume Intuitively that the sensor does ,i 
operate over a definite range of error this point is also 

difficult to evaluate. 
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Stability: At present no useful experimental techniques 

exist for evaluating the actual stability of any body fluid 

regulating mechanism. Bnplrically we know that: (1) despite 

the high sensitivity of all chemo-receptors and volume- 

receptors Involved In regulation of body fluids and despite 

the long lags which are Inherent in the multiplicity of 

systems necessary to regulate a single variable, there 

are only a few pathologic conditions in which the control 

system exhibits instability. No instance of oscillatory ln- 

&ability is known as yet. However, there is no reason to 

think that an oscillatory Instability cannot be made to 

arise experimentally. For example, if one would infuse a 

large volume of hypertonic salt solution intravenously, the 

osmo-receptor would be triggered and anti-diuretic hormone 

would cause more water to be retained. Sodium secretion, 

however, would not be increased because of the lack of 

expansion of the plasma volume. If there were pathological 

hyperreactivity both of the sensitivity of the center for 

thirst to the osmo-receptor and to the kidney's mechanism 

for sodium excretion to aldosterone, then the increase of 

osmolarity set up by the infusion of sodium would provoke 

a hyperreactlon In the form of exaggerated water intake 

which would thus dilute the extracellular volume and also 

Increase its total volume,thus causing renal loss of sodium 

in large amounts which would in turn provoke a powerful 

water-retaining response and cessation of thirst for a long 

period of time. 



This example should Indicate several reasons why the 

fluid regulatory mechanisms are relatively resistant to 

oscillatory Instability. These would include, first, the 

tendency of receptors to become less sensitive rather than 

more sensitive when they are pathologically altered, so that 

the gain of the system is rarely increased; second, that all 

of the systems that have been experimentally lnvestl- 

gated operate contlnuosly and proportionately, 

rather than on a "bang-bang" basis. Of course, these 

considerations do not preclude the possibility of non- 

oscillatory instability and, In fact, this is encountered 

frequently in the systems we are considering. 
It is clear from the foregoing discussion that many of 

the concepts which have been developed In control system 

engineering are applicable to biological systems, if one 

recognizes the limitations imposed upon these concepts by 

the system. Furthermore, one of the main objectives of 

applying control system theory to biological systems is 

the visualization of the design philosophy of the system 

Itself, which is a problem different from predicting the 

behavior of a system which conforms to an a priori design 

philosophy. 
With these considerations in mind, we can briefly 

examine some of the simpler control systems operating to 

regulate the volume and composition of body fluids and 

perhaps gain some insight Into some of their features and 

for their characterization and simulation. 
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Volume Regulation 

In Fig. 2 we have a diagram which indicates some of 

the control system pathways operating In the regulation of 

the total volume of body fluids. From the biological 

standpoint, the concentration of water alone In body fluids, 

or the absolute body fluid volume of water, is neither 

monitored nor measured. Rather the body fluids are conslder- 

ed from two standpoints by the various sensors involved 

(1) the total volume of extracellular fluid without regard to 

solute concentration (a reflection of the intracellular 

volume of water) and (2) solute concentration (osmolarlty 

of the body fluids). 

There are at least four separate systems which regulate 

the total volume of body fluids, which ue will refer to 

as loops I, II, III and IV. Loop I is a system which 

has as its input the osmolarity of body fluids, sensed by 

a group of cells In the hypothalamus, the osmo-receptor cells. 

This input is then operated upon by other cells in the 

dlencephalon which elicit an output which consists of the 

sensation of thirst which ultimately drives drinking behavior. 

The time constant of this system Is relatively long, usually 

lagging the change in osmolarlty by several hours or days. 

The system can be, at least at the present time, considered 

to be approximately linear, since an increase in osmolarlty 

of extracellular fluid will promote an approximately proportion- 

al Increase in the sensation of thirst. In as much as the 
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intensity both of the sensation of thirst and the osmotic 

stimulus are both subject to biological limitations, there 

are limits beyond which the system is no longer linear. 

Death of the organism usually ensues before these limits 

are reached. Although the time constant of the system 

Is long,the possibility exists that the thirst sensation is 

immediately shut off after the osmolarity of the body fluids 

has been returned to normal. The system may thus possess 

two modes of operation, a rapid mode for turning off the 

thirst stimulus and a slow mode for generating the thirst 

stimulus. Such a combination of systems would make for 

increased stability and tend to decrease the amount of over- 

shoot. It is known for example, In diabetes Insipidus where 

the sensation of thirst Is so powerful that it may cause 

the drinking of 50 to 60 litres of water a day, that 

the administration of antidiuretic hormone, thus stopping 

the excretion of water, is followed by a cessation of the 

sensation of thirst as soon as the tonicity of body fluids 

approaches normal. 

The mechanism by which the osmo-receptor Is able to 

detect changes In osmolarlty of body fluids is not known. 

It is possible that the actual volume of the cells may 

change as a result of water entering or leaving the cell 
to maintain osmotic equilibrium. The fact that the system 

operates on absolute values of osmolarity rather than the 

derivative of absolute values would suggest that these cells 
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have some reference value with which Input osmolarlty Is 

being continuously compared; this reference value may be 

In the form of the initial volume of the cell, or may be 

concentration of a particular solute which cannot leave the 

cell. It Is probably not related to membrane potentials 

since membrane potentials VJoula not be 

expected to be linear with changes in osmolarity of fluid 

surrounding the osmo-receptor. 

Feedback loop II has never been characterized as to 

its receptor or its amplifier. The existence of this loop 

ia known only from experiments in which salt-depleted 

animals will tend to select food which has the greater 

concentration of salt. As the receptor and amplifier of 

this system are not known no statement can be made regarding 

linearity or stability of this system. The system probably 

does have a rather long time constant, probably even longer 

that that existing for thirst, but whether It operates In 

one or two modes is certainly not clear. 

Loop III, which also operates through the osmo-receptor, 

has a rather rapid time constant. The same osmotic stimulus 

which will drive the output for thirst also drives cells 

in the pituatary gland to secrete the antidiuretic hormone, 

which In turn acts upon the collecting ducts of the kidney 

to reduce water excretion by affecting permeability of the 

collecting tubular cells to water. The reduction of 

excretion of water can begin within thirty minutes after 
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the osmotic stimulus Is received by the osmo-receptor; in 

this sense then the system has a rather rapid time constant 

and acts to prevent loss of water when the organism is already 

volume-depleted. Although this system Is intrinsically 

stable, under certain pathologic conditions, particularly 

In certain brain tumors and perhaps In carcinoma of the lung, 

a large component of noise may be inserted into the system 

either before or after the osmo-receptor, so that ADH may be 

either over- or undersecreted. If ADH were oversecreted 

in the presence of normal osmolarity, water would not be 

excreted and the total fluid volume of the body would tend 

to expand, accompanied by an Increased total body sodium. 

Under these circumstances then, the secretion of antidiuretic 

hormone Is a significant link in the maintainence of fluid 

volume, although in the final analysis, the osmolarlty of' 

the fluid would not change. A pathologic sensation of 

thirst or pathologic water drinking behavior usually will 

not disturb body fluid equilibrium greatly, since this will 

be compensated for by the remaining three control systems. 

But an error in the regulation of antidiuretic hormone can 

cause malfunctioning In systems II and IV. 

Loop IV is the one which most closely monitors 

the total volume of body fluids, although in an indirect 

manner. The total volume of extracellular fluid is monitored 

by a poorly defined 'volume receptor" which is known to be 

sensitive to changes In isotonic volume of the extracellular 
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fluid. The exact site of this receptor Is not known. It 

may be located In the kidney or perhaps In the venous 

circulation of the bowel and other viscera. In the kidney 

it may monitor the total volume of extracellular fluid by 

changes In arteriolar or capillary pressures due to extra- 

cellular volume expansion. The effect of an expansion of 

extracellular volume Is the eventual elaboration of aldo- 

sterone by the zona glomerulosa of the adrenal gland. The 

connection between the sensor and the amplifier which pro- 

duces the aldosterone is not yet defined, but the possibility 

Is that this Is mediated by a hormone whloh Is extractable 

from the kidney, (renin) . Aldosterone acts most probably 

on the distal convoluted tubule to enhance the distal 

reabsorption of sodium although it may have an effect on 

the proximal tubule as well. The net effect is a marked 

reduction of the amount of sodium which passes Into the 

urine. The resultant increase in osmolarity triggers 

the osmo-receptor resulting In increased intake of water. 

The time  constant of this system Is probably longer than 

that of antidiuretic hormone (Loop III) but it is a relatively 

rapid system. This system is also approximately linear, 

within the normal range, but under certain pathologic condi- 

tions may become nonlinear. For example, in congestive 

heart failure, decreased blood flow to the kidney may trigger 

the secretion of aldosterone In large amounts causing a 

further over expansion in extracellular volume. Under these 
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conditions the gain of the system has been so reduced that 

the system can no longer operate to augment sodium excretion, 

and therefore tends toward an "infinite" increase In extra- 

cellular volume. A similar condition may occur In cirrhosis 

of the liver where the level of circulating aldosterone may 

be in part regulated by its rapid metabolism by liver cells. 

If the liver cells are injured so that they cannot metabolize 

and thus remove circulating aldosterone from the circulation, 

the level of aldosterone may rise independently of changes in 

extracellular volume. In this situation the positive gain 

of the system becomes so large that the system will again 

tend toward an infinite expansion of body fluids. 

Briefly summarizing some aspects of volume regulation, 

It can be said that four control systems are in operation 

here: two systems which regulate the intake of water and 

salt, both with long time constants but with rapid shut off 

systems; and two systems with shorter time constants, both 

operating to inhibit the excretion of water and sodium. It 

is probable that each of these systems is continuous 

and since there is no contradictory data extant at the present 

time, it is approximately linear. Interruption of either 

of the longer-acting control mechanisms probably will not 

result in instability of the system. Interruption of 

either of the shorter acting feedback loops will usually 

result in a limitii.,g or extreme output. 
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Handling of Electrolytes 

In the present state of our knowledge concerning the 

regulation of the concentration of electrolytes in body 

fluid, it is impossible to draw a diagram of mechanisms 

operating to control serum sodium concentration, total 

body sodium, or the concentrations of other electrolytes. 

We can, however, offer a few conjectures about the nature 

of this regulation. 

Sodium regulation. One of the factors which is 

operating to control the level of total body sodium is 

feedback loop IV (Fig. 2) involving volume regulation as 

was discussed above. It is obvious that if the serum sodium 

drops below normal the osmo-receptor system would tend to 

correct this deficit by restricting water Intake and 

increasing renal excretion of water. The subsequent drop 

in extracellular fluid volume due to the excretion of water 

would tend to cause a rise in aldosterone level and renal 

reabsorption of sodium. Thus in one sense although the 

aldosterone pathway is used for the regulation of volume, 

indirectly it also serves as a regulator of the serum sodium 

concentration. Whether or not the concentration of the serum 

sodium is regulated in a more direct manner by sensors In 

extracellular fluid has never been demonstrated; particularly 

changes in serum concentration without changes In volume have 

not been shown to be productive of changes in sodium reabsorp- 

tion or excretion. It is possible that prolonged deprivation 
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of sodium may cause an increase in the desire to ingest 

.;kodlum, (pathway II, Fig. 2), as speculated In the earlier 

paragraphs. One very likely possibility Is that the concen- 

tration of sodium In the extracellular fluid is not monitored 

at all; rather the concentration ratio of sodium across the 

cell membrane of the Individual cells may be in fact 

the variable which Is monitored and controlled. Slight 

changes in sodium concentration will effect membrane potential 

and perhaps as a partial consequence of this change or 

coincident with It, the rate of transport of sodium from 

the cell (by active transport processes) may change to keep 

the ratio of extracellular to intracellular sodium constant. 

Thus, the reference value of sodium concentration may 

actually be set by the cells themselves; variations In serum 

sodium may be compensated for by the change In renal excretion 

which Is purely dependent upon the serum sodium concentration, 

and by the actions of the Individual tubule cells which are 

lnterpersed between the urinary and extracellular environment. 

The existence of an integrated mechanism, which is not simply 

the sum of the actions of many individual, or specialized 

cells has never been shown. Furthermore, the interdependence 

of sodium reabsorption and potassium and hydrogen ion excretion 

may simply reflect the activities of many individual cells, 

each of which is specialized to perform the entire task (with- 

in the kidney) of electrolyte regulation without any coordinat- 

ing influence upon them. As was mentioned in the introductory 

section, the operation of a counter-current system within 
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the kidney allows significant magnification of the effects 

of sodium transport by an individual group of cells, by 

repetitive performance of the same transport operation on one 

volume of tubular fluid. 

Hydrogen && excretion: If such Is the case than the 

design philosophy of the renal mechanisms which operate to 

maintain stable electrolyte concentrations may in fact be 

the same as that of single cell which Is attempting to main- 

tain its own evvironment. As an example of this let us 

consider the excretion of hydrogen ions. It is known that 

Increase in circulating hydrogen Ions will result in an 

increase in the excretion of titratable acid by the kidney. 

HOYJeVer, it is probable that the kidney as such possesses no 

specific receptor for hydrogen ions, but that the excretion 

of hydrogen ions by the renal tubule cells is dependent upon 

the maintainence of electrical neutrality across the cell mem- 

brane of the tubule cells. There is no specific chemical 

mechanism in the kidney for the transport of plasma hydrogen 

ions; rather this is accomplished by the breakdown of 

circulating CO2 Into hydrogen ions and bicarbonate ions 

after the addition of water through the action of the catalyst 

carbonic anhydrase. Although hydronium ions are thus allowed 

to diffuse into the tubular fluid, these are not Ions which 

have been removed from the extracellular fluid. Rather, the 

neutralization of excess acid in the extracellular fluid Is. 

accomplished by the resorption of a bicarbonate ion which Is 
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generated concommitantly with the hydrogen ion. Since carbon 

dioxide appears to be freely diffusible into the tubule cells 

as well as bicarbonate and hydrogen Ions, it wcmld seeirr then 

that this mechanism appears to be passive and not under any 

particular regulation. As far as we know, the level of carbonic 

anhydrase is not a variable that is being monitored. The 

actual regulation of hydrogen ion excretion may come about as 

the result of the necessity for maintaining electrical 

neutrality across the tubular cell membrane. Thus for every 

hydrogen ion which diffuses out of the tubular cell, it 

Is necessary that either an anion pass out of the cell along 

with it, or that one sodium Ion be reabsorbed. It appears 

then, that most of the other ionic movements across the cell 

membrane may be considered at least at the present time to 

be moving along passive electrical and chemical gradients 

which are partially under the control of the active transport 

of sodium, and partially under the control of other influences 

which change their concentrations in the extracellular fluid. 

Ammonia: There is not yet enough known about the renal 

excretion of ammonia to clarify its action in acid base 

equlllbrlum of body fluids. Since this is probably an active 

mechanism, It must be determined whether or not there Is a 

specific pH receptor which accelerates the production of 

glutamlne. If, for example, glutamine production is increased 

In nitrate induced alkylosis, then one would suspect that the 

elaboration of glutamlne in response to changes in pH is only 
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an apparent but not a real mechanism. Furthermore, the time 

constant of glutamlne deaminatlon and ammonia excretion Is 

rather long (48 hours) for a system which is not mediated 

through the central nervous system, and thus it is unlikely 

that It Is directly dependent upon pH of the extracellular 

fluid. More likely It may be the result of Intracellular 

changes which have resulted after extracellular pH has been 

drastically altered. 

The presence of feedback loops within the kidney 

Itself to regulate the amount of acid or anion or cation 

excreted has never been demonstrated. This again would 

suggest *that the kidney' s function in this regard may be 

viewed as merely an exaggerated capacity of somatic cells to 

maintain their internal environment with certain consequent 

changes in the extracellular environment of these specialized 

cells. 

Regulation of acid-base equilibrium: - An important 

system with respect to the regulation of acid-base equlllbrlum 

of the extracellular fluid consists in the changes in concen- 

tration of' carbon dioxide, carbonic acid and bicarbonate as 

a result of respiratory activity. As was mentioned earlier 

bicarbonate is the principal buffer in the serum. Although 

In, a static system at the normal pH of body fluids the 

carbonic acid-bicarbonate buffer ratio Is not optimal for 

removal of acid from the extracellular fluid, nevertheless 
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the efficiency Is much Improved by the fact that large 

amounts of carbon dioxide can be effectively excreted by 

increasing respiratory activity. This is accomplished by 

means of a feedback control system which Is composed of 

sensory receptors located in the carotid and aortic bodies 

adjacent to the blood stream and In the respiratory center in 

the diencephalon. These receptors are sensitive to both 

changes in pH and in pC02 In their external environments. 

It is not known whether changes In pH (which Is a weaker 

stimulus than pC02) may be the primary stimulus but that 

changes In pC0 
2 

will result in a change of pH and thus 

stimulate the receptors. An increase in pCO2 will cause an 

increased rate of respiration thereby tending to lower the 

plasma pC02 level and shifting the ratio of bicarbonate to 

carbonic acid, thus improving the efficiency of the buffer. 

The time constant of this system is quite short, being in the 

order of minutes. However, the system cannot be considered 

to be linear, because the mode of operation will change upon 

exposure to prolonged stimulation by elevated pC02 levels. 

Under these circumstances the sensitivity of the receptors 

or the.gain of the amplifier will diminish. (This, however, 

may simply be the result of the readjustment of the carbonic 

acid bicarbonate concentration ratio.) 
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Simulation of the System of Electrolyte Regulation: Design 

Phllosophg of the System 

One of the heretofore insurmountable barriers against 

attempts to visualize the design philosophy of renal 

mechanisms was the gigantic difficulty of experimental 

verification of any hypothesl s by experimental measurement. 

The large number of non-linear variables which participated 

In every situation investigated could not be evaluated by 

human computation alone. The advent of computers has 

brought this aspect of the problem under realizable control. 

The hypothesis regarding the design philosophy of 

the renal regulation of electrolytes follows directly from 

the considerations outlined in the previous section. 

Since the excretion of hydrogen Ions appears to be 

under no esoteric regulating Influence with an obscure design 

philosophy, then perhaps the pattern of electrolyte excretion 

is determined solely by equlllbrlum and free energy coneidera- 

tions. Thus, if one took Into account (1) the concentration 

gradients between plasma and tubular fluid of all -pertinent 

ionic species --probably no more than fifty, (2) the addition 

of free energy to the system in a predictable, orderly fashion 

as supplied by the pumping force of the heart and the active 

transp'ort of sodium and (3) the necessity for maintaining 

osmotic and electrical equilibrium across the tubular cell 

membrane, this may constitute sufficient information to 
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accurately predict the pattern of electrolyte excretion of 

the kidney under a variety of conditions. 

The computations required would, of course, be formidable; 

the nature of this problem Is such, however, that it would 

probably lend itself well to msthenlatical ~rrpgramninZ= Although 

changes in concentrations across various types of gradients 

are non-linear functions, the change in free energy that 

accompanie s these transfers is generally linear. By assigning 

to each of the functions which determine the transfers of 

ionic and molecular species across different gradients a free 

energy value which can be computed, a functional can be 

obtained for the free energy of the entire system, which, 

at equilibrium, will be a minimum. 

By linear programming techniques it is feasible to 

determine the minimum of this functional; the Information 

thus obtained can then be compared with the large body of 

data which has already been accululated regarding the relation- 

ship of, for example, sodium, hydrogen and potassium Ion 

excretion. If this data would agree with that which has 

been predicted by the minimum value of the functional, It 

would then be.possible to simulate the system, and predict 

its behavior by substituting appropriate values into the 

functions from which the functional was derived. 
This approach appears at present to be the most 

promising, although its realization may necessitate revision 

of many of our concepts of renal function, and a large amount 

of experimental work. 
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ENVIRONHEN? 

Fig. 1. Biological amplifier operating in a 
biological environment. 
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SECTION 5 

CONTROL OF SENSATION FROM THE SKIN 
by 

Arthur Taub 

Summary 

Transduction of stimulus energy delivered to the 

cutaneous surface may be modified by hormonal and neural 

mechanisms. Conduction Into the central nervous system 

of the Information so transduced is accomplished mainly 

through two parallel channels, differing in their fiber 

size input spectra. Both channels are under local, spinal 

segmental, and suprasplnal negative feedback control. The 

dorsolateral spinal cutaneous afferent system, the channel 

with slow peripheral fiber input Is also acted upon by 

positive feedback from local spinal mechanisms. This channel, 

despite Its slow peripheral fiber input, Is the more 

rapidly conducting within the central nervous system. As 

slowly conducting peripheral nerve fibers (in the myellnated 

group) have higher thresholds, It appears that the dorsolateral 

spinal system may serve rapidly to signal the brain of the 

presence of a high-intensity cutaneous stimulus. 

The lmpllcatlons of these observations for thalamic 

and cortical processes are discussed. 
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CONTROL OF SENSATION FROM THE SKIN 

I. Introduction 

A. Overview 

In this report the function of the skin as receptor 

and encoder for mechanical and thermal stimuli will be 

considered. The posslbllltles Inherent In this function 

for utilization of the sensory capability of the skin as 

a surrogate for or as an addition to other means of 

sensory reception will be discussed. The structure and 

function of cutaneous sense organs, the possibilities for 

modification of peripheral encoding processes through central 

nervous system function, the variety of channels through 

which peripherally encoded neural Information may enter 

the central nervous system, and the means by which the 

central nervous system is thought to process this information, 

will also be presented from the standpoint of current neuro- 

physiological Investigation. The relationship of recent 

neurophyslologlcal studies to some advances in cutaneous 

psychophysics will be touched upon. 
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In a variety of lower organisms cutaneous photo- 

receptors are present which appear to be related to behavior. 

Although human skin Is responsive (by pigment change) to 

ultraviolet radiation, physiological evidence for the 

existence of a cutaneous receptor responsive to electro- 

magnetic waves In the visual region of the electromagnetic 

wave spectrum has not been forthcoming. Recent reports of 

visual discrimination, and , in fact, color discrimination 

using the skin as the primary receptive organ, have not as 

yet been subjected to physiological analysis and are excluded 

from this report. Recent evidence denies the existence of 

such phenomena (124). 

B. Redundancy Reduction 

Thermal and mechanical stimuli Impinging upon the skin 

are encoded at peripheral receptors of varying complexity and 

sensitivity Into a series of nerve impulse trains which then, 

after a delay of several milliseconds, arrive at the spinal 

cord through the dorsal roots, when the skin of the trunk Is 

stimulated, and at the trigeminal nerve nucleus In the pons 

and medulla, when'the facial skin is stimulated. At this first 

synaptic level, and Indeed at the peripheral receptor itself, 

a wide variety of feedback interactions (degenerative and 

regenerative) between the central nervous system and the en- 

coding mechanism are demonstrable. These Interactions are 

functions hot- - on-going and of past experience. The precise 
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nature of the nerve impulse code, however, Is unknown. It 

had long been thought that the major function of nerve cell 

masses Interposed between the peripheral receptor and the 

cerebral cortex was essentially to "relay" th,e information 

encoded at the peripheral receptor to "higher" levels. In 

recent years the mutability of encoding processes at the 

peripheral receptor at first synaptic (108) and at higher 

synaptic levels has led to the notion that the function of 

neuronal relays is to relncode information In some fashion 

(91, so as to provide for more effective utilization of lnforma- 

tion at central nervous system levels with the limited neural 

apparatus available. Several observations serve to underscore 

and reinforce this concept. Most significant is the demonstra- 

tion that in the earliest stages In the amphibian visual data 

processing system, and In higher levels In the mammalian visual 

data processing system, neurons exist responsive only to 

relatively complex stimuli involving such aspects as curvature, 

directionality of motion, net dimming, and angle from the 

vertical (75). Barlow (9) has suggested that a major purpose 

of the encoding process at early synaptic levels may be 

considered to be the elaboration of an optimal code, that is, 

a code such that message redundancy Is reduced to flt the 

reduced channel capacity available at higher central nervous 

system levels. The observation, both in the visual and the 

somasthetic systems, that from periphery to higher synaptic 

levels the average frequency of spontaneous or evoked nerve 
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impulses progressively decreases '(9) Is in keeping with this 

hypothesis. A major purpose of this report is to elucidate 

the possibilities, suggested by this hypothesis and by recent 

neurophyslological evidence, for modification of encoding 

processes at various levels of the central nervous system. 
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II. Cutaneous Psychophysics (105) 

A. Psychophyslcal Principles 

1. Weber-Fechner Law and Polynomial Approximation. In the 

early part of the nineteenth centru, Weber, in experiments on 

lifting of weights, demonstrated that the perceptability of 

variations In the Intensity of a stimulus depended upon the 

level of pre-existing stimulus Intensity. That this Is 

generally true can be seen when It Is considered that the 

small addition of an area to a postage stamp would be much 

more easily dlscernable than the equal addition of area to a 

large poster. Thus, If one stipulates the variation In 

stimulus Intensity required to produce a nottcable sensory 

change It is observed that 

A+= kc+ 

where cb Is the existing stimulus intensity and k Isa 

constant. Fechner assumed that noticeable changes In sensory 

magnitude associated with these changes in stimulus magnitude 

were Identical, no matter what level of existing sensory 

magnitude obtained. That Is, he assumed that the same change 

In sensorg magnitude occurred no matter whether the stlmulu 

level varied from one to ten or from a hundred to a thousand. 

He assumed then, that Ay , the change ln.sensory magnitude 
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associated with a change, A+, In stimulus magnitude, was 

a constant 

thus,y, the sensory magnitude, was equal to k log@. It 

thus emerged that as stimulus Intensity Increased geometrically 

sensory intensity Increased arithmetically ! 

Now, A*, the change in sensors magnitude, corresponding 

to A+, the change in stimulus magnitude, Is a measure of the 

variability of observer error. There was no a priori reason 

to state that this error would or should be constant all along 

the magnitude scale. And, in fact, for most physical variables 

it Is the percent error which remains constant along the 

magnitude scale. 

Fechnerls results imply a logarithmic dependence of sensory 

.magnitude upon stimulus intensity. Recent experiments have 

.indicated that this dependence may better be approximated by 

a polynomial relationship 

where the exponent depends upon the particular sensory continuum 

being measured (Fig. 1). As an example, one may note what occurs 

when the luminance of a spot of light 1s doubled as compared 
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with doubling of the magnitude of a sixty cycle current 

passing through the fingers. Doubling the luminance of a 

spot of light In a dark field increases the apparent bright- 

ness only about 25% but doubling the current through the 

fingers makes the sensation of shock appear to be about ten 

times as great. The exponent n has the value 0.33 for 

brightness and 3.5 for shock (Fig. 2). The value of k 

depends on the units chosen. The power function representa- 

tion of the stimulus sensory magnitude relationship has been 

further modified In recent years to Include threshold effects 

so that a more general expression for the relationship between 

stimulus intensity and sensory magnitude is 

Y - k(+-+o)n 

where 4. Is a constant value corresponding to threshold. 

2. Pitfalls In Neuropsychologlcal Correlation. It has 

been possible to determine such stimulus-response relationships 

for a variety of stimuli to the skin. Receptor structures on 

the surface of the skin transduce stimuli to the cutaneous 

surface Into a complex pattern of neural Impulses. Recent 

years have seen the development of a neuropsychologlcal 

program by some Investigators in which parameters of the 

neural impulse pattern are related to.the stimulus-response 

function determined for the particular kind of stimulus used 

to stimulate the cutaneous receptor (89). In these studies 
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It. Is lmpllcltly assumed that the neural steady-state 

pattern at the receptor Is a direct correlate of the sensory 

magnitude and that the major transformation between stimulus 

and sensory magnitude occurs at the stimulus-receptor inter- 

face. Thus, when a power series relationship between the 

stimulus intensity and an arbitrarily selected "characteristic" 

steady-state portion of the neural .frequency response of 

the receptor to a cutaneous stimulus Is found to obtain, and 

when such correspondence is found closely to parallel the 

polynomial function stimulus-response relationship between 

stimulus intensity and overall sensory magnitude, a causal 

relationship has been postulated to exist between the neural 

imnulse steady-state frequency and the sensory magnitude 

(Fig. 3), In which the sensory magnitude Is a linear function 

of the neural Impulse steady-state frequency. In this report 

we shall not discussin detail the evidence relating to the 

truth or falsity of this latter hypothesis. However, it is 

imPOrtant to point out that It is unlikely that the nervous 

system in fact rejects all transient aspects of a response 

and operates only upon the later-occurring steady-state value. 

It is as essential to determine the destiny and significance 

of those portions of the nerve response to cutaneous stimula- 

tion which do not bear a polynomial function relationship to 

the stimulus, as It is to analyze those portions which &. 

bear such a relationship. Analysis of the neural event at 

the periphery of the central nervous system can provide only 
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a working hypothetical construct upon which to erect a 

theoretical picture overall of central nervous system 

function, which is reflected by polynomial approximation to 

a sensory Input-output function. It does not of Itself 

provide an explanation of the mechanism of such function. 

3. Prothetlc and Metathetic Continua (105). Recent 

psychophysical investigations have revealed the presence of 

two forms of sensory continua, the prothetic and the metathetic. 

When measured in subjective units, prothetlc continua show 

essentially no difference in the just noticeable stimulus 

difference over the range of sensory magnitude. In meta- 

thetic continua, the ju&noticeable stimulus difference grows 

rapidly larger as the sensory magnitude is Increased. Typical 

examples of the two continua are pitch which is metathetic 

and loudness which is prothetlc. On the pitch continuum, 

a metathetlc continuum, resolving power is uniform over the 

sensory spectrum of pitch, whereas on the loudness continuum, 

the resolving power is non-uniform being much smaller at 

higher sound intensities. Prothetic continua (loudness, 

brightness and subjective Intensity in general) seem to be 

concerned with "how much?". Metathetic continua (pitch, 

.apparent azimuth, apparent incllnatlon) have to do with 

"what kind?" or "where?", i.e. position. Corresponding to 

these two functional classes there appear to be two basic 

physiological mechanisms. As Stevens (105) points out, 
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sensory dlscrimlnatlon can be, In the model, considered to 

be mediated by either of two processes, one additive and the 

other substitutive. For example, an increase in loudness is 

detected when excitation is added to excltatlon already present. 

A change In pitch is detected when new excitation is sub- 

stituted for excitation that has been removed. With respect 

to the skin It is possible to tell when a light pressure 

changes to a strong pressure at a given point, (addition of 

excitation) and In addition It Is possible to determine when 

a stimulus is removed from one to another location (substltu- 

tion of excitation). Thus the sensory correlate of change in 

pressure on one point of the skin is a prothetlc continuum, 

whereas the sensory correlate of the change of location of a 

stimulus Is metathetlc. In considering neurophyslologlcal 

phenomena relating to sensation from the skin one must keep 

In mind that Information required-both for prothetic and # 

metathetlc sensory experience Is provided by the Identical 

receptors and that the differences of sensory experience 

resulting from the stimulation of these receptors Is accom- 

plished by different onerations upon the sensory input provided 

to them. In the neurophyslological portion of this report 

we shall discuss those factors which control on the one hand 

the portions of the neural response pattern relating to 

stimulus intensity, and on the otherhand those portions of 

the neural response pattern relating to stimulus localization, 

which would correspond to prothetic and metathetic sensory 

continua, respectively. 
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4. Field Variation: Parallel between Audition and 

Somesthesis. Earlier work on cutaneous psychophysics 

demonstrated the existence of discrete sensitive 'spots' 

acting as receptors for individual sensory "modalities' and 

a variety of studies demonstrating the sensitivity and 

responsivenes s of discrete portions of the skin are well 

known and ;S.lJ;vnc; be further discussed In this report (81). 

We shalldpresent Gecent results In psychophysical research 

for the information they provide concerning the possible 

activity of nervous mechanisms controlling perceptlon of 

cutaneous stimuli. 

Melzack, Rose and McGlnty (78) studying temperature 

sensation of the skin found the sensitivity to temperature 

varied discontinuously In the skin. The "receptive fields" 

for particular stimuli varied In area from measurement to 

measurement with tlme,elther "fragmenting" or "coalescing" 

(Fig. 4). Fixed thresholds or fields were not present. In 

addition, a stimulus, perceived as pleasantly warm when applied 

to large regions of the skin, was felt as a pricking or stinging 

sensation when applied over smaller areas. Thus, mechanisms 

controlling the perception of intensive cutaneous stimuli, do 

not normally maintain the sensitivity of the skin at constant 

values. 

Von BGk&sy (10) demonstrated a striking resemblance be- 

tween cutaneous and auditory psychophysics with respect to 

a wide variety of phenomena, among which were the Increase 
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with time of the magnitude of a vibratory sensation, and the 

variation of threshold of vibration with frequency. 

Von Bdk&sy (10) showed also that when sensation from a point 

source of vibration was compared with that from a wire frame 

near threshold, an identical change in stimulus amplitude 

resulted In a larger change in sensation intensity for the 

point than for the frame (Fig. 5), a,result in the tactile 

sphere analogou s to data In the thermal sphere presented by 

Melzack, Rose and McGinty (78). The inverse of this situation, 

that is, where the apparent size of the perceived object 

changed with the intensity of stimulation, that is the larger 

objects seemed smaller, was also demonstrable, and was attri- 

buted by Von Bekesy (10) to the increase In 'lateral 

inhibition" for fast-occurring changes in the stimulus. The 

neural mechanisms for "lateral inhibitory" phenomena will be 

discussed below (Fig. 6). 
The phenomena of experienced directionality as a result of 

time delay in the application .o.f two successive stimuli, so 

evident in audition, was vividly manifest in the experiments 

of Von Bekesy (10) for cutaneous sensation when two vibrators 

were applied to the arm. When the time differences between 

stimulus deliveries were large, a separate stimulus was felt 

under each vibrator, but the areas of sensation fused when the 
time delay s were shortened. The time difference necessary 

to make a fused sound image travel from one side of the head 

to the other was identical to that required to make a sensation 

of vibration travel from one area on the skin to another. This 
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parallelism between the mechanism of processing of cutaneous 

and auditory data is profound and may ultimately result In 

the demonstration of common physiologic mechanisms underlying 

them. 

5. "Funnelling" and Contrast. Phenomena on the skin akin 

to the "Mach's band' effect (law of heightened visual contrast) 

were also demonstrable in Von B$k\esy's studies (10). For 

example, if a frame were placed upon the skin lightly, only 

the edges were perceived. If its central support were struck 

with a hammer then a diffuse sensation, apparently in the 

center of the frame, was reported. On the basis of this and 

other observations, Von Bekesy advanced the concept of "funnel- 

ling" as a paradigm of the way in which sensory Input is 

processed. In an experiment illustrating this concept (Fig. 5), 

Von Bekesy demonstrated that when the sensation magnitudes of 

five vibrators, linearly placed upon the arm, whose vibration 

frequencies were an octave apart, were equalized separately by 

adjusting their vibratory amplitudes, only the vibrator at 

the center of the linear array was perceived when all were 

activated simultaneously. The other vibrators were not perceived. 

The central vibrator, which was perceived at Its correct freauency, 

was perceived to be vibrating with an amplitude greater than its 

amplitude as perceived when vibrating alone. Thus, "the 

inhibited sensation somehow contributed to increasing the loud- 

ness or the sensation magnitude of the central sensation". The 

term "funnelling" was introduced to express the fact that 
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although four of the vibrators did not contribute to the 

sensation of vibration freauencs, and in fact were not perceived 

In themselves at all, they did contribute to the sensation of 

vibration amDli'tude of the vibrator whose frequency was 

perceived. 

6. "Funnelling' and Amplitude. In another experiment 

a frame vibrating at 50 cps was placed upon the arm and its 

vibration intensity was adjusted to 50 db above threshold. 

The perceived lateral spread of the sensation induced by the 

frame was as long as was the frame itself. If a series of 

clicks, instead of a steady vibration, was introduced onto 

the frame, the perceived lateral spread of the click sensation 

was much smaller than without the clicks. Superimposing a 

periodic click stimulus upon a constant amplitude of vibration 

caused a pronounced recession of the perceived lateral spread 

of the vibration, which recession increased as the click 

amplitude was increased above threshold. The vibration was 

perceived as of greater amplitude than when occurring alone. 

Paraphrasing Von BgkGsy, the clicks "funnelled" the vibration 

sensations into their own constricted receptive field. In 

addition, the energy provided by the clicks increased the 

vibration sensation. Other experiment s indicated the persist- 

ence of the "funnelling effect" for several seconds. 

Von B&kksy (10) derived a theoretically expected shape for 

a "funnelled" sensory field by assuming that associated with 

each excitatory stimulating point an Inhibitory influence was 
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exerted upon the surrounding points (Fig. 6). It was 

possible to derive approximations of perceived shape and 

amplitude of stimulus configurations by the assumptions of 

appropriate geometries, and excitatory and Inhibitory 

intensities, for individual points. 

7. "Funnelling" and "Afferent Inhibition" In Physlo- 

logical Processes. "Lateral", "surround" or "afferent" 

Inhibition has been described in physiological experiments 

using' cutaneous stimuli in a number of loci In the central 

nervous system: the dorsal column nuclei (94), somatosensory 

cortex, the ventrobasal thalamlc nuclei (88), and In a 

dorsolateral spinal cutaneous afferent system projecting to 

the lateral cervical nucleus (108). This effect has heretofore 

been considered to play a role primarily in delineating 

recentlve fields by heinhteninq of contrast. It now appears 

from the work of Von B&kssy (10) that it may be of slgnifi- 

cance for control of the sensory amplitude as well. The 

presence of a mechanism for modifying "funnelling' could have 

as its purpose, not only a probable Increase In the accuracy 

of location of stimulation (a metathetic effect) but, 

possibly, Improvement 

from ambient "random" 

(a prothetic effect). 

In the discriminability of a stimulus 

activity of relatively high amplitude 

The methods by which the central nervous system may 

produce lateral Inhibition and funnelling. and may modify 

them, will be discussed below. 
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B. Applied Psychophysics 

1. Temporal "Funnelling". Suppression of one cutaneous 

input by another Is manifest not only in a spatial, but 

also in a temporal sense and over periods of time much 

longer than known refractory periods of neurons. The 

introduction of a vibratory repetitive input produces 

bursting (that is, "excitation" followed by "inhibition") in 

second-order central cells In the dorsal horn of the spinal 

cord (117), in contrast to the prolonged after-discharge in 

these cells produced when a single pressure pulse is applied 

to the skin. Such relatively prolonged inhibitory effects 

probably underly the rise in threshold to a tactile stimulus 

observed when the stimulus is delivered within the circum- 

ference of a vibrating annulus (79, 117) (Fig. 7) and provides 

a physiological explanation for the observation that a 

perceived freauencv of cutaneous vibration drops 3 octaves 

for 60 db increase In vibration intensity (10). Rosner (102) 

has shown that although two stimuli to the indentical 

cutaneous locus cannot be resolved when they are separated 

by less than 15 msec, vibration up to lOO/sec rather than 

70/set, the exp.ected limit, is detected. Rosner (102) did 

not study the freauencs of the perceived sensation at the 

upper limit. It thus may be that although the perceived fre- 

quency, may, In fact, be limited, a "temporal" funnelling 

effect produces a sensation perceived as at a lower frequency. 
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2. Cutaneous Speech. Considerations of frequency 

limitation also perhaps explain why the effort to obtain 

"cutaneous perception of speech", explored extensively in 

the recent past, was not a notably successful enterprise. 

"Cutaneous perception of speech", in the sense of voice made 

to impinge upon the skin by loudspeaker, has generally been 

unsuccessful and so has encoding by a multiplicity of 

vibrators placed on the skin. The effort to determine the 

limits of discrimination of loci to which the lntegumentary 

system and its neural apparatus can be pushed has been mainly 

the work of a group at the University of Virginia under the 

direction of Geldard (35). They have been able to show that 

up to six separate cutaneous vibratory loci can be diecrimin- 

ated simultaneously. These investigators have been able to 

define the correlated of the cutaneous analogue of visual 

"phi" (the illusion of perceived motion, as in cinemato- 

~rW-v), and so to produce a bizarre sensation of motion 

on the skin, such that the observer Is perceived to be at its 

"center". This latter effect may occur even when stimuli 

overlap. It is critically dependent upon the sequence of 

stimulus presentation; and may also involve "funnelling" In 

a way as yet unknown. 

C. Summary Psychophysics and Neurophyslology 

The previous discussion of recently. observed psycho- 

physical phenomena provide the experimental observations which 

a consistent theory of neurophysiological mechanisms must 
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explain. At the same time, experimentation directed speclfical- 

ly to the explanation of these effects has not been forth- 

coming. It Is quite likely that only following a parallel 

development of a purely "neurophyslological" framework, 

that is, the development of a framework of theory and 

experiment conducted almost without reference to the per- 

ceiving animal, will the two fields merge. In this spirit, 

we continue our description and explication of neurophysio- 

logical phenomena In the following chapters. 
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III. The Peripheral Receptor 

A. Structure and Function 

1. Receptor Subdivisions. Recent years have seen 

increasing information developed concerning the structure 

and function of cutaneous peripheral receptors (121). The 

skin (Fig. 8) contains two ma jor groups of receptors, one 

organized into characteristic anatomic configurations, the 

"focal" receptors (hair, various corpuscles, "disks", etc.) 

which generally originate from large myelinated fibers, and 

the other unorganized and "diffusely" distributed "bare 

nerve endings" which arise from both myellnated and 

unmyelinated axonal stems. Individual "focal" receptors 

are usually responsive to one or to two specific forms of 
., 

stimu lus energy (such as, e.g., touch and/or heat exchange) 

although their ultima te responses may be influenced by such 

factors as the ambient temperature and the blood supply to 

the tissues. Individual "diffuse" receptors have been 

shown to respond to several of a wide variety of stimu lation 

energies (hair, tactile, thermal and various combinations) 

although restriction of response to one form of stimu lus energy 

change is present in some cases. * 

* A note about an "abuse of language": A receptor, fiber, or 
system is said to "respond" to a stimu lus energy if the 

I 
frequency of nerve impulses produced by It Increases with 
increase in stimu lus energy. 



2. "Focal" Receptors. There are three varieties of 

mammalian skin: hairy, glabrous (e.g. palms) and membranous 

(e.g. lips). W ith the exception of the cornea, which is 

innervated- by a "diffuse" network only, all skin Is innervated 

by both "focal" and "diffuse" receptors (119, 120). "Focal" 

receptors are present to the greatest extent in those skin 

types where eplthelial ridges (so called "rete pegs") are 

developed in the substructure. 

The development of focal receptors is a recent one 

in vertebrate evolution. The Innervation of the skin of 

Amphloxus, a primitive chordate, Is generally similar to 

that found in the mammalian cornea, a "diffuse" network of 

bare nerve endings. Innervated "tactile spots", "focal" 

receptors,are found to be associated with reptilian scales, 

and it is thought that the various focal receptors in mammals, 

such as the "tactile disks" and tile "mammalian end organ" are 

homologous to these structures, and thus represent a direct 

evolutionary line. 

Parallel to the development of the peripheral receptor 

in evolution Is an associated development of central data 

processing system s to deal with the information presented by 

the receptor. It has been suggested that the mammalian hair 

follicle sensory system probably evolved synchronously with 

the development of the dorsal column nuclei, in which may 

be recorded responses to hair movement. These latter 

structures, located at the junction of the medulla and spinal 
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cord of higher vertebrates, are of the greatest significance 

in the processing of cutaneous information as we shall see. 

They have evolved in.synchrony with their receptor apparatus 

(FU- 9). 

a. Hair follicle. The major "focal"receptive 

end organ of the skin is the hair follicle in which are located 

nerve endings sensitive to movement of hairs. The sensitivity 

of the sensory receptors associated with the hair follicle 

must be maintained in the face of a continuous cycle of hair 

follicular growth and variations in tissue turgor associated 

with the hair-growth cycle (74,106). The hair follicle 

produces its hair cyclicly, with a short resting phase follow- 

ing upon a longer active phase (95). In man the active 

growth phase may last from 6-8 years, and up to 20% of 

scalp hairs are in the resting phase at any one time. During 

the growth cycle the hair increases in length and thickness, 

thus varying the mechanical properties of the transducer by 

changes in mass and lever-arm. Despite these changes sensation 

from hair stimulation is in general unchanged. 

In some forms (rabbit, rat, mouse) the hair growth cycle 

is synchronous over wide portions of the skin, and decreased 

skin turgor Is present during the resting phase (74,106), thus 

decreasing elastic resistance to movement, and varying overall 

end-organ sensitivity. Vibrissal (74) and tylotrichal (74) 

(specialized forms) hair are distinguished by the presence of 
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a complex venous or capillary sinus, which is said to be 

capable of variation in filling under neural control during 

different phases of the hair growth cycle .(74). In this manner 

it acts as a mechanism to compensate for elastic and damping 

changes due to varying tension of the hair shaft against 

the surrounding follicular nerve network during the growth 

cycle. 

The neural network Innervating the hair follicle (Fig. 10) 

and serving as Its sensitive receptor is arrayed in two layers, 

an inner longitudinal portion and an outer circular portion, 

both of which represent unmyelinated terminals of myelinated 

axons. These axons gradually Increase In size as they 

approach the myelinated portion of the stem axon which will 

carry the transduced information to the central nervous 

system. The hair follicle possesses another sense organ in 

addition to the neural apparatus surrounding the hair shaft. 

This organ, a mound of innervated epidermis near the follicular 

orifice, is provided with a specialized erectile tissue also 

perhaps capable of engorgement and equalization of receptor 

sensitivity against variations in tissue turgor. It is termed 

the "tactile disk of Pincus" and, In the older literature, the 

"Haarscheibe". It has been claimed that the folllcular plexus 

and the tactile disk are innervated by a single large axon, 

that is, that they are in fact one receptor (74). The function 

of the tactile disk will be discussed separately below. 
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Quantitative Information concerning the hair follicle 

and Its Innervation has been provided by the studies of 

Weddell et al. using the skin of the rabbit ear and the cat 

foreleg as a model (119,120). 

Some data: On the surface of the rabbit ear one 

hair follicle may give rise to up to 7 hairs. 

105 hairs are present on the surface of the ear, 

In a complex nonperlodic pattern, which is 

nonetheless similar from animal to animal. Hair 

shafts emerge from 4 x 104 orifices, the latter 

grouped Into 1.3 x 104 groups. The average skin 

area occupied by a group of orifices Is 0.25 mm'. 

The average distance between hair follicles Is 

0.35 mm. No hair follicle Is Innervated by less 

than two dorsal root axons, and some follicles are 

innervated by 20-30 such axons. On the average each 

dorsal root axon itxervates 80 hairs, some lnnerva- 

ting more than 100 hairs. These stem axons are 

myelinated and on the rabbit ear generally are 

larger than 6 microns in diameter. On the cat fore- 

leg, stem axons to hair follicles may be as small as 

4 microns in diameter. The total number of myelln- 

ated stem axons supplying the rabbit ear Is about 

0.6 x 104. 

The grouping of several hairs into one hair follicle 

makes It extremely unlikely that a single neural apparatus 
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surrounding an individual hair shaft is ever stimulated, 

under natural conditions. Also the proximity of hair 

follicles Is such that under natural conditions it is also 

unlikely that a single hair follicle system is stimulated. 

Further it is clear that with natural stimulation, i.e. 

manipulation of the hair, it is almost impossible to stlmu- 

late a single dorsal root axon. Finally, analysis of in- 

formation carried along a dorsal root fiber innervating a 

hair follicle must take into consideration that up to 100 

hair follicles are simultaneously providing Information 

concerning their status to the same stem axon. 

What this implies is that the pattern of nerve impulses 

in an individual dorsal root axon, that is, the pattern of 

firing In the only channel from the periphery into the central 

nervous system, must, under normal conditions be extremely 

complex, even if, (and this Itself is not yet proven 

completely) the angle of displacement of an individual hair 

shaft In its follicle were transduced into pulse frequency. 

This comes about primarily because of the interaction of, 

as we have said, up to 100 inputs upon the branch points 

leading into the single axon. Branch points are unusually 

well suited to act as modulators of neural patterns, because 

as a nerve Impulse enters a branch, it may draw current from 

a much larger region of membrane than it would have had it 

been propagating down an unbranched path. This current, 

however, may not be of strength sufficient to ensure 
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propagation down the branches. The slightest degree of 

refractoriness In the vicinity of a branch, as a result of 

the passage of a previous impulse, adds to this possibility 

for control. It may be seen from this simple example alone, 

that whatever the coding mechanism at the transducer, a 

further encoding must occur by virtue of the dorsal root 

branching Into which the receptor is discharging its 

impulses. 

The hair follicle receptor may send Its output Into the 

nervous system via one of two groups of fibers, conducting 

at either c. 25 meters/set or 100 meters/set (51,52). It is 

silent when enstimulated, and Is generally unresponsive to 

chemical stimuli (31) ( except for the vibrlssae of the cat 

which are responsive to high concentrations of potassium) 

(30)' Adaptation (that is, decrease in response with 

maintained stimulus intensity) is rapid, and the receptor 

is resistant to fatigue (51,52) (that is, decrease in response 

with repeated activation). 

b. Pacinian corpuscle (53). The Pacinian corpuscle 

has been shown to be capable of transducing vibration from 

the skin. This end organ, consisting of a nerve ending 

embedded in an onion-skin shaped capsule is surprisingly 

specific in its response to displacement which specificity 

the nerve ending retains when the encapsulating connective 

tissue is removed (67). It IS insensitive to chemical stimuli. 
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When recording from single units in a dorsal root connected 

peripherally to a Pacinlan corpuscle, it was found that these 

end organs are sensitive to movement of the skin over the 

entire extremity and thus are probably responsible for 

reports of single units with extremely wide receptive fields 

on the skin. In addition it was found that the Paclnian 

c.orpuscles were highly sensitive to vibrations up to 

400 cycles per second, which was not found with other 

cutaneous mechanically sensitive end organs (53). 

c. Mammalian end-organ; Meissner corpuscle 

In special sites in hairy skin, but chiefly in the glabrous 

(bald) skin of the paw of the cat and other lower mammals 

(e.g., dog, sheep, rabbit, guinea pig), a differentiated 

end-organ exists, termed the "mucocutaneous" or "mammalian 
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end-organ?. This Is a multiply convoluted concentric 

capsule, with an expansion of myelinated nerve, resembling 

an embryonic Pacinian corpuscle. It is found in the dermal 

papilla, below the epidermis. Organs of thi s type are easily 

seen at the base of each digit along the flexor tendon, 

where true Paclnian corpuscles are also present. This "end- 

organ" is found to be similar in a wide range of feline species. 

A large axial nerve fiber courses the entire length of the 

end-organ. About this is a homogeneous zone, and peripherally, 

Is a connective tissue capsule composed of several layers of 

concentric fibrous tissue resembling the true Pacinian 

corpuscle. The end-organ is located in mucocutaneous tissue, 
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and is often associated with "tactile disks". t Primates, 

including man, do not possess this end organ, the chief 

mucocutaneous end-organ in these forms being the Meissner 

corpuscle, a complexly convoluted neural tuft, with a capsule. 

It was maintained at one time that the Meissner corpuscle 

in the primate hand was the result of degeneration of bare 

nerve endings due to continual trauma (see below on the subject 

of neural turnover). That this is not necessarily the case 

is indicated by the fact that the raccoon possesses no 

Meissner corpuscles in the glabrous skin of its prehensile 

paw. Instead, the mammalian end-organ is present (121,122). 

Thus, despite trauma, no Meissner corpuscles appear. 

The function of the Meissner corpuscle is unknown. 

d. Merkel disk; "end bulbs". In the skin of the 

lips, some of the most superficial nerve endings related to 

the cells of the germinal layers of the epidermis are 

distributed over not more than 1 mm2 of skin surface/axon; 

they are derived from large axons and are surmounted by distinct 

swellings termed "Merkel's disks". One stem axon may inner- 

vate up to five Merkel's disks. "End bulbs" may be also 

seen in the exposed mucous membrane of the lips and consist 

of simple clubbed endings possessing Schwann-cell capsules 

and may be arranged in complex arborlzatlons. The varied 

anatomical appearance of "end bulbs" has been explained to 

be a result of "neural turnover", as discussed below. 
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The function of Merkel's disks is unknown, but may be 

related to the "touch spot" described below. 

e. Tactile disk ("touch spot". A characteristic 

epidermal elevation, appearing slightly vesicular (blister- 

like) in angulated indirect light, extending about 100 microns 

from the surface of the hairy skin, Is, in fact,a complex 

innervated sensory structure (74,106). Frankenhattiser (32), 

in the rabbit, described a pressure sensitive focal receptor 

which adapted slowly to tactile stimuli, and which was arrayed 

in multiple focal spots Innervated by the same axon. Similar 

observations were reported by Hunt and McIntyre (51,52,) in 

the cat. These investigators did not identify their "touch 

spots" anatomically. Physiologically, the sense orpan was 

found to consist of an organized unit of l-5 "spots" innervated 

by a single large myelinated sensory axon and was responsive to 

touch and to decrease in temperature (that is, a slow decrease 

in response with maintained stimulus intensity), with slow 

adaptation and marked fatiguability (decrease in response 

with repeated stimulation). Iggo (54) and his co-workers and 

later Tapper (107) studied this organ anatomically and physio- 

logically, confirming previous studies, and Fjgllbrandt and 

Iggo (31) demonstrated a striking pharmacological responsive- 

ness of the "touch spots" to intra-arterial acetylcholine, 

serotonln, epenephrine and norepinephrine. The "touch spot" 

fires "spontaneously". 
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Recently Mountcastle and his co-workers have studied 

the touch spot in detail, and have determined its character- 

istic response to precisely controlled deformation of the 

skin. The touch spot is sensitive to deformation of less 

than 50 microns.A brief rise, in frequency is followed by an 

early steady-state and the steady-state frequency of response 

Is nonlinearly related to the displacement. Quantitative re- 

ports of these investigations have not as yet been published. 

Mann and Straile (74) have identified the touch spot with the 

pad associated with the tylotrich follicle. Its chemical 

responsiveness may be related to vaso-constriction. 

f. "Neural turnover" of fecal receptors. "End 

bulbs", Meissner corpuscles, and Merkel disks have been con- 

sidered by some anatomlsts to represent attempts at regeneration 

of neural structures following trauma, in a manner similar 

to the so-called "sterile" end bulbs of regenerating nerves 

described in the conjunctiva by Cajal (119,120). In man, in 

Individuals in whom end bulbs are numerous in the skin, silver 

stains of fibers reveal 1 in lo-20 to be undergoing signs of 

degeneration or of regeneration. In children the number of 

fibers so affected is of the order of one in 1000, and in 

adults, one in 100-500. This "neural turnover" has been 

demonstrated not only in "focal" systems, but in the "diffuse" 

neural networks of the cornea and of the human carotid sinus 

as well. 'Jith "neural turnover" in operation , one must 

suppose that compensatory mechanisms are continually in effect 
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to maintain constancy of the characteristic response of sensory 

analyzing mechanisms in the face of continually varying 

sensitivity and number of sensory end organs. This may be of 

the nature of an adaptive process associated with a "noise filter" 

rejecting information arriving In patterns suggestive of 

regeneration processes occurring in the ending. One simple 

way of accomplishing this end would be the fatiguing of the 

synaptic mechanism upon which fibers connected to regenerating 

end organs impinged as a result of the continued unpatterned 

and, presumably, heightened,neural activity arising from the 

mechanical stimulation of the ending Incidental to the regenera- 

tion process. 

3. "Diffuse" Receptors (119,120). 

a. Anatomy. "Diffuse" receptors are present in all 

varieties of skin and possess wide receptive fields. In the 

feline cornea the area over which the arborization of one of 

the stem axons innervating the cornea spreads is on the average 

not less than a quadrant of the cornea and adjacent bulbar 

conjunctiva. Terminal filaments are found at all levels of the 

epithelium and substantia propria of the cornea, but are 

most numerous just below the level of the basal layer of the 

cornea1 epithelium. In the skin proper, in the dermis and 

epidermis, fine networks take the form of basket-woven 

arrangements of varying complexity. 
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Although diffuse receptors may take their origin from 

both mellnated and unmyellnated fibers, the vast majority of 

their nerve endings arise from fibers which are unmyellnated 

until their entry Into the spinal cord. 
The unmyelinated system of fibers connected to perlpheral 

receptors is characteristically different from the myelinated 

fiber group (34). Unmyellnated fibers range In size from 1.3 

to 0.3 microns. In contrast to the myelinated fiber group 

Individual fibers are contained in a single Schwann cell 

sheath. Fibers continually realign their position within the 

sheath in a random manner. Despite this contiguity of fibers 

Interaction between Individual fibers is mlnimlzed, as dis- 

cussed by Gasser (34). The action potentials of unmyelinated 

fibers are twice as long as those of myellnated fibers (about 

2 milliseconds) and their refractory periods are three to 

six times as long (3 to 6 milliseconds). The maximal response 

frequency of unmyelinated fibers Is slower by a factor of 

ten (that Is, 10 impulaes/sec) than the maximal response 

frequency In the myellnated group. The significance of this 

fact lies In the observation that, although the frequency of 

firing of an unmyellnated fiber Is therefore limited, for the 

same (realizable) firing frequency, an unmyellnated fiber may 

produce a more potent effect at its central terminals due to 
Its longer action potential. In the myellnated group a 

reasonably general Inverse relationship has been demonstrated 

between threshold to electrical stimulation and fiber 

size or conduction velocity. In the unmyellnated group 
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no such consistent relationship ha8 as yet been demonstrated. 

Furthermore, although, in general, the electrical threshold 

for the unmyelinated group is twenty times tllat for the 

largest fibers In the myelinated group, there exist small 

myelinated fibers, the 6-l group, whose thresholds to 

electrical stimulation are greater than those of most C fibers 

(34). 

b. Unmyelinated fibers and pain. Investigation into 

the functional role of unmyelinated fibers is one of the most 

rapidly progressing fields of neurophysiological research (34). 

At first, unmyelinated fiber systems were thought to be re- 

sponsible for the results of experiments in which struggling, 

vasomotor and respiratory responses to electrical stimulation 

were eliminated following "differential dorsal root section" in 

the cat (98). This procedure was thought to cut unmyelinated 

fibers alone (97). It was thought that unmyelinated fibers 

represented for the most part a "pain pathway". This concept 

was extended (incorrectly) in later years to imply that the 

only function of the unmyelinated fibers in the cutaneous 

afferents was to mediate pain, a concept which apparently 

received confirmation from several lines of evidence. First, 

Erlanger and Gasser (27) demonstrated that the slowest fibers 

In peripheral nerves, those which produce the C, or slowest, 

elevation in the compound nerve action potential, were unmyel- 

lnated. Then, Clark, Hughes and Gasser (17) showed that 

inclusion of C fibers in a peripheral nerve volley elicited 
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by electrical stimulation produced a marked increase in 

respiration and elevation of blood pressure, which was not 

produced by electrical stimulation which elicited a response 

in larger myelinated fibers alone. It was thus inferred that 

C fibers were most directly related to the behavioral mani- 

festations of pain. Also, complementary evidence that the 

largest myellnated group of fibers was not related to pain 

was thought to have been at hand through the efforts of 

Adrian, Cattel and Hoagland (l), who produced in the frog 

high frequencies of firing in myelinated fibers with no 

escape reflex phenomena, and by the work of Gernandt and 

Zotterman (36) who obtained similar results in work on the 

mesenteric plexus in the cat. A theoretical construct now 

emerged in which the larger m elinated fibers were thought to 

provide the information requisite for the experience of touch 

and temperature, and the unmyelinated fibers were thought 

to be responsive soley to high intensities of stimulation and 

thus to be associated with "pain". 

Recent investigation has tended to deny this concept, and 

to show, first of all, that no experiment has as yet in fact 

been performed in which unmyelinated fibers alone have been 

cut. The experiments of Ranson and Billlngsley (98) have 

been plausibly shown to depend upon the destruction of the 

circulation to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, seriously 

interfering with all nervous transmission. Furthermore, ana- 

tomical studies (25) have revealed that the peculiar segregation 
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of unmyelinated fibers In the lateral zone of the dorsal root, 

described by Ranson (97) Is, in fact, not present, and the 

unmyellnated fibers surround the myelinated PTberz ir. tte 

dorsal root. Thus, in fact, the unmyellnated fibers were not 

"dlfferentlally cut" in the Ranson and Billingsley (98) 

experiment. The result In which the cutting of unmyelinated 

fibers led to analgesia is placed in doubt. To consider the 

remaining results: Rxperlments with electrical stimulation in 

which C fibers are involved always Imply that C fibers deal 

with high threshold phenomena. This Is no doubt due to the 

fact that, because of their narrow diameter, C fibers can only 

be stimulated electrically by high current densities, and thus, 

high voltages. Natural stimuli to the sensitive receptors, on 

the other hand, are responded to at very low threshold. In fact 

a light natural stimulus stimulates something like 95s of 

unmyelinated fibers, for In fact, less than 5% of unmyellnated 

fibers have been found to possess high thresholds when stimu- 

lated at the sensitive receptor with natural stimulus energies. 

Despite this, no pain response is produced with a light stimulus 

Thus; one cannot say that"under natural conditions pain results 

when the unmyellnated fiber group is stimulated! Thus the 

unmyelinated group is not sufficient for pain perception. That 

the unmyellnated group Is not necessary for pain perception is 

seen when it is realized that the lingual nerve, containing 

flbere from the teeth, contains no unmyellnated fibers, and 

toothache Is certainly a well-known "pain" phenomenon. 
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Although, as we have seen, the unmyelinated group of 

fibers is neither necessary nor sufficient for the release of 

the behavioral response related to pain, the C fiber group is 

related in some, as yet obscure, way to "pain" effects. When, 

in unanesthetized man, (18 ) a peripheral nerve is electrically 

stimulated, pain is not reported until the smaller myelinated 

and unmyelinated fiber groups are included In the volley 

produced by increasing the intensity of theelectrical stimulus. 

When the responses of the larger myelinated fibers are 

blocked by the application of cold to the peripheral nerve, 

pain is felt if only the small myelinated and C fibers are 

stimulated. This despite the fact that most of these fibers 

are connected to hair and others are connected to skin receptors 

with low thresholds. This all implies that some parameter of 

the stimulation of these fibers is in fact related to the release 

of "pain" processes. Perhaps it is the frequency of firing 

of the Individual units that Is responsible? One recalls now 

the experiment of Adrian, Cattell, and Hoagland (l), who could 

not get a frog to show reflex escape phenomena when they stimu- 

lated a myellnated. fiber rapidly at low threshold with an 

air jet to get firing frequencies which they could only achieve 

by high intensity stimuiation. They concluded that it was not 

the frequency of firing, but most likely the fibre tvne that is 

the determinant of the pain release phenomenon. What appears, 

to be actually the case, however, is that both processes art 

involved. On the one hand, high frequencies of firing in large 
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mvelinated fibers of itself does not release pain processes. 

Low frequencies of firing in unmvelinated fibers do not 

release pain processes. But, high frequencies of firing in 

unmselfnated fibers do release such effects, whether the 

stimulation of unmyelinated fibers is accompanied by stimula- 

tion of myelinated fibers or not. The mechanisms by which 

unmyelinated fibers, when stimulated at high frequency, may 

have the effect of releasing pain processes which th'ey do not 

possess when stimulated at low frequencies, will be discussed 

when spinal cord processes are considered. 

c. Spectrum of response of unmyelinated receptors. 

Investigation during the past decade has demonstrated a full 

spectrum of responsiveness for the C fiber group. The techni- 

ques utilized include: single f:ber b!lndle recording, a 

direct method (55), and the technique of occlusion of C fiber 

input by antidromic electrical stimulation of peripheral nerves 

(23) l In the C fiber group associated with cutaneous innervation 

in the mammalian skin, seven major response-types have been 

described: 

(1) Chemosensitively specific (histamine, acetyl- 
choline, mixture of histamine and acetylcholine), 

(2) Both chemosensitively and mechanically specific, 

(3) Low intensity mechanosensitively specific, 

(4) High intensity mechanosensitively specific, 

(5) Thermosensitively specific in four subtypes, 
--(a) to profound rapid cooling, (b) to mild 
rapid cooling, (c) to mild rapid heating, (d) 
to profound rapid heating, 
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(6) Both thermosensltlvely and mechanically speci- 
fic in two subtypes, --(a) to mild cooling, 
(b) to mild warming, 

(7) Mechanosensitively specific responses In four 
--(a) wide receptive field (50 x 

50 mm ), (b) small rece tlve field (2 x 2 mm2), 
subtmys, 

(c) hair stimulation, df touch stimulation. 
Mechanosensltlve specific units all displayed 
a complete range of thresholds In a continuous 
fashion. 

Thus, the unmyellnated group seems to possess a baffling array 

of "specificities" when compared with the myelinated group. 

4. The Partitioning of the Fiber Size Spectrum in Cutaneous 

Reflex and Sensory Behavior. Among other differences between 

the unmyelinated and the myelinated group may be enumerated 

the different functions of the fiber size groups In both sen- 

sory and reflex processes. 

A-alpha, A-delta and C fibers participate in the elicita- 

tion of the galvanic skin reflex, the A-alpha fiber range alone 

being sufficient to elicit a reflex (66). Evans has shown, on 

the other hand, the insufficiency of the A-alpha group alone 

for the elicitation of the puplllodllator reflex following 

cutaneous stimulation, while inclusion of the A-delta and 

C components in the peripheral afferent volley produced the 

reflex (2839). These considerations point to partitioning 

of fiber size projections among nuclear groups responsible for 
different reflex activities. 

5. The Partitioning of Fiber Sizes in Response to Close- 

Arterial Injection of Chemicals. Unmyellnated fibers are well 

known to be responsive to chemical stimuli (23). In the 
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myellnated fiber group, however, a difference in chemical 

responsiveness exists between those fibers connected to hair 

receptors and fibers connected to tactile disk receptors. 

F jallbrandt and Iggo (31) recorded from myelinated and 

unmyelinated single units in the feline saphenous nerve after 

Injections of histamine (66mg), 5-hydroxytryptamine (l-20 mg), 

acetylcholine (20-60 mg), of m ixtures of acetylcholine and 

histamine, and of an impure preparation of bradykinin. Some 

C fibers responded to chemical stimu li. O f the myelinated 

group, those fibers responding as "hair"units were unaffected 

In that their response to mechanical stimu lation was unchanged. 

They also, dlsplayed no "spontaneous activity". Those units, 

however, termed (31) "slowly-adapting pressure receptors", and 

which we may now identify with the anatomically characteristic 

"tactile spots" or "tylotrich pads" (74), responded strikingly 

to the chemical stimu li. Following injection of histamine, 

acetylcholine, and m ixtures of histamine and acetylcholine, 

there was an initial enhancement, lasting 2-4 m inutes, of 

both the resting discharge and the response to pressure, 

followed by'a depression of sensitivity, with recovery after 

10-60 m inutes. Bradykinin enhanced the steady resting dis- 

charges in ,these units. The techique used by F j8llbrandt 

and Iggo (31) did not excite C fibers to fire above a rate of 

5 impulses per second, as distinct from results in a different 

experimental setup of Doug122 AS? Rltchie (23), in which closer 

intra-arterial injections were used, and where C fibers were 

stimu lated to fire more rapidly. 
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Differences in chemical responsiveness exists not only 

between myelinated "hair receptors" and "tactile disk" 

receptors but between different groups of hair receptors as 

well. Vibrlssae have been shown to be specifically responsive 

to potassium concentration, whereas the general skin hair 

follicles are unresponsive to such stimuli (30). 

B. Information Processing in Peripheral Receptors and Its Control. 

1. Sequence of Receptor Events. From a wide series of 

studies in vertebrate and invertebrate forms a picture of 

the mechanism of receptor function has emerged in which the 

following sequence of events is thought to occur (45): 

a. Mechanical deformation or other stimulus energy, 

(receptors are generally responsive to at least two forms) 

produces an increased ionic permeability, particularly to 

sodium, of a specialized terminal portion of a receptor axon. 

This terminal Is generally embeddedin 8ome form of connective 

tissue structural matrix which contributes resonance peaks and 

damping factors to the transfer relations between the stimulus 

Input and the specialized membrane response. These may take 

the form of absorption peaks, elastic recoils, viscous and 

non-viscous damping, and standing waves. The specialized 

terminal structure is thought to be unresponsive to electrical 

stimulation, and to be unable to conduct a propagated impulse, 

but to be sensitive to the action of chollnergic, adrenergic, 

hlstaminergic and other, yet unknown, agencies. 
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b. Ionic flow along concentration gradients resulting 

from the permeability change produces the generator, or 

receptor potential. This potential generally has been studied 

as a response to a step or ramp function input stimulus. Two 

characteristic types of generator potential response have 

been described as a result of a step input; one in which a 

steady-state constant response is reached following a short 

overshoot, (termed "tonic"); and one in which,following a 

shallow rise, an exponential decline with a time constant 

4-5 times that of the rising phase is observed, (termed 

"phasic"). It is not clear whether these two responses are 

derived from properties of the transducing membrane, or 

primarily as a result of the mechanlcal coupling between the 

connective tissue matrix or the transducing membrane, although 

at the present time the latter appears the more likely. 

The receptor potential is increased in magnitude over 

a narrow range by repetition of stimuli. 

Responses to ramp inputs have not been as extensively 

studied, although there is limited information that some 

receptors do in fact come close to differentiating the input, 

that is, maintaining a constant generator potential proportional 

to the rate of rise of stimulus intensity. 

C. It is generally thought to be the case that 

conducted neural activity begins at the first or second node o 

Ranvier central to the transducing membrane. In a variety of 
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receptors a constant frequency of firing of the sensitive node 

is produced by a maintained generator potential through 

mechanisms as yet little understood. 

d. The static response of the frequency of firing of 

axons connected with receptor elements has been demonstrated 

in a variety of situations to be logarithmic with intensity, 

although a variety of polynomial approximations have been 

produced which are asserted to fit the data more closely. 

The logarithmic approximation was thought to be of interest in 

that it appeared to parallel the Weber-Fechner law in which 

the conscious sensory response to a stimulus was thought to 

be logarithmically related to its Intensity. 

The dynamic response of neural frequency to stimulus 

intens?ty on the skin has not been studied to any significant 

extent. Variou:. non-linearities have been observed, however, 

for example, the frequency response curves of some thermal 

receptors show local temperature response maxima (24). 

2. Control of Receptor Transfer Function. Peripheral 

receptors possess a variety of functional characteristics, some 

of which may be reasonably considered subject to a central 

control function, and others to be intrinsic properties of the 

transducing and impulse conduction mechanism. Combined, 
these form the encoding mechanism for the stimulus. 
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a. Intrinsic receptor properties. 

(1) Chemical specificity. As pointed out, 

vibrissal receptors display a marked responsiveness to increased 

blood potassium concentration (30), general skin hair receptors 

associated with myelinated fibers appear to be unresponsive 

to adrenerglc, cholinergic and histaminergic substances (31), 

while tactile disk receptors associated with myelinated fibers 

show Increased sensitivity and spontaneous activity following 

intra-arterial application of such agents, as do a small 

number of C fibers (31). 

(2) Stimulus energy specificity. Fibers appear 

to be sensitive to at least two forms of stimulation energy, but 

not equally, so that, for example, destructive temperature 

changes are required to produce responses in some receptors 

which can easily be stimulated with small cutaneous deformations. 

Those-focally organized receptors studied appear to be most 

specific in this respect, while the diffuse networks appear 

less so. However, even In the C fiber group receptor speci- 

ficity is present in a large number of units. The notion that 

all "sensory modalities", as Introspectively and arbitrarily 

Isolated from experience, are associated with receptors res- 

ponding specifically to one form of stimulus energy, or 

conversely, the notion that for no 'sensory modality" does there 

exist a receptor transducing specifically an appropriately 

matched form of stimulation energy, are both untenable. What 

is most likely Is that the totality of experience Is provided 
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by receptors encoding specific stimulus energies, supplemented 

by patterns of stimuli In relatively unspecific networks. Above 

all, it must be notewthat anatomicallv "unspecific" or, rather, 

bare nerve ending receptors, may respond in a completely 

"specific" manner to stimulation energy. 

(3) Disposition of sensitive terminals of a 

neural unit in three dimensions. The topology determines 

stimulus encoding in a variety of ways: 

(a) The relative proportion of terminals at 
the periphery and center of the receptive 
field of the unit determine the average 
sensitivity (that Is the number of im- 
pulses for amount of stimulus energy) of 
the unit to cutaneous stimulation at 
periphery and center. 

w The relative thickness, and length of 
individual branches, and the refractory 
period in each branch determines the 
tendency of stimuli from one or the other 
portion of the receptive field to block 
stimuli from other portions, and also 
determine the average frequency of im- 
pulses finally travelling along the stem 
axon. 

(c) In addition to blockage at branch points, 
antidromic firing along branch points to 
the periphery will produce refractoriness 
at sites where generator potentials actl- 
vate conducted impulses, and so effect 
encoding. 

(4) Axon diameter-threshold ratio. A general 

inverse relationship exists between stem'axon diameter and 

peripheral receptor threshold for the myellnated group. In 

non-myelinated series, no information concerning this relatlon- 

ship is available as yet. 



(5) Axon-diameter - receptive field'ratio. An 

Inverse relationship exists between fiber diameter and receptive 

field size for diffusely organized receptors. 

b. Controllable properties. 

(1)Direct neural control. Central nervous 

system activity descending to the surface of the skin at 

the level of the peripheral receptor may control receptor 

properties by mechanical biasing. This may be accomplished 

by variation of the amount of blood filling specialized 

erectile tissue in the region of the receptor (106), or by 

action of small cutaneous muscles as, for example, the 

pilomotor system. Mechanical biasing would tend to influence: 

(a) Threshold, and thus threshold-diameter 
relationship, 

(b) frequency response, by damping and 
introduction of resonance peaks, 

(c) adaptation (that is the decrease in fre- 
quency of impulses propagated along the 
stem axon during the application of a 
constant intensity of stimulation to the 
peripheral receptor). 

(2) Hormonal control. In addition to direct 

neural influence the central nervous system may release hor- 

mones either locally at the skin or generally into the circula- 

tion which will affect receptpr properties (31). Humoral agents 

acting upon the nerve ending could conceivably affect threshold, 

frequency response, adaptation and accommodation. In addition 
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these agents by producing peripheral vaso-dilitation or vaso- 

constriction could also produce variations in mechanical biasing 

of the peripheral receptor. 

(3) Antidromic control. In addition to neural 

activity inltitated at central nervous system sites and 

distributed along orthodromic pathways, two possibilities 

exist for modification of the peripheral receptor by means 

of antidromic neural input. First: the dorsal root reflex (111) 

is an "echo" of neural input entering the central nervous system 

through the dorsal roots and leaving via these same and 

different dorsal roots. This "reflex" may effect the peri- 

pheral receptor by either colliding with impulses ascending 

from it or by depolarizing its terminals and thus introducing 

refractoriness. In addition an axon reflex may also occur. That 

is, a nerve impulse may arise from the peripheral receptor 

and be propagated from a collateral branch of the fiber leaving 

from that receptor without ever entering the central nervous 

system, and from this branch it may be propagated in turn into 

another portion of the peripheral receptor. This may also be 

effective in altering receptor properties by producing refractori- 

ness. Primarily affected by this means would be frequency 

response and adaptation. 

(4) Temperature. Changes in body temperature 

may affect the bias of temperature-sensitive units. 
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IV. Feedback Control of Cutaneous Information 
at First Synaptic Levels 

The central nervous system structures operating upon 

Information derived from the skin of the limbs and trunk, al- 

though similar in structure and general function, are different 

In detail from those mechanisms operating upon information de- 

rived from the skin of the face. The latter will not be consider- 

ed in this report (118). Physiologic data are derived from 

studies on cat and monkey. Certain structures, particularly the 

lateral cervical nucleus have been found In cat and monkey, 

but not yet in man. 

A. Lamlna IV 
All fibers entering the spinal cord In the dorsal roots 

(Fig. 11) have their cell bodies located in the dorsal root 

ganglia. As the dorsal root enters the spinal cord a reorgani- 

zation of the distribution of its primary afferent fibers 

occurs. The large myellnated fibers carrying, as previously 

described, Information from hair follicles and "touch spots", 

form a central core within the dorsal root which is surrounded 

on all sides by a thin layer of unmyelinated fibers (25). 

When a single nerve enters the dorsal horn of the spinal 

cord, it projects directly to cells Immediately adjacent to Its 

zone of entry. These cells are excited, following a single 
synaptic delay, to produce a repetitive train of Impulses 

(FW 7% Whatever inhibition may be produced by feedback 

mechanisms tends only to cut off further excitation and so 

shorten the evoked pulse train. At distances of 1-2 spinal 
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segments ll.ove and below the spinal segment of entry of the 

peripheral nerve, cells are no longer excited monosynaptically 

but only after traversing a pathway involving many synapses, 

and, weakly. Inhibition of cells excited by'other nerves 

is now demonstrable. At levels three spinal segments above 

and below its level of entry, no excitation of cells, even 

polysynaptlc, Is seen following massive excitation of the 

peripheral nerve, and only inhibition of the activity pro- 

duced b.y stimulation of other nerves may be observed. IhL1B,aSk@e 

nerve may be considered to have a local SDhere Of influence, 

a strongly exciting core, a weakly exciting surround mixed 

with inhibition, and a final surround with inhibition only. 

Inhibition is probably conducted along polysynaptic pathways, 

as it may be present where no primary afferent fibers from the 

nerve stimulated can be found (109). 

The central core of the dorsal root enters the spinal 

cord and those fibers derived from cutaneous receptors curve 

directly downward and form synaptic contacts with large cells 

in the gray matter of the dorsal horn of the spinal cord 

(Fig. 12). These large cells are arranged in a layer termed 

Lamina IV (Fig. 13) (gg,lOO)* After giving off these synaptic 

*The output of cells in Lamina IV of the splnal cord has been 
shown to be essential for the behavioral response reminiscent 
of- "pain" perception in experimental animals (57). The velocity 
of conduction of impulses in the outflow tract of cells in 
Lamina IV,has been demonstrated to be among the most ra Idly 
conducting in the central nervous system (58 meters/set 
(footnote conIt on next page) 

P (110). 
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contacts the large cutaneous afferent fibers ascend dorsally 

in the spinal cord to Layers III and II of the dorsal horn 

where they end in tufts which lie among thickly packed dendrites 

and axons extending from a layer of small cells in this region 

(Fig. 14). The unmyelinated fibers of the dorsal root enter 

into the spinal cord and ascend rostrally about two to three 

spinal segments and caudally about two spinal segments in the 

medial division of a tract lying above Lamina I of the gray 

matter of the dorsal horn, termed the tract of Lissauer. 

Leaving this tract the unmyelinated fibers derived from the 

dorsal roots descend ventrally into Lamina II and III of the 

dorsal horn where it Is thought that they.make synaptic contacts 

with the small cells of this region and possibly with long 

dendrites of cells of the IVth Lamina, which ascend into this 

region (Fig. 15). The cells of the IVth Lamina project 

their axons in the lateral column of the spinal cord to cranial 

levels in a manner which shall be discussed below. The small 

cells of Lamina II and III project their axone i?to :I? 

lateral division of Lissauer's tract. This portion of Lissauer's 

tract, In contrast to the medial division, does not receive 

primary afferents. The axons of cells in laminae II and III 

*(footnote from i revious page continued). The information 
carried in this ract arrives after suitable modification at 
the somatosensory cortex a full 4 milliseconds ahead of informa- 
tion transmitted along other pathways (91). The rapid pro- 
jection of the Information carried from Lamina IV of the spinal 
cord into higher centers suggest that a function of these cells 
may-be to provide the activation of regions of the central 
nervous system which have been demonstrated to be essential for 
certain aspects of consciousness (108). 
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then re-enter the grey matter of the spinal cord and 

terminate In Laminae II and III (115). Thus Laminae II and III 

provide feedback upon themselves via axonal projections In 

Lissauer's tract. The endings of these axonal projections 

from Lamina II and III may be upon one or all of the following 

three neural elements: (1) return feedback upon the cells 

of Laminae II and III; (2) termination upon long dendrites of 

the cells of Lamina IV which extend upward into Lamina II and 

11X, as discussed; and (3) termination upon axons of the large 

myelinated and perhaps the smaller unmyelinated fibers entering 

the spinal cord from the dorsal roots. 

The cells of Lamina IV, in addition to sending information 

up the spinal cord, may also send axonal projections ventrally 

to interstitial neurons whose axons project to motor cells 

in the ventral horn of the spinal cord and thus are involved 

in the generation of the polysynaptic reflex arc, which is 

involved In muscular activity. In addition to this projection, 

the cells of Lamina IV may feed back onto the cells of Laminae 

II and III, and also via interneurons onto their own dendrites, 

the dendrites of other Lamina IV cells, or onto the entering 

dorsal root fibers. Thus, cells of Lamina IV may control Input 

to themselves. 

It has been experimentally determined that when large 

myelinated fibers are stimulated alone, the feedback produced 

by activationof cells in Lamlnae II, III and IV, and acting 

upon the dorsal root fibers within the spinal cord, is 
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negative (26), and either tends to decrease the size of nerve 

action potentials progressing into the cord along the myelinated 

dorsal root axons, or to block nervous conduction along these 

axons entirely. On the other hand, It has been shown that when 

unmvelinated fibers are stimulated along with myelinated 

fibers in the dorsal roots, the overall effect is an Increase 

in the output of cells in Lamina IV (80). The intimate 

mechanism for this facilitation is under experimental study, 

but may involve direct hyperpolarizatlon of dorsal root axons 

by unmyelinated fibers or alternately an inhibition of those 

intermediary cells in Laminae II and III which tend to feed 

back negatively upon dorsal root axons. Thus, a complex 

balance of the effect of large and small fibers exists at the 

level of the very first synapse which interposes itself 

between the peripheral input and the processing of information 

ascending the spinal cord. 

When a low intensity stimulus Is delivered to the skin, 

both myelinated and unmyelinated fibers are active. As the 

stimulus is maintained on the skin, a balance is struck between 

the negative feedback from the cells of Lamina IV tending to 

decrease the dorsal root input, and the effect of the unmyelln- 

ated fibers tending to increase it. As the frequency of firing 

of unmyelinated fibers is limited, the potentiating effect of 

these fibers is limited, and the overall response is held 

within its bounds by the steadily increasing negative feedback 

effect from the myelinated group which continue3 to respond 
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over a wide range as the intensity of stimulation is 

raised. 

In some disease states, the myelinated group appears to 

be damaged specifically. In these instances, the lightest 

peripheral stimulation results in a "flash" of pain. It may 

be the case in these conditions that negative feedback gain is 

reduced. In any event, the persistence of input-increasing 

tendencies provided by the unmyelinated fibers, coupled with 

the decrease in input-decreasing tendencies produced by an 

absence of myelinated fibers, results in an effective Input 

increased above normal. 

It Is not to be supposed, however, that these local 

feedback interactions are alone in determining the overall 

output of the cells in Lamina IV of the dorsal horn. It has 

been determined that electrical stimulation of the brain stem 

over a wide region, in which a number of descending fiber 

systems wa.3 :timulated including fibers descending from the 

midbrain reticular formation, and from the vestibular system, 

an lnhfbitlon was demonstrated to be exerted directly upon the 

larger myelinated fibers entering the spinal cord in the 

dorsal roots (108). In addition, stimulation of the somato- 

sensory cortex produces inhibition of dorsal root fibers 

entering the spinal cord, on the opposite side (6) (Fig. 17). 

Aiso, It has been shown that descending fibers from the eomato- 

sensory cortex make extensive synaptic contacts upon cells In 

Lamina IV (15,60,92). Excitation of these cells has never 
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been produced by stimulation of somatosensory cortex. It 

may be assumed that these synaptic contacts are inhibitory In 

nature. Thus the somatosensory cortex may influence the cells 

in Lamina IV of the spinal cord in two ways: first, by acting 

upon and inhibiting the input to them, and second, by inhibiting 

the cells themselves directly. The output of cells in Lamlna IV 

of the spinal cord has been demonstrated to pass via a complex 

pathway to the contralateral somatosensory cortex, the same 

cortex which inhibits them. The output from Lamina IV follows 

a pathway (69,72) Involving large cells in a special cluster 

just outside the gray matter of the spinal cord in the high 

neck region. These cells, forming the lateral cervical 

nucleus (12,41,42X in turnsend their output across the spinal 

cord in the high neck region to the opposite thalamus (nucleus 

ventralls posterolateralis) (13,85). The cells from the 

thalamus send their output directly to the somatosensory cortex. 

The descending output of the somatosensory cortex is, in 

general (6O,g2), directed to those regions of the dorsal horn 

of the spinal cord from which they receive their afferent input. 

Thus a long negative feedback loop is established between the 

cells of the dorsal horn of the spinal cord and the cerebral 

cortex. In addition, the output of the cells of the dorsal 

horn of the spinal cord enters the reticular formation follow- 

ing its relay in the lateral cervical nucleus as discussed (85). 

From the reticular formation descending fibers return to the 

spinal cord, and, as has been described (108), inhibit the 
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entering afferent input. The great majority of Lamina IV 

cells'studied respond both to hair movement and to stimulation 

of skin "touch spots" (11.6). They respond over a wide dynamic 

range, increasing their frequency with increase in the inten- 

sity of stimulation. It has been demonstrated that stimulation 

of a region on the skin which does not excite a specific 

cell in the Lamina IV of the gray matter of the spinal cord 

may act to inhibit it, probably through inhibition of the 

primary afferent input to it (108). This inhibitory skin 

region may be on the same limb, on the opposite limb, or in fact 

over a wide region of the body including the ears and nose. 

Thus, neurons in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord are 

controlled at local levels, as well as at intersegmental 

spinal levels, and, via complex feedback loops, at supra- 

spinal level s as well (Fig. 18). 

B. Dorsal Column Nuclei (Fig. 19) 

In parallel with the conduction system of cells in 

Lamina IV (8) is another conduction system, which in fact 

until recently had been considered to be the major system for 

the conduction of cutaneous information to the somatosensory 

cortex. As we have pointed out, the primary afferents enter- 

ing the apinal cord from the dorsal roots form synapses with 

cells in Lamina IV. In addition, collaterals of these primary 

afferents ascend toward the head in the dorsal column which 

lies in the upper midportion of the spinal cord. The velocity 
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of conduction in the dorsal columns is about 2/j that in 

the root leading from Lamina IV. Upon reaching the high 

neck region, dorsal column fibers terminate in two large 

nuclei, the gracile nucleus, receiving input mainly from 

the hind limbs, and the cuneate nucleus (Fig. 20), receiving 

Input mainly from the fore limbs. Until recent years it had 

been thought that the gracile and cuneate nuclei represent 

a simple relay of information ascending to the dorsal columns. 

This relay was thoughtto send its output across the medulla 

oblongata to the opposite side, then to the thalamus (nucleus 

ventralls posterolateHlis)where it was then relayed again 

almost without modification to the somatosensory cortex. 

Investigation in recent years has demonstrated, however, a 

strong feedback both positive and negative,upon cells in the 

dorsal column nuclei from the somatosensory cortex and from 

the reticular formation (4,5,37,38,39,40,56,62,73,112,113). 

The picture of function of the dorsal column nuclei is 

at present undergoing vigorous re-evaluation. An overview of 

its function may be given in terms of information presently 

available. As we have pointed out the cells in Lamina IV of 

the grey matter of the spinal cord, receive input both from 

myelinated and unmyelinated dorsal root afferents. In 

contrast, cells in the dorsal column nuclei receive input only 

from the largest myelinated afferent fibers (80). A 

considerable portion of these fibers have already made synaptic 

contact with cells in Lamina IV of the spinal cord, before 
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-ascending In the dorsal columns to enter the dorsal c6PUMn 

nuclei (110). Information reaching the dorsal column nuclei 

is In general of three kinds. First, a small number of neurons 

have been found to respond to manipulation of the joints (94). 

This Is of significance in that in the classical neurological 

literature it had been assumed on clinical evidence that 

destruction of the dorsal columns produces a 'defect In 

localization of the position of the joints. However, this 

information was garnered from clinical cases in which much 

more of the spinal cord than the dorsal columns were damaged. 

Careful study of surgical patients in whom verification of 

section only of the dorsal columns was achieved at autopsy 

showed that during their lifetime no deficit In proprioceptlon 

was obtainable and only a small deflc%t In two-point discrlm- 

inatlon was noted (20). Thus, despite the complexity of the 

dorsal column nuclei to be discussed (43,70) the removal of 

all afferent input to these nuclei does not produce signlfi- 

cant deficit In cutaneous sensation with testing techniques 

usually utilized (74). These techniques, however, are 

generally adjusted to reveal only threshold phenomena and 

cannot resolve sensory effecix in time or in fact dynamic 

characteristics of the sensory process. 

Second, the dorsal column nuclear cells were shown to 

receive information from hair movement (94) and, third, 

presumably from the "touch spots" previously described as 

peripheral afferent receptors,, but now known to be part of 
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the'tylotrich sense organ" (74). Th"_s form of response to 

cutaneous stimulation differs from that shown by the cells in 

the spinocervlcal tract of the spinal cord in that all such 

cells respond both to movement of the hairs and to stimulation 

of the "touch spots", and the skin generally (116). Dorsal 

column nuclear cells, on the other hand, responded solely to 

one or the other modality (unimodal) (94,59). Several 

observers have confirmed the remarkable observation that only 

cells responding to movement of hairs possess receptive 

fields with inhibitory surrounds or other inhibitory regions 

on the skin (37,40,43,94). Cells which respond to the 

touch-temperature peripheral receptors do not poss,?es receptive 

fields with afferentinhibitory surround. Concomitant ulth' 

these observations it has been observed that fibers from t?,e 

somatorsensory cortex are inhibitory upon those cells whose 

receptive fields possess inI-Abitory surrounds (i.e. "hair 

responsive cells") and excitatory upon those cells which 

have no receptive fields with inhibitory surrounds (i.e. 

touch-temperature cells) (37,38,39). Cortical inhibition 

is found to be both pre- (4,5) and post- (39) synaptic, that 

is, it acts upon the input to the dorsal column nuclei and 

the cells of the nuclei themselves. 

The cells responding to different forms of cutaneous 

peripheral receptor are not randomly distributed throughout 

the extent of the dorsal column nuclei, but, to the contrary, 

tend to be concentrated in specific regions (39). Hair- 
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sensitive cells lie mainly In the middle region of the 

nuclei and touch-temperature cells are found mainly In the 

rostra1 region of the nucleus, cells with smaller receptive 

fields in the middle and caudal region of the nucleus. 

Also cells in the rostra1 region of the nucleus tend to 

respond with longer delay than cells in the middle region 

of the nucleus. These delays were sufficiently long to suggest 

a multisynaptic organization within the dorsal column nuclei 

themselves (70,71). 

Anatomical information (61) has demonstrated an inter- 

esting correlation between the modality of peripheral cutaneous 

receptor responded to and the anatomical organization of the 

cells In the dorsal column nuclei. Those cells responding 

to hair receptors were generally organized into tight 

clusters. Cells responding to touch receptors were generally 

organized in loose configurations. The fibers of the dorsal 

columns tended to contact the cells arranged In clusters In 

a very dense and precise synaptic organization, whereas cells 

arranged in a diffuse pattern were contacted by fibers as- 

cending in the dorsal columns diffusely. It was demonstrated 

that cortical fibers are distributed predominantly to the 

loosely organized touch sensitive cells. while much less so 

to the compactly organized cells arranged In clusters. 

Finally, it was shown that the cells arranged in clusters 

project directly into the major pathway leading to the nucleus 

ventralls lateralis of the thalamus whereas the cells loosely 

arranged, presumably receiving touch-temperature input, 
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projected elsewhere to reaches not clearly determined. 

It thus appears that two forms of information processing 

exist within the dorsal column nuclei: 

(1) A system wherein cells responding to stimulation 

of hairs, which have receptive fields with afferent inhibitory 

surrounds, are further inhibited by negative feedback from 

somatosensory cortical levels. These cells project directly 

to the nucleus ventralis posterolateralis of the thalamus. 

(2) A system of cells receiving Input from touch- 

temperature units, with fields which do not pos'sess inhibitory 

surrounds, powerfully facilitated by somatosensory cortex. 

It projects to other regions than the nucleus ventralls 

posterolateralis of the thalamus. 

In addition to long-loop cortical feedback to the dorsal 

column nuclei, both excitatory and inhibitory short-loop 

feedback to the cells of the nuclei was demonstrated (44). 

This short-loop feedback is of two types: 

(1) Dorsal column nuclear cells send their axons into 

the major outflow tract of the dorsal column nuclei, the medial 

lemniscus,where these axons branch and return Into the 

dorsal column nuclei. These recurrent collaterals may con- 

tact either the cells from which they arose or neighboring 

cells. 
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(2) In addition to direct contact of recurrent collaterals 

with their cells of origin or neighboring cells, a recurrent 

inhibition with a much slower time course than could be 

accounted for by direct contact of recurrent collaterals 

with cells bodies has been demonstrated. This is thought 

to involve a system of small cells upon which the recurrent 

collaterals terminate. These. cells then contact neighboring 

larger cell s which are responsible for the major portion of 

information transmission. 

C. Summary of Interaction at First Synaptic Level 

At this point It would be appropriate to summarize the 

basic similarities and differences between the two major 

cell systems for processing of information to be forwarded 

to the somatosensory cortex. 

(a) Those cells of Lamlna IV of the spinal cord forming 

the spino-cervical tract receive all sizes of primary afferent 

fibers, respond over a wide dynamic range, uniformly respond 

to both hair and touch temperature receptors, are under control 

by short positive and negative presynaptic feedback loops 

involving Laminae II and III, and are under control of long 

negative feedback loops acting, in the case of those derived 

from the reticular formation, presynaptlcally, and in the 

case of those arising from cerebral cortex both pre- and 

postsynaptically, always negative. All cells have receptive 
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fields with afferent inhibitory surrounds. Output from the 

cells of origin of the spino-cervical tract of the dorsal 

horn of the spinal cord ascends half again as fast (58.0 mps) 

to cervical levels as does information carried in the dorsal 
* 

columns (38.3 mps). 

(b) Cells in the dorsal column nuclei receive Input 

only from the largest unmyelinated fibers, respond over a 

narrow dynamic range, and respond either to hair or touch 

pressure receptors but not to both simultaneously. Cells 

responding to hair stimulation have receptive fields with 

afferent inhibitory surrounds. Cells responding to touch- 

temperature stimulation have receptive fields with no 

afferent inhibitory surrounds. Cells responding to hair 

stimulation receive negative feedback both pre- and 

postsynaptic from somatosensory cortex. Cells responding to 

hair stimulation project to the nucleus ventralis postero- 

lateralis of the thalamus. Cells responding to touch 

temperature receptors do not project directly to the nucleus 

ventralis posterolateralis of the thalamus. All types of 

cells in the dorsal column nuclei receive recurrent inhibition, 

the precise nature of which is unknown, although it Is thought, 

that along with the presence of recurrent synapses, producing 

inhibition that a system of small cells is also intermediate 

in producing afferent inhibition. 
The previous discussion has dealt with the feedback loops 

and systems controlling the processing of information at 

*mps - meters/set 
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the first synaptic level in the spinal cord and in the 

dorsal column nuclei. Further sections will discuss the 

interaction of cutaneous Information at higher neuronal 

levels, particularly the reticular formation, thalamus, 

and somatosensory cortex. 
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V. Control of Cutaneous Information at Thalamic Levels. 

The properties of single units have been investigated 

in two portions of the thalamus of mammals --the ventral basal 

complex and the posterior nuclear group (Fig. 21). The ventral 

basal complex receives input primarily from the dorsal column 

nuclear pathway via the projection from the dorsal column nuclei, 

the medial lemniscus. The fibers from the medial lemniscus 

terminate uniformly in all sections of the ventral basal 

complex. In addition to this projection the ventral basal 

complex receives input from a system of fibers derived directly 

from the spinal cord. This system, termed the splno-thalamic 

tract, is prominent In primates and is less so as one descends 

the phylogenetlc scale (77). In the cat, for example, no 

Input arrives at the ventral basal complex directly from 

the lower spinal levels (13) and must pass through a synaptic 

relay at the lateral cervical nucleus (83,84,85,86,93). 

A. Ventrobasal Complex 

The Input from spinal levels to the ventral basal complex 

of the thalamus distributes itself not uniformly in the ventral 

basal complex, as does the projection from the medial lemniscus, 

but rather It is arranged into islands or "clusters" of 

projections suggesting the term "archipelago" to the anatomical 

investigators who have studied this subject (77). Neurons 

of the ventral basal complex project to the cerebral 
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cortex, to Somatic Sensory Area I and perhaps to Somatic 

Sensory Area II, which will be discussed presently. Spino- 

thalamic pathways In the primate project to a small extent 
(Flg.22) 

directly to the posterior nuclear group (77). The posterior 

nuclear group, in turn, has been determined to project to 

Somatic Sensory Area II. 

The properties of neurons found in the ventral basal 

complex and in the posterior nuclear group differ markedly 

@8,96). The ventral basal complex Is organized somato- 

topically, that is, discrete areas of the skin project to 

discrete region s of the ventral basal complex. Cells In the 

ventral basal complex respond uniquely to one form, and only 

one. form, of peripheral cutaneous stimulation. Forty-two 

percent of neurons in the ventral basal complex are related 

to skin receptors, thrity-two percent to connective tissue 

or coverings of the bone, and twent.y-six percent to the joints. 

The receptive fields of those units in the ventral basal 

complex responding to stimulation of the skin vary in size 

from 0.2 cm2 on the fingers and toes to 20 cm 2 over the proxi- 

mal parts of the limbs and body. This is similar in size to 

the receptive fields at first synaptic stations. The receptive 

field is organized with a central sensitive region and a 
peripherally less sensitive region (Fig. 23) 9 Electrical 

stimulation at the most sensitive region prodtices beat for beat 

following of the stimulus by the ventral basal complex neuron, 

even to frequencies as high as 400/second. At the periphew 
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of the 'deceptive fI.eld, f'ollo:qing Is less precise and fails 

at frequencies above: lOO/second. Two characteristic properties 

of neurons in the ventral basal complex are: (1) their 

raeid onset transient and dead-beat ending and (2) their 

inhit‘;ion from a relatively discrete region surround!ng the 

receptive field, provided the stimulus for producing such 

inhibition leads the stimulus to the receptive field by about 

3 milliseconds. Such afferent inhibition (Fig. 24), which 

has been described for the spinocervical tract and for hair 

sensitive cells in the dorsal column nuclei (94), Is eliminated 

by anesthesia (106) as is afferent inhibition in the latter 

areas (88). Studies of thalamic units have not yet differenti- 

ated response to cutaneous stimulation into hair and touch 

modalities. Neither have there been studies relating to the 

effect of stimulation of cerebral cortex and reticular 

formation upon responsiveness of single thalamic neurons to 

peripheral cutaneous stimulation. However, it appears 

probable that neurons in the ventral basal complex reproduce in 

their properties, those of the spinocervical tract as well as 

those of the hair sensitive cells in the dorsal column nuclei. 

No units without afferent inhibition were found, and so it must 

be supposed that no line from 'touch' units exists to the ventral 

basal thalamus. 
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B. Posterior Nuclear Group 

Neurons of the posterior nuclear group of the thalamus 

respond to stimulation of very large peripheral receptive 

fields some of which cover the body surface (96 ) (Pig. 25). 

No somatotopic representation exists in the posterior nuclear 

group. In contrast to the cells of the ventral basal nuclear 

complex, cells of the posterior group may respond to several 

modalities of stimulation, for example, some respond to 

light touch, increase their response when tissue damaging 

stimuli are delivered, and may also respond to auditory stimuli. 

In contrast to the discrete form of afferent inhibition found 

for the ventral basal nuclear cells, cells in the posterior 

group display a complex topography of excitation and inhibition. 

Cells activated from one side of the body may be inhibited 

from the other side. Other cells activated from more restricted 

fields may be inhibited from almost all the rest of the body. 

A characteristic response of the cells of the posterior nuclear 

group Is a slow rise in frequency followed by a prolonged 

after-discharge following cessation of the stimulus. This 

pattern is distinct from the rapid onset transient and dead-beat 

endings of the discharges of cell s of the ventral basal nuclear 

complex. 

Comparison of the properties of the ventral basal nuclear 

group with that of the posterior nuclear group suggest that 

powerful feedback inhibition is evoked at some point in the 
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pathway leading to the ventral basal nucleus, whereas a weaker 

form of feedback inhibition or, in fact, feedback facilitation 

is evoked upon the cells of the posterior nuclear complex. 

It seems from these response properties that the posterior 

nuclear group may be associated with those processes relating 

to the mediation of pain, whereas neurons in the ventral 

basal complex seem to be unrelated to these processes. Never- 

theless the projection of the spinocervical tract upon the 

ventral basal complex and the necessity for the integrity of 

either the splnocervical tract in the cat or the anterolateral 

spinothalamic tract in man for the pain experience following 

vigorous cutaneous stimulation suggests that mechanias for 

the mediation of such pain experience are located in the ventral 

basal nuclear complex as we.11. 
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VI. Control of Cutaneous Information at tkc 

Cortical Level 

A. Cortical Subdivisions 

On the surface of the cerebral cortex (Pig. 26) It is 

possible to record evoked potentials of the order of several 

millivolts when the skin Is stimulated. These potentials are 

sharply localized to cortical regions deriving Input from 

specific skin areas. Two complete maps of the cutaneous 

surface are present on the surface of the cerebral cortex 

(Fig. 27). The first and more precise mapislocated in the 

region of the cerebral cortex called Somatic Sensory Area I. 

(Fig. 28). This region receives Input from the opposite half 

of the body only. The receptive field properties of cortical 

cells in Somatic Sensory Area I are similar to properties of 

cells found in the ventral basal complex (88). No. marked 

difference in average size of receptive field is found when .' 
the cortex and thalamus are compared. Somatic Sensory Area II, 

located somewhat more laterally on the surface of the cerebral 

cortex than Somatic Sensory Area &receives Input from both 

sides of the body (88). 

B. Somatic Sensory Area I (88) 

The vast majority of neurons in Somatlc.Sensory Area I 

are characterized by unimodal response, some cells responding 
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to joint movement but most possessing either low threshold 

hair-sensitive or touch-sensitive sharply delimited receptive 

fields recorded in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, the dorsal 

column nuclei and the thalamus; i.e., distal fields smaller 

in area, proximal fields larger. Under light anesthesia, 

afferent inhibition is evident. As in the ventrobasal nucleus 

of the thalamus, the receptive fields of the cortical neurons 

show a central sensitive region and a more peripheral, less 

sensitive,region. Units stimulated from the central more 

sensitive region follow frequencies of stimulation as high 

as 400/set whereas more peripheral stimulation results In 

a decrease in the ability to follow high frequency input. As is 

usual in somatic sensory systems, a single peripheral shock 

results in a repetitive train of spikes recorded from a single 

unit in the cerebral cortex with as many as ten action 

potentials occurring in rapid succession at rates up to lOOO/sec, 

following a single peripheral stimulus. Neurons responding to 

the same modality are located In columns of cells responding 

similarly. It is found that the cells responding from the 

center of the receptive field have a shorter response latency. 

C. Somatic Sensory Area II (14) 

In Somatic Sensory Area II eight percent of cells are 

found to be similar in properties to cell s recorded in Somatic 

Sensory Area I, with the exception that in Somatic Sensory 

Area I, many cells are found activated by gentle rotation of 
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joints. However, the Somatic Sensory Area II contains another 

population of cells which, in contrast to the majority of 

cells in Somatic Sensory Area I, have neither restricted 

receptive fields nor do they respond unimodally. These cells 

are characterized by the fact that their receptive fields 

are frequently large and bilateral, that they may be activated 

by light mechanical stimulation In one part of the field and 

only by noxious stimulation in others, that some are activated 

only by noxious stimuli and others may even be Influenced by 

sound stimuli. Interaction between somatic sensory and 

visceral stimuli upon these cells have been observed and 

measured (3). A small number of cells with the properties 

described have been reported to be present in Somatic Sensory 

Area I. 

As may be noticed the non-place-specific non-modality- 

specific cells in Somatic Sensory Area II resemble closely 

in properties those cells recorded from in the posterior nuclear 

thalamic group and since evidence is present showing projection 

of the posterior nuclear thalamic group onto Somatic Sensory 

Area II, it may be concluded that Somatic Sensory Area II 

receives input from the posterior nuclear group essentially 

unchanged. 

For many years it ha s been postulated that information 

similar to that recorded in Somatic Sensory Area II reaches 

cerebral levels from the periphery via the "splnothalamlc 

tract". Thus some authors have postulated that the cells in 
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the posterior nuclear thalamic group receive input by way 

of the 'spinothalamic tract" and not from the "medial lemnis- 

cus" (96). However, it has been shown that when the only 

tracts available for transmission into the central nervous 

system are the dorsal columns, which are known to project, 

via the dorsal column nuclei, into the medial lemniscus, 

units in Somatic Sensory Area II are recorded which show 

nonmodality-specific and non-place-specific properties (7). 

If, indeed, these cortical units receive their input from 

the posterior nuclear group, it must be postulated that the 

posterior nuclear group and thus Somatic Sensory Area II 

receives Input via the dorsal columns as well as the 

postulated "spinothalamic tract". 

The results just discussed have been those relating to 

the response of cells in the cerebral cortex to peripheral 

cutaneous stimulation. What processes Intervene between 

the response of these cells and the subsequent production of 

a descending output by the cerebral cortex is unknown. It 

is also not clear whether experiments involving electrical 

stimulation of the cortex producing either facilitation or 

inhlbltion of neurons in the spinal cord or in the dorsal 

column nuclei are, In fact, related to the characteristic 

responses of single cells reported as input to the cerebral 

cortex, and presumably responsible for this output. In 

any event, as has been previously discussed, electrical 

stimulation of the cerebral cortex does produce at least 
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upon units In the dorsal column nuclei either facilitation or 

inhibitton dependlng upon the type of unit recorded from. 

With respect to cells In Lamina IV of the spinal cord, the 

putative cells of origin of the spinocervical tract, only 

a slight, long lasting, inhibition has been demonstrated 

following stimulation of the sensorlmotor cortex * (68). 

It must not be supposed that the cortex sends projections 

directly to the spinal cord only. While not considered in 

detail in this report, it is known that the cerebral cortex 

*Note: the term "seneori-motor" cortex is ambiguous. A portion 
of the cerebral cortex was found from the earliest investiga- 
tions In neurophysiology to produce movements of the extremities 
when stimulated with appropriate currents. Few other cerebral 
cortical regions,manl.fested this property. Accordingly this 
cortical region was termed the "motor" cortex.' Subsequently 
it was shown anatomically, that input was received by the 
"motor cortex" from the thalamus, and electrophysiologlcally 
it was demonstrated that'input was also received from 
peripheral cutaneous stimulation. Thus the term "sensorl- 
motor" cortex was coined. In reading the literature, it is 
unclear when the term 'sensori-motor' cortex is used, whether 
in fact the cortex previously called "motor" was stimulated 
or the cortex called "sensory" was also stimulated, that is, 
Somatic Sensory Area I and Somatic Sensory Area II. The 
distinction Is important to make since it has recently been 
demonstrated that descending projections from the old "motor" 
cortex descend to the spinal cord and terminate at cell 
groups ventral to the spinal cord to those groups which are 
in Lamlna IV. Contrarywise projections from the true 'sensory" 
cortex, Somatic Sensory Area I, have been found to form 
dense ssnantic connections with cells in Lamina IV. The failure 
to find excitation or inhibition in cells In the general 
region of Lamina IV by stimulation of the "sensor1-motor' cortex 
may thus not be indicative of the presence or absence of 
feedback from the true sensory areas of the cerebral cortex 
to the cells of Lamina IV. 



sends projections to, among other regions, the thalamus and 

the region in the brainstem termed the reticular formation. 

These regions will not be discussed extensively except to 

point out that stimulation of the reticular formation 

electrically in the unanesthetiied animal produces a change in 

the spontaneous electroencephalogram of the animal, that is, 

a decrease In voltage and an increase in frequency, similar 

to that change produced when the animal is aroused by a 

"natural stimulation" or "spontaneously". Stimulation of 

the reticular formation facilitates various motor reflexes 

at the same time as it produces electroencephalographic 

"arousal". Continuing stimulation of the reticular formation 

with the cortex intact results, eventually, In a decrease of 

the capability of the reticular formation to facilitate 

motor reflexes, suggesting that continued arousal of the 

cerebral cortex results in Inhibition of the reticular 

formation (50). That is, cortical activation produces negative 

feedback upon reticular activity. This is confirmed when 

the cerebral cortex is removed and the reticular formation is 

stimulated continuously in .vlich case the facilitation of 

motor responses is not decreased. It is at present unclear 

what effect, If any, the electroencephalographic manifestations. 

of arousal have upon single unit responses in the cortex 

recorded following the stlmulatlon of periphery. Linen SUCil 

responses to "natural stirnull" are studled with gross 

electrodes, they appear to be inhibited during arousal. However! 
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when these responses are evoked by massive electrical stimula- 

tion of the peripheral nerve, they tend to be facilitated by 

such electroencephalographic arousal (11). The precise 

Interaction between the electroencephalographlc arousal 

process and the response of Individual units In the cerebral 

cortex is not known at the present time. However, it can be 

said that a complex interrelationship exists between the 

reticular formation and the cerebral cortex wherein stimula- 

tion of the so-called facilitatory reticular formation results 

In electro-cortical arousal followed, after a delay, by a 

production of negative feedback which in turn inhibits the 

reticular formation. 

In addition, to what has been discussed it should be 

pointed out that regions in the reticular formation, particular- 

ly near those portions of the brainstem which receive input 

from the viscera, when stimulated electrically produce slowing 

of the electroencephalogram suggestive of those changes which 

occur in drowsiness and sleep (21). These regions In the 

reticular formation appear to be those excited when the 

viscera are distended with food. Undoubtedly this form of 

Interaction with the cerebral'cortex should influence the 

processing of sensory Information at cortical levels. However, 

no definitive study is as yet available on this subject. 

Complex interaction between the Input from the viscera 

and ,the cutaneous input has been found, notonly in the 

classical Somatic Sensory Cortices I and II, but in regions 
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of the cerebral cortex termed Association Cortex (3). To 

add to the complexity of the problem, it has been shown that 

stimulation of the head of the caudate nucleus, a region In 

the brain which recently has been found to receive a complex 

cutaneous input, Inhibits potentials evoked in the association 

cortex by peripheral stimulation (2, 58). 

Other regions in the brain which have been associated with 

cutaneous sensation include a nucleus of the thalamus, the 

centrum medianum. This nucleus appears to receive its major 

input from a region in the lower brainstem reticular formation, 

the nucleus glgantocellularis (2). Removal of the centrum 

medianum in man has been found to be associated with a decrease 

In the reaction to painful stimulation with a retention of 

a clear state of consciousness. It is of interest to note that 

a nucleus in the reticuiar formation, the nucleus retlcularis 

gigantocellularis, is located precisely in that region where 

previousinvestigation has suggested a projection from the 

lateral cervical nucleus. As we have seen previously the 

lateral cervical nucleus Is the cervical relay for the dorso- 

lateral spinal cutaneous afferent pathway which takes its origin 

in the cells of Lamina IV of the spinal cord. This pathway 

at least in its spinal part, has been associated with the 

perception of pain In animals (57). It may be that the effect 

of the splnocervical pathway upon pain is ultimately upon the 

centrum medlanum of the thalamus via nucleus reticularis 

gigantocellularis. Support for this concept has been gained 
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recently by studies in which the pathway in the spinal cord 

for the Input to the nucleus reticularis glgantocellularis 

were investigated. It was found that stimulation of the 

dorsal column produced impulses which ascended in the 

lateral portion of the spinal cord, presumably after synapse 

in the dorsal horn. As we have previously discussed, the 

dorsal columns send collaterals from a portion of their 

fiber content into the dorsal horn synapslng upon cells of 

origin of the spinocervical tract; thus the spinocervical tract 

may indeed be the major tract transmitting Information to the 

nucleus-glgantocellularia- centrum medianum system. 

Finally it must be made clear that a large number of 

structures not discussed In this report receive input from 

the skin after many synaptic contacts. This, of course, Is 

to be expected in that a very large portion of the apparatus 

of the brain is devoted to processing of cutaneous Information. 

At what stage in the processing of zuch Information the neural 

input is being studied when it is looked at experimentally In 

a particular neural structure, or indeed,if it is "input" can 

of course not be decided until a comprehensive theory of the 

processing of central nervous system information is evolved 

(FQ. 29) l 



Stimulus magnitude (arbitrary units) 

Figure 1. (top figure) Scales of apparent magnitude for three 
prothetic continua plotted in log-log coordinates. The slope 
of the line corresponds to the exponent of the power function 
governing the growth of the psychological magnitude. 

(lower figure) In linear coordinates the subjective magnitude 
functions slope upward or downward depending on whether the 
power-function exponent is greater or less than 1.0. (105) 
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StillUh 
Gmtinuum Expon=t amditions 

L4nIdncss 0.6 
Loudness 0.54 
Rr&htnem 0.33 
IIrightneU 0.5 
Lightness 1.2 
Smrll 0.55 
Sldl 0.6 
Task 0.8 
T;lStC 1.3 
Task! I.3 
Twntwature 1.0 
Tcmpcrature 1.6 
\‘ibr;ition 0.95 
Vibration 0.6 
Duration 1.1 
Repetition rate 1.0 
Finger span 1.3 
Pressure on palm 1.1 
I leirviness 1.45 
Force of handgrip 1.7 
Autophonic level 1.1 
Electric shock 3.5 

Binaural 
Monaural 
5” target&k-adapt eye 
Point sour&-adapted eye 
Reflectance of gray papen 
coffee odor 
Heptane 
Saccharine 
sucrose 
Salt 
Cold-on arm 
Warmttin arm 
60 cps-on finger 
250 cps-on finger 
White-noise stimulus 
Light, sound, touch, and shocks 
Thickness of wood blocks 
Static force on skin 
Lifted weights 
Precision hand dynamometer 
Sound pressure of vocalization 
60 cps, through fingers 

Figure 2. Representative exponents of the power functions relating 
psychological magnitude to stimulus magnitude on prothetic con- 
tinua. (105) 
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Figure 3. The results obtained during the "one speed to several 
angles" experiment for neuron 23-1, a ventrobasal thalamic cell 
driven by extension of the contralateral knee. For each angle, 
five trials were made, and the data listed in terms of impulses 
per 200-msec. counting period. The five lists were then oriented 
correctly in time, averaged and sumned for each second, and 
finally plotted, as shown here, as impulses per second. The 
knee was rotated for a position well outside the excitatory angle 
to true joint angles of, from above downward, 180°, 125O, 100°, 
and 80° respectively. Movements towards extension were be un at 
the 7th sec., and those towards flexion at the 35th sec. ( 8 9) 
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Figure 4. Fluctuation of cold sensitivity: changes at the 
boundaries of sensory fields. Left, two successive maps. 
Right, two maps from another subject based on reports of "cold" 
(stipple) or "no cold" (white areas). Each map was completed 
in approximately 20 minutes; 20-minute interval between two 
successive maps. (78) 
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Figure 5. (Left hand figure) Pressure applied slowly to the surface 
of the skin produces a sensation as large as the size of the 
object. But if an object is tapped against the skin, a sensation 
is observed only in the center of the object. 

(Right hand figure) Series of vibrators, 2 cm apart and increas- 
ing in frequency from left to right. The vibrations consisted 
of a series of pulses similar to one shown in the left-hand 
corner. The unit was placed along the lower arm. (10) 
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Figure 6. The pressure of a single point on the surface 
of the skin produces (a) an area of sensation and around it a 
refractory area in which a neighboring stimulus is inhibited; 
in (b) the pattern is simplified to a rectangular shape. 
S is the surface of the sensation area and R/2 the surface of 
the refractory area on one side. So indicates the height of 
the sensation area for which So = R. (10) 
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Figure 7.(Left hand figure) Impulses recorded during light 
vibration of cat skin; recording by intracellular microelectrode. 
Metal plate vibrating at 60 cps; variations of the base line in- 
dicate variations of pressure on the skin. The top picture was 
recorded from a large afferent axon in the dorsal root and shows 
a single response to each increase of pressure on the skin. The 
lower two pictures were recorded from within primary central cells 
and show repetitive responses to each pressure increase. In the 
lower record, it will be noted that the repetitive response varies 
between 2 and 3 impulses per burst. Time is given by the base-line 
variations at 60 cps. 

(Right hand figure) The effect of skin vibration on evoked 
response in dorsal horn neuron. Light vibration at 60 cps applied 
to the receptive skin field of the neuron; neuron responded to 
each increase of pressure. Stimulus applied to intact dorsal 
root. Recordtng from within a central cell by glass microelectrode. 
The upper record shows the repetitive discharge which followed 
a decrease in length of the repetitive burst when the same shock 
is applied during the application of vibration to the skin. The 
vibration itself was producing intermittent excitation of the 
cell. Time is in microseconds. (117) 



Figure 8. Schematic drawing of a cross section of the human skin. 
(Adapted from H.H. Woolard, G. Weddell, and J.A. Harpman. Observa- 
tions on the neurohistological basis of cutaneous pain. J. Anat., 
74:413-440, 1940 and E. Gardner. Fundamentals of Neurology. 
Philadelphia: Saunders, 1947, p. 111.) (81) - 
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Figure 9. Diagrams of the principal receptors of the skin. 
(Adapted from J.F. Fulton. Physiology of the Nervous System. 
2nd ed., Fair Lawn, N.H.: Oxford University Press, 1943, p.3 
by permission of the publishers.) (81) 
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Figure 10. A generalized hair follicle. Generalized tylotrich folli- 
cle in the quiescent phase of hair growth. The names of structures 
generally characteristic of the tylotrich follicle are keyed with 
letters at the right of the drawing. Structures characteristic 
of both tylotrich follicles and of other pelage hair follicles 
are keyed at the left. The corresponding names are listed below. (106) 

AL, 
B, 
c, 
D, 
E, 
F, 
G, 
H, 
I, 
J, 

K, 

L, 

epidermis M, 
internal root sheath 
external root sheath 
sebaceous gland N, 
hair 
hair club 0, 
germ of follicle 
dermal papilla 
Haarscheibe 2 
specialized region of R, 
dermis below Haarscheibe s, 
capillary within special- T, 
ized region of dermis u, 
thickened area of external 
root sheath 

branch of large nerve, 
innervating Haarscheibe and 
specialized region of dermis 
bilaminar arrangement of 
nerve fibers 
band of smooth muscle-like 
cells 
annulus 
capillary within annulus 
annuius sheath 
annular nerve 
connective tissue capsule 
large nerve innervating 
annular complex, Haarschetbe, 
and specialized region of 
dermis. 



Figure 11. Drawing from Ram& y Cajal (1952) to show the 
collaterals of small dorsal root fibers which form a plexus in 
lamina I (B) and penetrate radially into laminae II and III (C). 
The original legend (Ram& y Cajal, 1952, Fig. 120) is: Coupe 
transversale d'une partie du cordon poste/rieur et de la substance 
de Rolando, dans la moelle lombaire; chat nouveau-&. Me/thode 
de Golgi. (A) 
t&ales; (C) 

racine postgrieure; (B) plexus marginal de colla- 
collat6rales fines, allant 5 la substance de 

Rolando. (104) 
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Figure 12.T wo draw&x from Ram6n y C&l (1952) to show four terminal areas in the sray matter of 
the spid cord (A). These arc (c) arborkations of Iars dorsal root fibers in laminac II and III. (C) 
pkxus and terminals in Ian$na IV, (b) terminals in the intern4iate gray nucleus, (B) terminals in 
the somatic motor nucki. An cnlarpd drawing (B) shorn the synaptic compartments of the arbori- 
utions in laminac II and III. small llourons of these Iaminac, xnd large neurons of lamina IV. 

The oriknal m (Ram&n y Cajal. 1952, Fip. 113) is: Principala collattraks scnsitives, chez k 
rat nouveau-n& M&h& da Golly. (A) collatCraks du noyau #ris intenntdiairc; (B) arborisations 
cmbrassant la noyaux motcurs; (C) ramitkations &endues dxns la t&c de la CONIC post&kurc; (a) 
faisaau scnsitivo-rnotcur (b) collat&ak d’unc dts fibrcs dcsti&s au noyau gris interm&liain; (c) 
collat&ala profondes de la substance de Rokndo. 

The original kmd (Rambn y C&l. 1952, Fig. 121) is: Coupe transvcrsale de la substance de 
Rolando, dans la moclk arvicak; chat nouveau-nt. M&h& de Golsi. (A) cclltila de la t&e de la 
come po&rkurc; (B. C. D) ctlluks de la sub~txncc de Rokndo; (E) collatCraks grosses ou profondcs 
de atte sukture; (F) arborisations ncrve~su tcrminaks provenant des collatdraks profondcs; (a) 

cylindrc-axe; (b) arborisations ncrvcuscs longitudinaks du sonunct de la cornc post&icun. 

(104) 
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Figure 13. Schematic drawing of the lamination of the 
spinal cord grey matter of the 5th lumbar segment in the adult 
cat. (100) 
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Figure 14. Cells of the head of the dorsal horn. Note two 
. types of cells (B and C) in the substantia gelatinosa Rolandi. 

Golgi technique. J3en embryo, 15 days incubation (Cajal, 1909). 
(100) 
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Figure 15. The upper drawing shows a cross section of the dorsal 
quadrant of cat lumbar cord. The lower diagram shows the three 
main components of the cutaneous afferent system in the upper 
dorsal horn. The large diameter cutaneous peripheral fibers 
are shown as thick lines running from dorsal root to terminate 
in the region of the substantia gelatinosa. The finer peripheral 
fibers are shown as dashed lines running directly into the same . 
region. The large cells of lamina IV of Rexed on which cutaneous 
afferents terminate are shown as large black spheres with their 
dendrites extending dorsally. The small cells represent the 
cells of substantia gelatinosa. Their axons are not shown, but 
interconnect the cells of substantia gelatinosa and also run in 
the Lissauer tract which is shown as the most lateral structure. 
(115) 
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Figure 16. locations of depolarizing foci on primary afferent 
fibers. B and C are excitability increases plotted against 
the depth in mm along a microelectrode track rather more medial 
than that in A, where the depths .in mm are marked. The condi- 
tioning stimuli and the fibre terminals on which they were 
tested are indicated for each series. In D the series of focal 
potential records with three or four superimposed traces were 
at the indicated dpeths, in nrm, along the track shown in A and 
were evoked by four PDP Group I volleys at 300/set. A is a 
traced enlargement of the section through the spinal cord with 
the microelectrode in situ. Upward deflections in D signal 

e ativity. 
M 

Same potential and time scales for all traces. 
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F igure 17. Primary afferent depolarization evoked from the 
sensorimotor cortex. The dorsal root potentials in A and C 
(upper traces) were evoked from the r ight sensorimotor cortex 
and recorded from the most caudal dorsal rootlet in L7 on the 
left and r ight s ide as indicated. The lower traces were all 
recorded with one electrode placed on the dorsal column and 
negativity is  s ignalled by an upwards deflection. The 
corresponding records B and D were obtained after section of 
the r ight pyramid (cf. lower r ight diagram). The shaded area 
in the lower left diagram is  the region from which actions 
could be obtained at threshold stimulation. (68) 
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Figure 1.8. Tactile receptive fieid constriction of some units in 
the spinocervical tract during supraspinal stimulation. Periphery 
of excitatory receptive field, which was generally less sensitive, 
is now completely insensitive, whereas the "central" portion of 
the receptive field still responds, although weakly. A general 
constriction of the natural stimulus excitatory receptive field 
is evident. Fine crosshatching = excitatory receptive field 
course crosshatching = periphery of the field. (108) 
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Dorsal root ganglion 

Neuron I 

F igure lg. C lassical diagram of dorsal column- 
dorsal-column-nuclei med ial-lemnlscus system, 
in which the dorsal column nuclei are depicted 
as monosynaptic and no feedback Interactions 
are shown. The precise nature o f the sensory 
receptors a ffording Input to this system Is 
not known experimentally despite their presence 
In the diagram. Nevertheless, the diagram 
serves to place the relationship o f slgnifl- 
cant structures Into perspective. The splno- 
cervical tract Is not depicted. It has not 
yet been established for man, but has been 
shown to exist In primates. (From Truex, R.C., 
and Carpenter, M .B., Strong and Elwyn's Human 
Neuroanatomy, F ifth  Edition, W illiams and 
W ilkins, Baltimore, 1964, page 206). 
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F,lgure 20. Projection of peripheral fibers onto spinal cord and lateral 
cervical nucleus. a, peripheral neural input; b, dorsolateral 
columns; c, dorsal columns; d, synaptic connections with neuron in 
lamina IV; e, spinocervical tract; f, lateral cervical nucleus; 
g, dorsal column nuclei; LSC, lumbar spinal cord; CSC, cervical 
spinal cord; A 6, small myelinated fibers of peripheral nerve; 
A 'a (S), Aa( smaller and larger divisions of the larger myelin- 
ated fiber group of peripheral nerve. (110) 
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Fig. 21. Drawings of coronal sections through the posterior third of the dorsal 
thalamus of the cat. The sections were some 600 microns apart in the orocaudal 
dimension. The shaded region indicates the position of the posterior group of 
nuclei of the thalamus in relation to the ventrobasal complex. Abbreviations: 
GLD, dorsal nucleus of the lateral geniculate body; GLV, ventral m&us of 
the lateral geniculate body; GMm, magnocelhrlar division of the medial geniculate 
body; GMp, principal division of the medial geniculate body; fib, habcnular 
complex; LA, lateral anterior nucleus; Ll’, lateral posterior nucleus; hlD, mcdio- 
dorsal nucleus; OT, optic tract; PO, posterior group of nuclei of the thalamus; 
Pul, pulvinar; Sg, suprageniculate nucleus; VB, ventrobasal nuclear complex of 
the thalamus; VL, ventrolateral nucleus. ( 88) 
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Figure 22. Distribution of terminal degeneration in the thalamus follow- 
ing antero-lateral cordotomy. Cordotomy was performed on the 
left. Note cluster degeneration in the contralateral nucleus 
ventralis postero-lateralis and some clusters of degeneration in 
the medial portion of the ipsilateral nucleus ventralis postero- 
lateralis. (77) 
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Fiild point9 

Figure 23. Gradations of the intensity of projection of the 
peripheral receptive field in the skin upon a cortical neuron 
of the postcentral gyrus of the macaque monkey. The bar graph 
indicates the mean value of the number of impulses evoked per 
electrical stimulus to the skin at each point marked on the 
drawing, plotted as percentage of the mean response of the 
point 1 population. Stimuli delivered at points 3 and 4, 
which are outside the field determined by physiological stimula- 
tion, were thought to activate nerve fibers innervating the 
field. Dashed lines plot the probability that a response will 
occur; solid lines, the mean latency of the population of 
responses, expressed as percentages of these values for the 
point 1 population. (88) 
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Figure 24. Afferent inhibition in the somatic system. A neuron 
of the post central gyrus of the macaque monkey was driven from 
the receptive field of the skin of the contralateral preaxial 
forearm, as shown in the drawing, and its discharge was inhibited 
by light mechanical stimulation within a much larger surrounding 
area, the inhibitory receptive field. This stimulation excited 
a second neuron whose discharges were also observed in the record, 
and the second neuron was inhibited by stimuli within the excita- 
tory receptive field of the first. The reciprocal behavior of the 
two cells is indicated by the graph of impulse frequency versus 
time, the first cell by the dashed line, and the second by the 
solid line. (88) 
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F igure 25. A representative sample of the peripheral receptive 
fields of neurons of the posterior nuclear group of the thalamus 
of the cat. F ive of these cells  (38a, 38c, 47r, 39h, and 5200) 
were activated by light mechanical stimuli. X0 were responsive 
to either form of stimulation, but the receptive fields for the 
two forms were not identical. The ipsilateral s ide of the body, 
relative to the recording electrode, is  the r ight-hand s ide of 
each figurine drawing. (88) 
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Figure 26. Somatic cortical areas of the cat, monkey, rabbit and 
rat in relation to the visual and auditory areas. (Adapted from 
C.N. Woolsey. Patterns of localization in sensory and motor areas 
of the cerebral cortex. In Milbank Memorial Fund. Twenty-seventh 
Annual Conference, 
New York: Hoeber, 

The biology of mental health _and disease. 
19x p. 195.) (81) 
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cortex of rat showing Figure 27. Above : dia”‘amo9f,,Cp”,:“,“,‘,“n:ral sensory,, and 
general plan of organization 
"precentral motor" areas. Below: Same for cat. MI = "precentral 
motor" and SI J "postcentral sensory(l areas. 
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Figure 28.Reconstruction of the three cytoarchitectural areas of 
the somatic sensory cortex of the macaque monkey. Numbers with- 
out arrows indicate these areas. The junctions between them are 
considered to be regions of sharpest gradient in cellular changes, 
rather than sharp lines, Abbreviations as follows: A, arcuate sulcus; 
CS, central sulcus; IP, intraparietal sulcus; L, lunate sulcus; 
P, principal sulcus; PCS, postcentral sulcus; PR, superior precentral 
sulcus; S, sylvian fissure; SC; anterior subcentral sulcus; 
ST, superior temporal sulcus. (88) 
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Outline of neuroconnections in 
somatosensory system. 

P.N. peripheral nerve 
SG spinal ganglion 
PSIR presynaptic inhibitory region 
LCN lateral cervical nucleus 
DCN dorsal column nuclei 
RF reticular formation 
VB ventral basal complex 
PO posterior nuclear group 
SSII somatic sensory area II 
SSI somatic sensory area I 

Figure 29. Overall scheme of the somesthetlc system. 
Some Interconnections of the somesthetic system. 
Two parallel pathways project to thalamlc levels, 
one via the splnocervlcal tract, and the other 
via the dorsal columns. Both are Inhibited by 
cortical and reticular mechanisms. Their modality 
characterlstlcs and other propertles are discussed 
In the text. The lateral cervical nucleus may be 
Inhibited by higher central nervous system 
structures, but this has as yet not been demonstrated. 
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SECTION 6 

THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM 

by 

hter Q. Katona 

SmmARY 

This report on the control of the cardiovascular system 

Is divided into two parts. The first part briefly describes 

quantitative aspect s of the physiology of the control system, 

while the second part contains a more detailed review of 

attempts to characterize this system in engineering terms. 

The emphasis is on the discussion of the present understand- 

ing of blood pressure regulation by the central nervous sys- 

tem. Hormonal effects, blood volume regulation by the kidneys, 

the regulation of respiration and the chemical contents of 

the blood are not included in any detail in the report. The 

citation of literature is illustrative rather than encyclo- 

pedic. 
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PART I - PHYSIOLOGY 

Introduction 

Ever since Harvey discovered the circulation of blood 

.ln the 17th century, the action of the heart has been studied 

by physiologists with great interest. Many of the early the- 

ories dealing with the circulation were based on experiments 

performed on heart-lung preparations in which the heart was 

not experiencing central neural control. It was not until 

well Into the present century that the importance of the cen- 

tral neural control of the circulation became fully understood. 

Then It was found that the circulatory system of the intact 

animals was under so many controls, that they often overshad- 

owed the regulating mechanisms suggested by the heart-lung 

preparation experiments. 

At the present still much work is being done to deter- 

mine the various factors which control and the way they con- 

trol the performance of the circulatory system. There have 

been many experimental results, some of them consistent, but 

some of them appear to be contradictory. It seems that real 

understanding of the system is no longer possible just by ac- 

cumulating more and more data, but that there is a pressing 

heed for mathematical formulation of the relationships in the 

system. 



The first part of thi s report describes those functional 

relationships which are most important for the understanding 

of attempts to characterize the system in engineering terms. 

It stresses the effect and cause relationships, while omitting 

detailed anatomical considerations. 

Definition of Variables and Basic Relationshins 

The heart and circulatory mechanlsm~ls a complex system 

which supplle s the body tissues with nutrients, oxygen and 

other chemicals, and which also removes carbon dioxide and 

other waste products from the same tissues. 

The circulation of blood Is caused by the pressure dif- 

ference developed by the pumping action of the heart. The 

arterial pressure I e determined by three factors: the heart 

rate, stroke volume, and peripheral (or vascular) resistance. 

The heart rate Is the number of heart beats in one minute, 

the stroke volume is defined as the volume of ejected blood 

for one heart beat, and the peripheral resistance is taken 

as a measure of the state of contraction of the peripheral 

blood vessels. Normally peripheral resistance is measured 

as the ratio of arterial pressure to the minute volume of 

blood flow. The latter quantity by definition Is the product 

of stroke volume and heart rate, and is often referred to as 

cardiac output. 
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It is important to note that the usual definition of per- 

ipheral resistance I s meaningful only when average pressure 

is divided by average flow, although even this quantity is a 

function of pressure. When dealing with constantly pulsating 

pressure and flow, dynamic effects (inertia, elast,lclty) cause 

a phase shift between pressure and flow. In these cases it 

1s possible to define a complex "incremental impedance" which 

is analogous to the impedance commonly used in electric clr- 

cults. Normally, however, peripheral resistance is computed 

as a real number and is used only a s a rough indication of 

the tone (state of contraction) of the blood vessels. 

Heart rate, stroke volume, and peripheral resistance are 

quantities that are under direct neural control, and therefore 

they shall be considered as "primary variables". Blood pres- 

sure and cardiac output ape "secondary variables" since they 

can be changed only by changing one or more of the primary 

variables. 

The next section reviews the ways in which the primary 

variables are controlled. 

Control of Primarg Variables 

1. The heart rate is under constant neural control of 

the brain, although the heart beats rhythmically after its 

complete separation from the central nervous system. The con- 

trolling nerves are the vague (parasympathetic) and the cardio- 
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accelerator (sympathetic) nerves. The vague, which Is the 

dominant heart rate controller, has a constant breaking effect 

on the heart: when it is cut the heart accelerates, and when 

it is stimulated the heart slows down. The cardiac accelera- 

tor nerve has an opposite effect, but often it appears to play 

a relatively minor role as long as the vagus is intact. 

Some of the factors that Influence heart rate are briefly 

summarized: 

a) Blood pressure reflexly influences heart rate. When 

the pressure increases, the heart rate decreases, thereby 

counteracting the rise in blood pressure. When the pressure 

falls, the heart rate rises. 

b) According to classical views, when the pressure in 

the right atrium increaces ("increased venous return") the 

heart accelerates. This is known as the Bainbridge reflex, 

and it >!ae aeeumed to play an important role in the control 

of circulation. More recently, however, considerable doubt 

has been cast on the importance of this reflex (34). Some 

researchers have denied (3) while others have supported Its 

existence (17). It has also been shown that increased venous 

return may even result in a slowing of the heart when the ini- 

tial heart rate is high, while acceleration usually occurs 
when the initial heart rate is low (8). 

c) When body needs increase, as during exercise, the 

heart rate of untrained subjects goes up, often before the 

onset of the expected exercise (32). 
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d) Respiration effects heart rate, probably through stretch 

receptors In the chest. Both inspiration and expiration cause 

acceleration first and deceleration later. The analysis of 

this mechanism is an example showing how engineering approach 

can solve a physiological problem (5). 

e) The chemical content s of the blood can influence heart 

rate both directly ana through the chemoreceptors. The direct 

action of chemicals on the heart, such as cardiac slowing due 

to the C02, Is probably not part of a regular controlling mech- 

anism. The chemoreceptors, which are sensitive to the 02 and 

CO2 content of the blood, reflexly influence heart rate in 

such a way as to cause cardiac acceleration in case of lack 

of oxygen. 

2. The stroke volume is the difference between the ini- 

tial and final volume of the left ventricle in the systolic 

phase of the cardiac cycle, and therefore it is dependent on 

the mechanical properties of the heart muscles. 

According to the classical Starling's Law, the contrac- 

tility of the heart is enhanced as increased inflow of blood 

Increases the fiber length of the cardiac muscles. This im- 

plies that these fiber s automatically gain the necessary ener- 

gy to develop, within a certain limit, whatever stroke volume 
Is necessary to deliver all the blood flowing into the heart. 

In addition to initial fiber length, sympathetic nerve 

impulses from the brain also influence the contractility of 
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the heart. This Influence seems to play an Important role 

in controlling the circulation, since It has been found that 

increased stroke volume may be delivered when the heart is 

contracted (33). Parasympathetic effects are believed to have 

littie influence on the contractility of the heart. Chemical 

substances directly effect the heart muscles In a number of 

ways, but under normal condition s they are not assumed to have 

constant controlling functions. 

It is known that in trained subjects, like athletes, an 

increased stroke volume Is an important factor in providing 

increased blood flow during exercise. For these subjects the 

Increased stroke volume is often not accompanied by an ln- 

creased heart rate, while untrained subjects respond to exer- 

cise with a pronounced increase In heart rate and no change 

in stroke volume. The reason for the two types of responses 

to exercise ie unknown. 

A decrease in blood pressure has been shown to reflexly 

increase stroke volume at constant heart rate (33). 

3. The vascular resistance is determined by the state 

of contraction of the smooth muscles that surround the blood 

vessels. The contraction of the muscles is under constant 

sympathetic neural control from the brain, so that the resls- 
tance ofmanyand probably all segment s of the circulation can 

be centrally controlled. 
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Chemicals have an important effect on the mechanical pro- 

perties of blood vessels, and thus on vascular resistance. 

Noreplnephrine, the substance that is liberated at the sympa- 

thetic nerve endings, is the most effective agent acting on 

the smooth muscles directly, but water and electrolyte concen- 

trations, regulated by the kidney, are also instrumental In 

determining the properties of the vessel walls. 

Vascular res'istance is the most important single factor 

in determining blood pressure and it is reflexly influenced 

by the arterial pressure. Venous pressure has also been shown 

to effect vascular resistance (McDowell reflex), but some of 

the experimental results dealing with this effect are contra- 

dictory (3). 

Regulating Systems 

The previous section described how the primary variables 

of the circulation are controlled, but did not discuss how 

these control'ling mechanisms are involved in the regulation 

of the secondary variables. This section deals with the reg- 

ulation of the secondary variables, 

1. Toe blood oressure regulatory system is the most stud- 

ied cardiovascular regulatory mechanism. Long term regulation 

is provided by the kidneys, while a reflex initiated by the 

pressure receptors in the aortic arch and carotid sinuses com- 

pensates for sudden changes in arterial pressure. 
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By controlling the urinary output, the kidneys regulate 

the amount of water and electrolytes retained by the body. 

The retained water Influence s blood pressure through changing 

the blood volume. The water and electrolyte contents of the 

vessel walls also effect blood pressure through the modiflca- 

tlon of vascular resistance. 

Renal activity is modified bv renal arterial pressure, 

neural stimuli and hormonal mechanisms. Low renal arterial 

pressure decreases urinary output, and conversely, high renal 

arterial pressure increases urinary output. Increased sympa- 

thetic stimulatl-n, which may be caused by a fall in systemic 

arterial pressure, causes the kidneys to release less fluid 

at a given renal pressure, thus helping to counteract the 

change in systemic pressure. The complex renal-aldosterone 

process, which is activated by the formation of renin as a 

result of a decrease In the renal perfusion pressure, also 

helps regulating the retention of water and electrolytes. The 

angiotensln that is generated in this process has a strong con- 

stricting effect on the smooth muscles of the vessel walls. 

The regulation of pressure through the arterial pressure 

receptors is relatively well understood, and a simplified 

block diagram of the system is given in Fig. 1. The pressure 
receptors respond to changes of the stretch of the arterial 

wall by changing their neural firing frequency. The change 

in the neural activity is transmitted to the vasomotor area 
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of the brain. This area appears to be located in the medulla, 

but it may be under the influence of higher brain centers (26). 

The vasomotor area responds with changing the neural firing 

frequency on the efferent sympathetic and parasympathetic path- 

ways. This change in neural activity influences heart rate, 

stroke volume and vascular resistance (including the capacity 

of venous vessels) In such a way as to bring the arterial pres- 

sure back to its original control level. 

An important property of the pressure receptor reflex 

is that the receptors are sensitive not only to the general 

level but also to the time derivative of the pressure. This 

property and the nonlinear behavior of receptors are respon- 

sible for the observation that a pulsatile pressure waveform 

is a more effective input to the system than a steady pressure 

waveform of the same mean value (10). 

One of the most important unsolved problems in the neural 

control of blood pressure is the question of "resetting" of 

the receptors. It has been observed that receptor activity 

decreases as a result of chronic high blood pressure (2:'4), 

which reduces the effectiveness of the compensating action 

of the regulating mechanism. The exact cause of the altered 

activity of the receptors has not been established yet. 

2. In addition to regulating blood pressure, there seems 

to be a mechanism that regulates cardiac outout. It has al- 

ready been mentioned that in untrained subjects increased 
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cardiac output during exercise I s brought about by an Increase 

in heart rate while the stroke volume remains constant. How- 

ever, if during exercise the heart rate of unanesthetlzed dogs 

is artificially kept constant at different values, then the 

stroke volume becomes adjusted in such a way that the cardiac 

output stays constant regardless of the heart rate (42). Per- 

ipheral resistance ha s been suggested to play an Important 

role in the control of cardiac output during exercise (44)< 

but the feedback path wa s assumed to be through the pressure 

receptors. 

In another experiment the arterial blood pressure was 

rhythmically changed by pumping blood In and out of the aorta 

(28). It was found that the stroke volume of the heart became 

so adjusted that the total blood flow, stroke volume plus pump 

volume, remained constant for any constant diastolic pressure 

regardless of the frequency of pumping. It has not been deter- 

mined what mechanism is responsible for the regulation of blood 

flow. 

Conclusion 

It has been shown that the circulatory regulation is com- 

prised of many overlapping regulatory mechanisms, most of which 

are not well understood. The interrelationship of these mech- 
anisms can be understood only after the quantitative character- 

ization of the Individual servo loops. 
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PART II - ENGINEERING 

Introduction 

In the first part of this. report the physiology of the 

cardiovascular system was briefly described. The description 

emphasized the functional relationships between the several 

variables that characterize the circulation, but ignored the 

quantitative characterization of these relationships. This 

part of the report reviews those publications that made an 

attempt to characterize the control system or a part of that 

system using quantitative technique s that are usually employed 

in the engineering sciences. 

There has been no attempt to describe the entire cardio- 

vascular control system In a quantitative manner. As was 

described in Part I, the complexity of the system is so enor- 

mous that not only Is quantitative data lacking, but often 

the evidence for the very existence or non-existence of a con- 

trol loop 1 s contradictory. For example, some workers claim 

that increased venous inflow and/or pressure causes a reflex 

increase of heart rate (Bainbridge reflex) (17), while others 

completely deny the effect (3), or find that the direction of 

the resulting heart rate change depends on the initial heart 

rate (8). 
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The complexity of the system and the lack of understand- 

ing of even the functional relationships Imposes serloueL 

difficulties in the concise and quantitative representation 

of the control mechanism. At the same time, however, It 

seems that the understanding of the complex behavior may come 

about through the quantitative description of the components 

of the system. The authors of the great majority of the ar- 

ticles that will be reviewed emphasize that their efforts are 

to be considered only as first attempt s to shed some light on 

limited portions of the system of Fig. 1, which in itself is 

an extremely simplified diagram of the blood pressure regula- 

tory system alone (27). 

Most of the research dealing with the cardiovascular con- 

trol mechanism can be divided into two categories. The first 

category comprises those works which concentrate mainly on 

the mechanical aspects o.f the circulation, while the works in 

the second category are mainly concerned with the regulation 

of some of the circulatory variables. The study of the mech- 

anical aspects is necessary in order to understand the con- 

straints between the circulatory variables that are due to 

the circulation being a closed flow-system, while the study of 

the regulation is indispensable for the understandtng of how 

constraints are introduced by the central nervous ,system,which 

tends to keep some of the variables within narrow limits. 
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This review concentrates on the control of the clrcula- 

tlon, but first it briefly deals with a few recent works 

attempting to characterize the mechanics that govern the flow 

of blood. 

Mechanical Pronertles 

Overall Characterization 

The pressure-flow-volume characteristics of the circula- 

tlon have been investigated and modeled In several recent 

works (2,9,12,41). Although the details of these models are 

different, the basic Ideas behind them are very similar. All 

of them divide the circulatory system Into several segments 

and describe the mechanical impedance of these segments by 

relatively simple equations. The equations are then combined 

to form a description of the entire system. Since the number 

of equations Is generally over twenty, an analog computer is 

usually used for obtaining the solution. 

As an illustration of these methods Beneken's work is 

reviewed in more detail (2). This work is the most recently 

published one and it also seems to have the most promise for 

Incorporating the control features of the circulation at a 

later stage of development. 

Beneken considers the circulation to consist of eight 

segments: lntrathoraclc systemic arteries including the 
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aorta, the extra-thoracic systemic arteries, the extra-thorac- 

ic systemic veins, the lntrathoraclc systemic veins, the right 

ventricle, the pulmonary arteries, the pulmonary veins, and 

the left ventricle. Each segment is characterized by three 

equations. These equations are: 

1) the equation of continuity: 

t 

w > = v. + 
/[ 

Pin(r) - Fout r dr 
( )I 

0 

where V and V, are respectively the instantaneous and Initial 

volume of the segment, and Fin and FoUt are the inflow and 

outflow respectively; 

2) the static pressure-volume relationship: 

P = f(V) 

where P is the (uniform) pressure within the segment; 

3) the equation expressing the assumption that the 

outflow from a segment Into another is propor- 

tional to the pressure difference between the 

two segments: 

F out = * (Pl - P2) 

where Pl and P2 are the pressures in the original and the 

following segments respectively, and R is the resistance to 

flow between the segments. In case of the,systemic arteries 

Inertial effects may be included by subtracting a term, 
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proportional to dFout, from the right hand side of the 
dt 

above equation. 

The pressure-volume relationship is chosen to be approxi- 

mated by a piecewise-linear model: 

P = 

C 

$ 0 - vu) if v>v, 

0 if v&v, 

where Vu is the effective unstressed volume and C is the com- 

pliance of the segment. Ventricular action is represented by 

the same equations, but the compliance of the ventricles is 

considered as a time-varying parameter. Thus a drop in the 

compliance at a oonstant volume is taken to account for tI-:e 

pressure rise in the ventricles. The effect of cardiac valves 

is represented, in effect, by ideal diodes in series with re- 

sistances. 

The three equations for each of the eight segments are 

combined by observing that the outflow from one segment is 

equal to the inflow to the next one. Parameter values for 

the various resistances, compliances and unstressed volumes 

are compiled from the literature and the equations set up on 

an analog computer. The relationships between several of the 

parameters and variablesare explored, and they are found to 

be in substantial agreement with available, although often 

only qualitative data. 
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As a refinement of the above description Beneken also 

considers a much more detailed model of the heart. This 

model takes into account the properties of the ventricular 

heart muscle by considering that the muscle consists of one 

contractile and two elastic elements. Information about the 

length-force relationship of these elements is collected from 

the literature and the force is related to the ventricular 

pressure through geometric considerations. A simple geometry 

is considered, but one that allows the representation of a 

limited interaction between right and left ventricles. Atria1 

effects are also included 

parameters. 

The refined model of 

equations which are again 

imentation with the model 

reasonable agreement with 

tual human circulation. 

using atria1 compliances as basic 

the circulation yields fifty-seven 

solved by an analog computer. Fxper- 

generally yields results that are in 

the limited data available on the ac- 

The evaluation and use of Beneken's model Is seriously 

handicapped by the fact that the model does not encompass any 

of the control features of the circulation. The exclusion of 

the mechanism that regulates blood pressure, for example, 

makes it virtually impossible to compare the performance of 

the model with that of the intact circulation as far as system- 

ic pressure is concerned. Beneken indicates, however, that 

work for including control effects is in progress, and it 
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seems that his present model is a reasonable first step toward 

the more complete modeling of the mechanics of the circulatory 

system. 

Similar considerations apply to the other published char- 

acteristics of the uncontrolled circulation, although it seems 

that Beneken's refined model is the one that can be most easi- 

ly adapted to include controlling effects on the heart itself. 

Characterization Partial 

In addition to works which characterize the entire uncon- 

trolled circulatory system, several attempts have been made to 

use engineering concept 8 and techniques for the description of 

individual parts of the circulatory system. 

One of the most thoroughly described portions of 

the circulation is the arterial system (25). The pressure- 

flow relationship of the aorta has been discussed using the 

concept of complex impedance, and this impedance has been de- 

termined by power spectrum analysis (1). The results are dif- 

ficult to incorporate in an overall view of the circulation 

and therefore are not reviewed here. 

An interesting work by Roston (31) uses a two-chamber 

model to describe the blood pressure waveforms in both the 

ascending and descending aorta. Roston assumes that the aor- 

tic arch acts as a non-elastic passageway between the two 

elastic chambers representing the two parts of the aorta, and 
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that the cardiac output has the time dependence of a half-wave 

rectified sine-wave. The solution is obtained by Laplace 

transforms. It shows that the pressure waveforms in the two 

chambers can be substantially different from each other, in 

agreement with experimental observations. This result has 

clinical significance, because it shows that arterial pressure. 

as measured in the brachial artery may not necessarily be tak- 

en to be representative of the pressure in the descending 

aorta. 

Regulation of Blood Pressure - 

The engineering approaches to the description of blood 

pressure regulation will be discussed in three sections. The 

first section will deal with the characteriztition of some of 

the individual elements of the control system, the second sec- 

tion will deal with descriptions of parts of the system con- 

taining several elements, and the third section will deal with 

the characterization of the overall control properties of the 

regulatory mechanism. 

Elements of the Control System --. 
-pressure receptors. Landgren's classic work on the 

input-output characteristics of the pressure receptors .(18) 

has been discussed from an engineering point of view by Prus- 

lin (29). He presents a model that describes in a concise 

manner many of Landgren's observations. This model involves 
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three operations and isshown in Fig. 2. The first operation 

accounts for saturation effects, the second one for the rate- 

sensitivity of the receptors, and the third one for threshold 

effects. 

This model qualitatively agrees with the following ex- 

perimental observations:. 

a) The frequency of neural firing is dependent on the 

time derivative of the pressure waveform in addition to its 

steady state of value. This behavior is described by the 

linear transfer function, 

H(s) = ,% , where a<b 

b) The response to a step increase in pressure is nor- 

mally accomplished by an immediate rise in firing rate, which 

then gradually decays to a frequency which is higher than the 

original frequency prior to the pressure rise. The linear 

transfer function predicts this decay to be exponential, al- 

though Landgren found that a negative-power relationship well 

described the time course of the decay. A time constant of 

0.1 set is in reasonable agreement with the observed data. 

c) A step decrease in pressure often causes a complete 

cessation of firing. Whether the nerves resume firing or not 
depends on the final steady state level of pressure. Fig. 3 
illustrates how H(s) follbwed by a threshold network can give 

rise to this behavior. 
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d) As the magnitude of a step rise in pressure is in- 

creased, the firing frequency tends toward a fixed response 

which still shows an initial overshoot. The observed responses 

can be accounted for by placing a saturating non-linearity 

before the linear transfer function, H(s). 

Pruslin made some experiments to substantiate his model. 

The results suggested the validity of the model, but the lack 

of accurate data prevented the drawing of a definite conclu- 

sion. 

The relationship between blood pressure and firing rate 

was characterized by Warner (45) in a somewhat different man- 

ner. He found the following equation to hold above threshold: 

n(t) = cl 
[ 

cc2 - ‘p> * + (‘; - c3) -p + 

(1) 
c4 

p(t) - (c5; + c6) 
c7 + p(t) - (c,'; + c6) 1 for n(t)>0 

where n(t) is the firing frequency, 3 is the average pres- 

sure (as obtained by an RC integrator with a time constant of 

7 set), p(t) is the instantaneous ‘pressure, q and w 

are positive and negative pressure derivatives respectively, 

and cl, ~2, . . . c7 are constants. The rate-sensitivity of the 

receptors is expressed by the first two terms of the equation, 

while saturation is taken into account by the last term. An 

overshoot followed by a gradual decay as a result of a step 
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change in pressure Is also predicted by the last term. The 

time dependence of this term is caused by c, which changes 

for 7 seconds as a linear function of time following a step 

change in pressure. The discussion on how well this model 

can describe the behavior of pressure receptors under a 

variety of conditions is lacking in Warner's paper. 

It is obvious that Pruslin'a and Warner's model predict 

very different responses to a step rise of pressure. Prus- 

lin's model yields an instantaneously increased neural firing 

frequency which then decays to its steady state level with a 

time constant of 0.1 set, essentially reaching that level in 

about 0.5 sec. Warner's equation yields infinite frequency 

at the instant of the pressure rise, after which the firing 

frequency decreases from a high but finite value to its steady 

level. The decrease lasts for seven seconds and it is linear 

with time if saturation is neglected. 

It should be noted that Landgren originally fitted the 

relationship f(t) = f. + atob to describe the firing fre- 

quency f(t) after a step rise in pressure at 't = 0, and this 

equation also gives an infinite firing frequency at t = 0. 

Thus it seems that Pruslin's model does not emphasize suffi- 

ciently the initial rise in pressure, while an infinite firing 

frequency for an infinitesimally short time seems to be un- 

realistic in Warner's model. It appears that the type of 

model Pruslln proposed may be improved by assuming two time 
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constants for H(s): one would be very short and account for 

the large initial rise, the other one would be on the order 

of a few seconds and give rise to the adaptive behavior des- 

cribed by the last term in Warner's equation. This represen- 

tation would combine the convenience of Fig. 2 with some of 

the accuracy afforded by the use of several parameters in the 

more cumbersome Eqn. 1. The data provided by Trank (38) may 

be used to check the validity of the above representation. 

A completely different description of the pressure re- 

ceptors was attempted by Teorell (37). He related blood 

pressure to the electrical response of the receptor nerve cells 

by differential equations and by assuming an N-shaped curve 

(analogous to the curve signifying a negative resistance in 

electronic circuits)between membrane resistance and "electro- 

osmotic flow". These equations defined a relaxation oscillator 

which could exhibit some of the characteristics of pressure 

re.ceptor cells. These included threshold effects and the rate 

sensitivity of the response. The model, however, does not 

appear to be overly useful because it yields oscillations only 

at a particular frequency contrary to the behavior of the ac- 

tual cells. This approach has not yet helped to describe the 

pressure receptor input-output characteristics which are of 

primary importanoe for the understanding of the regulatory 

mechanism. 
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The heart. The influence of sympathetic and parasympa- 

thetic vagal nerves on the heart rate and stroke volume are 

of great interest in the study of the blood pressure regula- 

tion. It appears, however, that studies using engineering- 

like approaches have dealt with the control of heart rate 

only. 

Since the recording of normal activity from the cardiac 

vagus nerve involves great technical difficulties and has been 

successfully accomplished only very recently (13,46), most of 

the experiments dealing with the vagal control of heart rate 

involved the artificial electrical stimulation of the cut vagus 

nerve. Rosenblueth and Simeone (30) gave empirical equations 

of the steady state response of heart rate to electrical stimu- 

lation of the vagus and sympathetic nerves in 1934; in 1962 

Warner and Cox (43) used step changes in uniform frequency of 

stimulation to derive nonlinear models of neural heart rate 

control. There seems to be no model that can describe the 

heart rate response to single vagal impulses first reported 

by Brown and Eccles (4). 

The equations of Warner and Cox are based on the assump- 

tion that heart rate (or the reciprocal of heart rate, heart 

period, in the case of the vagus nerve) is proportional to 

the concentration of-some chemical substance at the active 

site in the cardiac pacemaker. These equations express the 



dynamics according to which the active chemical substances are 

assumed to be liberated by the neural impulses. The assump- 

tions are not fully verified, but they are in agreement with 

the current very limited knowledge of the processes that occur 

at the sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve endings. 

The models for sympathetic and parasympathetic control of 

heart rate result in a set of nonlinear equations which were 

simulated on an analog computer. The predicted output showed 

reasonable agreement with experimental data as long'as sympa- 

thetic and vagal controls were considered separately, but super- 

position of the two controls did not hold. Katona (15) demon- 

strated that the nonlinear model of the vagal control of heart 

rate could be reduced to a simple RC integrator for weak and 

moderate vagal stimulation. 

Van der Pol (40) discussed a model comprising three locked 

relaxation oscillators which could simulate some of the pecu- 

liar behavior of cardiac rhythm. He did not deal with the 

question of.how neural impulses change heart rate. 

Other components. There seems to be no significant work 

that has been successful in applying engineering techniques 

to the rest of the regulatory system of Fig. 1. The most 
interesting part of this system is the vasomotor area of the 

brain, but the present knowledge of its transfer characteris- 

tics is extremely sketchy and mainly qualitative. The only 

definite quantitative result seems to establish that the 
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transit time for the cardiovascular reflex is on the order of 

tens of milliseconds (18). 

The control of vascular resistance by neural stimulation 

is also lacking quantitative description. Turner thoroughly 

reviewed the current views on this part of the control system, 

but his experimental data showedso much complexity and non- 

linearity that he failedto arrive at a concise model of the 

system (39). 

Investigation a Portions g the Control System. 

Heart rate is actively involved in the short-term regula- 

tion of blood pressure. Katona (14) investigated the relatlon- 

ship between these two variables considering arterial blood, 

pressure as input and heart period as output. The experiments 

were conducted on anesthetized dogs, which had their circula- 

tory mechanisms left intact. The blood pre ssure was changed 

by blowing up a balloon in the aorta of the experimental ani- 

mals. The transient disturbances lasted 1 - 20 seconds. 

It was found that the response of heart period to a change 

in blood pressure is highly nonlinear. The most conspicuous 

nonlinearity is that an increase in pressure generally results 

in a larger and faster increase in heart period than the de- 

crease in heart period that is due to the same amount of 

decrease in pressure. As a first approximation, the system 

was assumed to be piecewise linear and thus characterized by 
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two impulse responses. One or the other impulse response was 

taken to represent the system depending on whether the pressure 

was above or below its steady state value. The impulse res- 

ponses were determined by the numerical solution of the convo- 

lution equation that relates the input autocorrelation function 

to the input-output cross-correlation function. These functions 

were obtained by digital computer processing Of pairs of input- 

output data involving pressure disturbances of arbitrary wave- 

forms. 

The computed impulse responses for the two regions were 

different, while those obtained from different pairs of records 

and representing the same region were quite similar, although 

dependent on the records that were used to obtain them. This 

indicated that the piecewise linear model could be considered 

only as a rough description of the system. 

A recently developed improved model of the same system 

is shown in Fig. 4 (15,16). The input is a measure of the 

total neural activity of the pressure receptor nerves, and 

according to argument presented in the references it can be 

approximated by a linear combination of the systolic and di- 

astolic blood pressures. The input activates one of two sys- 

tems depending on whether it is larger or smaller than a cer- 
tain threshold. This threshold often but not always is in the 

vicinity of the steady state value of the input. If the input 

is larger than the threshold (region A) the system is repre- 
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sented by an R-C-diode network with faster charging than dis- 

charging time. If the input is smaller than the'threshold 

(region B) the system is represented by an overdamped second 

order transfer function. The sum of the responses of the two 

regions gives the total heart period response. 

The above model was shown to describe the relationship 

between heart period and blood pressure for a variety of blood 

pressure disturbances, although some cases were also found 

where the model broke down. Operation in region A was attri- 

buted to the vagal control of heart period, while region B 

was associated with sympathetic effects. 

An attempt by Lercari (20,21) to describe a portion of 

the pressure regulatory system comprising several of the 

building blocks in Fig. 1 involved the electrical stimulation 

of the cut pressure receptor nerves and measuring the corres- 

ponding changes of arterial Pressure in the rabbit. A linear 

model was assumed to exist between the frequency of stimulation 

and the pressure, and the system was tested by applying sinu- 

soidal variations in the frequency of the stimulating pulses. 

The resulting Bode.plot indicated that a second order system 

with a double pole at 0.035 cps gave a reasonable approximation 

of the data, although a third order system with a break point 

frequency at 0.05 cps was preferable. The symmetrical response 

of the physiological system to positive and negative steps in 

the stimulating frequency was used a s an evidence supporting 

the assumption of linearity. 
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There appears to be some contradiction between the results 

of Katona and Lercari. The system Katona investigated was 

found to be grossly nonlinear with the vasomotor area probably 

being responsible for much of the nonlinearity. Lercari found 

his system, which also involved the vasomotor area, to be 

essentially linear. The contradiction may arise from the pos- 

sibility that Katona's description of the total number of 

neural firing on the carotid sinus nerve is unjustified and 

the nonlinearity he observed uas mainly due to the carotid sinus 

mechanism. The contradiction may also be due to the artificial 

manner in which the carotid sinus nerves were stimulated in 

Lercari's experiments (he did not stimulate the C fibers), or 

may simply be attributed to species difference. 

Control Properties of the Entire Blood Pressure Reaulatorg 
System 

The studies that have been hitherto reviewed dealt with 

the description of the input-output characteristics of elements 

or'groups of elements of Fig. 1, but they did not discuss how 

these characteristics determine the properties of the .control 

system as a whole. The investigations to be reviewed next 

are all concerned with the description of the entire system 

from a control-theory point of view,and largely ignore-the 

question of how the system components give rise to the control 

characteristics. 

Warner investigated the frequency-dependent nature of 

blood pressure regulation in the dog by introducing sinusoid- 
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ally varying disturbances and measuring the blood pressure 

variations that these disturbances actually produced (41). 

The disturbances were introduced by stimulating the vagus 

nerve with an electrical impulse train the frequency of which 

was sinusoidally variable. It *was found that the ability of 

the system to compensate for the disturbances was approxi- 

mately constant below 0.033 cps and deteriorated at higher 

frequencies. This is shown by the dotted lines in the graph 

of Fig. 5. 

Warner also examined the effect of increasing the "gain" 

of the feedback path of the control system by artificially 

amplifying the action of the carotid sinus by an electrical 

analog. This was achieved by generating an impulse train the 

frequency of which was proportional to the weighted sum of 

the arterial pressure and its first derivative. The impulse 

train was applied to the carotid sinus nerve in order to aug- 

ment the natural activity on these nerves. 

The results are illustrated by the solid lines in the 

graph of Fig. 5. They show that the pressure variations at 

most frequencies were larger when the analog was in the sys- 

tem than when only the normal regulatory mechanism of the dog 

was active. This indicates that an increase in the loop gain 
increased the steady state error for the control mechanism. 

This increase of steady-state error with increased loop gain 

was interpreted by Warner to mean that the increased loop gain 
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made the control system unstable, and the amplitude of the 

oscillations was limited only by the nonlinearities in the 

system. Guyton and Harris (11) also suggested that the in- 

stability of the control system may be responsible for the 

blood pressure oscillations often observed in dogs. These 

oscillations have a frequency on the order of 25 seconds, and 

they are most often observed when the condition of the dog 

deteriorates as a result of an excessive amount of blood loss. 

It is difficult to draw quantitative interpretations of 

Warner's findings because of the indirect manner in which the 

disturbance was applied. It seems, however, that the sluggish- 

ness of the arterial smooth muscles has been established as 

an important factor in determining the behavior of the control 

system. From. transient measurements the maximum response to 

pressure receptor stimulation wa s determined to be 10 to 15 

seconds after the onset of the stimulation. 

Stegemann (36) also investigated the frequency dependency 

of the blood pressure regulatory system of the dog, but he 

isolated the carotid sinus in order to perfuse it with an ex- 

ternally generated sinusoidal waveform. Thus his preparation 

operated in an open loop fashion except for the aortic nerves 

which he left intact. It was found that the average aortic 
blood pressure was not a pure sinusoid in contrast to the in- 

put pressure, but showed a relatively fast fall-time and slow 

rise-time. Periodic variations in arterial pressure were 
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demonstrated up to an input frequency of 1.3 cps, the highest 

Investigated, showing that the controller was still effective 

at that frequency. It is quite apparent from the published 

records that regulation naa taking place mainly by the fast 

vagal heart rate reflex. 

In analyzing his data Stegeman plotted phase angles 

against frequency. These angles were measured between caro- 

tid sinus pressure maximum and aortic pressure minimum, and 

carotid sinus pressure minimum and aortic pressure maximum. 

They increase with frequency and show considerable scatter. 

Because of the difference between these two types of phase 

angles Stegeman concluded that two controllers are present, 

a sympathetic and a parasympathetic, and they each give rise 

to one of the phase angles. This conclusion is groundless since 

an apparent nonlinearity cannot be explained by the superposi- 

tion of two linear systems which are implied by measuring phase 

angles. 

A somewhat more systematic study of the same mechanism 

was made by' Scher and Young (35). They also isolated and ex- 

ternally perfused the carotid sinus of both dogs and cats, 

but in many of their experiments they cut the vagus nerves in 

order to eliminate the effect of aortic receptors. It was 
found that the static incremental gain of the regulatory sys- 

tem shows a very definite peak at a certain input pressure. 

This pressure is in the vicinity of the normal blood pressure 
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of the laboratory animals. Step changes of input pressure 

are followed by a delay of approximately two seconds, after 

which the output slowly adjusts to its new level. The time 

required to reach 636 of the total change was found to be on 

the order of twenty seconds; sometimes an overshoot in the 

response was also observed. 

When the input pressure was changed sinusoidally it was 

found that the output pressure also changed approximately 

sinusoidally. At low frequencies (below 0.01 cps) the input 

and output were exactly out of phase. For convenience this 

will be referred to as a phase angle of zero since the phase 

reversal is just due to the negative feedback nature of the 

system. Above 0.01 cps the phase angle started showing a lag 

!vhich increased to 90' at 0.04 cps and to 180’ at 0.07 to 

0.10 cps. This phase difference is partially due to the pure 

delay in the system, and when that contribution was subtracted 

from the delay, the phase angle cqas never found to exceed 90' 

in the above range of frequencies. T1ie magnitude of the gain 

of the system was found to be on the order of five at 0.01 

cps \GhiCh then decreased with increasing frequencies. In the 

vicinity of 0.1 cp 8 the gain reduced to zero and the systemic 

blood pressure did not show periodic variations. It was still 
noted that the mean output pressure fell as the frequency of 

the input variations was increased above 0.1 cps. This is 

the rectifying property of the blood pressure reflex that had 

been studied previously (10). 
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The authors discussed the possibility of describing the 

reflex with equations based on their previous knowledge and _ 

experimental results, but they did not actually test any mod- 

els. In effect they proposed a description similar to the 

one discussed by Pruslin (2g), to account for the behavior of 

the pressure receptors. The efferent side of the reflex was 

proposed to consist of a pure delay followed by a first or 

second order dynamic system. The variation in steady state 

gain was to be taken into account by a power function. 

The most comprehensive investigation of the overall pro- 

perties of the blood pressure regulatory mechanism has been 

conducted by Levison (22). He perfused the carotid sinus of 

dogs with an externally generated pressure waveform which he 

could control by a servo-pump. For achieving a fully open- 

loop system without cutting the vagus nerves the aortic arch 

was denervated in several of the experiments. Because of the 

basically non-linear character of the mechanism a large vari- 

ety of input waveforms were applied for testing the system. 

The results of some of these experiments are discussed next. 

The static gain of the system was determined to be approx- 

imately two. When a high frequency (1 cps) sinusoidal waveform 

was superimposed on the input, the output pressure dropped, 

confirming the rectifying property of the system. 

The sinusoidal response of the system was determined un- 

der two conditions'. First, only the low frequency (less than 
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1 cps) disturbance was the input waveform; then a high fre- 

quency (more than 1 cps) variation was also added to the low 

frequency disturbance in order to eimulate the effects of 

pulse pressure. The output in both cases was considered to 

be the low-frequency component of the arterial pressure. It 

was found that the gain curve for both cases reached a maxi- 

mum between 0.03 and 0.05 cps and then started falling at a 

rate of 30 to 40 db/decade at higher frequencies. The addi- 

tion of the high-frequency sine wave to the input pressure 

reduced the gain of the system by 20 to 50$, but left the 

phase relation unchanged. At very low frequencies (less than 

0.01 cps) the input and output waveform were completely out 

of phase, which was defined as zero lag. The phase angle 

started lagging at increasing frequency, reaching 180’ around 

0.15 cps. At this frequency the gain was less than unity. 

From the observation that the magnitude characteristics 

?Iere similar to that of a second-order system but the phase 

lag continued beyond the additional 180', Levison indicated 

the possibility of a 1.5 set pure delay. This is in good 

agreement with the 2 second approximation of Scher and Young 

(34) l The interpretation of Levison's frequency response data 

Is difficult because of &he distortion that the output klne 

wave often showed, but the data lndloatee the same trends 

that were found by Soher and Young. 

An experiment clearly showing the nonlinear nature of 

the system consisted of applying a sinusoidally modulated (at 
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frequency. It appears that the pressure receptors should be 

characterized by a pole at a considerably higher frequency 

than 0.3 cps. 

The great merit of Levison's work is sharply pointing 

out some of the nonlinear behavior of the pressure regulatory 

system. His model, however, should be considered only as a 

first step in the quantitative description of system charac- 

teristics. 

Control of Cardiac Output 

It was pointed out in the first part of this report, that 

during exercise an elevated cardiac output is maintained regard- 

less of heart rate, which suggests the existence of a mechanism 

that regulates cardiac output. In a recent study, Topham (47) 

investigated the control of cardiac output during exercise by 

computer techniques. 

The model that Topham used is shown in Fig. 7. This model 

is very similar to that of Fig. 1, except that it indicates 

that arterial pressure may have a direct effect on stroke vol- 

ume, and it also considers local tissue environment as an es- 

sential factor in the regulatory system. Exercise is assumed 

to change the hypothetical "reference" setting in the brain, 

In addition to changing the local tissue environment due to 

the increased metabolism in the muscles. The tissue environ- 

ments are, in turn, Influenced by the amount of blood with 
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which they are supplied, which depends on the cardiac output. 

The model was simulated on an analog computer. The vari- 

ous components of the model were characterized by previotia 

knowledge (for example, the nonlinear models of Warner and Cox 

(43) were used for the determination of heart rate from sympa- 

thetic and vagal firing), or by simple relationships arrived at 

by reasoning on the basis of the physiology of the system. As 

an illustration, the vascular resistance was described by the 

following three equations: 

R - R, + R, - k16s 

dRa 

dt- = k17f1 - k18Rs 

ds 
dt a k14(smax - s)(M, + M,) i k15CO*s 

where 
R 

RO 

Rs 
S 

S max 

fl 

Mr 

*W 

co 
and 

is the vascular resistance, 

is the resting value of resistance, 

Is the resistance due to sympathetic stimulation, 

is the concentration of metabolite that causes 
vasodilatatlon, 

is the maximum of s that can exist, 

is the frequency of sympathetic nerve firing, 

is the resting metabolism of metabolite, 

Is the metabolism during exercise, 

is the cardiac output, 

k 14 l ** k18 are constants. 
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The results of the stimulation were shown only for one 

experiment. The predicted and experimental values of blood 

pressure, heart rate, stroke volume, resistance and cardiac 

output were in good agreement except for the falling blood 

pressure at the end of the exercise. Since there was no dls- 

cussion on how well the model predicted the behavior of the 

physiological system under other conditions, and it is not 

surprising that over twenty parameters can be adjusted to fit 

five simple waveforms, the usefulness of the model cannot be 

assessed. The study seems to be quite incomplete without test- 

ing the model by keeping heart rate at various fixed values, 

and checking if stroke volume becomes adjusted in such a way 

that cardiac output remains unchanged. 

Concluding Remarks 

The foregoing sections of this report show that the appli- 

cation of engineering techniques to the analysis of blood pres- 

sure regulation has led to an improved understanding of the 

properties of the system but has not yet produced striking re- 

sults. Ideally, a model of the physiological system should 

not only account for observed properties but should be able to 

predict the outcome of new experiments. It seems that at the 

present time the main problem is still fitting models to exist- 

ing data, letting alone the question of prediction. 

These investigations, however, provided extremely useful 

and numerous data on the various input-output characteristics 
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of the system. The data clearly indicates that nonlinearities 

play an important part in giving rise to these characteristics. 

The establishment of nonlinearity precludes the straight-for- 

ward application of the well-known methods for the analysis of 

linear control systems and this greatly contributes to the 

difficulty of analyzing the blood pressure regulatory mechanism. 

It appears that in the future, effort should be expended 

in order to localize the physiologic origin of the nonlineari- 

ties that have been demonstrated to be present. In particular, 

it should be resolved to what extent the pressure receptors 

themselves were responsible for the nonlinearities in the regu- 

latory system observed by Katona and Levison. An answer to 

this question should come from the quantitative determination 

of the input-output characteristics of the pressure receptors. 

Since this, just as other works aimed at determining the trans- 

fer properties of parts of the control system, requires the 

recording of neural impulses, a very close collaboration be- 

tween physiologists and engineers is necessary. 

The long-range success of understanding the control of 

circulation seems to hinge on the successful combination of 

the description of the mechanical (pressure-flow-volume) pro- 

perties of the system with the description of how one variable 

influences the others through feedback loops via the central 

nervous system. Because of the extreme complexity, up to now 

the mechanical and control properties of the system have been 
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studied separately, which precludes the testing of derived 

models under normal physiological conditions. With the ad- 

vance of computer technology it should be possible to simulate 

the entire control system in the not too distant future. 
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Figure 1. Pressure regulating system. 
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